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Preface 

This annual report of the Institute of Nuclear and Hadronic Physics 0 of the 
Research Center Rossendorf Inc. (FZR) summarizes the research activities, the 
results and the propss  achieved in the year 1993. 

The present scientific profde of the IJSH is predominantly determined by the 
participation in national or international research projects. The scientific activities 
of our experimental groups concentrated in 1993 on the preparations of a number 
of experiments at COSY in Jiilich, SIS in Darmstadt, U400M in Dubna and at the 
S-DALINAC in Dannstadt. In this way the close and fiuitfid collaborations 
within the TOF, O' Facility, FOPI, ALADIN, FOBOS and EUROBALL projects 
have been continued. 

In parallel, experimental data obtained in measurements of the FOPI collabora- 
tion, from in-beam spectroscopic studies performed at VICKSI and the Cologne 
Tandem accelerator as well as in-beam PET experiments at SIS and the fragment 
separator FRS have been analyzed and succesfully interpreted. 

The theoretical investigations performed in the last year dealt with the study of 
nuclear and subnuclear degrees of fieedom, high-spin phenomena and the dyna- 
mics of open quantum systems. The results of our research and developments are 
presented in numerous publications, conference contributions and talks 
documented in this report. 

In the following some prominent results of the last year are mentioned. 

Applying the Tilted Cranking Theory, developed in the IKN, to experiments 
carried out by the spectroscopy group of the University of Bonn has led to the 
discovery of the "Shears Bands", which represent a new type of collective 
excitation showing up as regular bands of very fast magnetic and slow electric 
y-transitions. This phenomenon is characterized by a tilt of the rotational axis 
with respect to the deformation axis, which does not occur in classical systems. 

Velocity correlations of intermediate-mass fragments produced in central Au + 
Au collisions at 100 - 400 AMeV have been analyzed They provide for the first 
time a clue on the space-time extent of the exploding and m d t i h e e n & g  
system in this energy range. While the data are taken by the FOPI collaborakn 
in GSI, our interpretation benefits fiom common efforts of the experimental and 
theory groups in the Institute for Nuclear and Hadronic Physics. 



A first implementation of the 4% fragment spectrometer FOBOS consisting of 10 
of the 30 detector modules in its final stage has been taken into operation at the 
U400M in Dubna. First experiments aiming at the study of the ternary fission 
process in the reaction 43 AMeV 7Li + 233Th have been performed at the end of 
1993. 

The COSYJTOF start detector system was finally assembled and succesfully 
tested. Thus, an essential contribution is made to the completion of the COSY 
Time-of-Flight Spectrometer and for fuCure COSY experiments. 

In a series of experiments with a small positron camera at light ion beams at the 
GSI Darmstadt the PET-group of the IKH was able to demonstrate that the 
positron emitter distributions generated by nuclear fragmentation in thick targets 
show a pronounced structure. This may offer the possibility for in-vivo dose 
localization and therapy control without the necessity of producing radioactive 
beams. 

Concerning the infrastructure of the Institute of Nuclear and Hadronic Physics 
further improvements were achieved during 1993, especially with respect to new 
installations for the computational network and new equipments for the detector 
laboratory. 

Finally, we gratefully acknowledge the close and fruitful collaboration with our 
colleagues from other institutes in Germany and abroad as well as the financial 
support provided by the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFT), 
the German Research Community (DFG), the Ministry for Science and Art 
(SMWK) of Saxony, the KFA Jiilich and the GSI Darmstadt. 

The support of our collaboration partners and the institutions mentioned before 
was of vital importance for the scientific work in our institute. 
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I. Results of Research 
and Development 



Explanation of special symbols: 

Numerous research projects were funded by the Federal Ministry for Research and 
Technology (BMW , the German Research Community (DFG), the GSI Darmstadt 
and the KFA Jiilich. The support of theses institutions is indicated by using the 
letters "B", "D", " G ,  " K ,  respectively, after the title of the corresponding con- 
tributions. 
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Asymmetric Flow Extracted from BUU calculationsB 

H.W. BABZ AND B. HEIDE 

The search for collective phenomena in intermediate energy heavy ion collisions is one of the 
interesting goals. In recent experiments [1,2] colliding Au on Au with bombarding energies 
of 150 MeV, 250 MeV and 400 MeV per nucleon, mean kinetic energies of fragments were 
measured as a function of the fragment mass. This mass dependence cannot be interpreted 
without assuming a large radial flow. 

We have investigated the occurence of flow within the frame of the BUU model. This model 
generates the phase space distributions of the nucleons interacting through the mean field 
and two-body collisions. We assume that fragments are formed from a source consisting of 
sufficiently dense matter (n > n,it = 0.1%) at a break-up time of about 70 fm/c. Since the 
source is not spherical in coordinate neither in momentum space we analyse the phase space 
distribution in a coordinate system which is oriented along the main axes et') of the energy 
flow tensor. The flow energies F, in the main axes are given by 

0.5*(F,+F2) (MeV) F, (MeV) vOwm 

impact parameter (fm) 

Fig. I .  Zknsverse, Iongiludinal and mean sideways flow as a function of ihe impaci parameter for 
bombarding energies of 150 McV (circles), 850 MeV (diamonds) and 400 MeV (.siars), nspedively. 

Fig. 1 presents the results for Au on Au collisions at the three bombarding energies. For cen- 
tral collisions the flow ellipsoid is oblate and most of the nucleons flow sidewards. Flow energies 
of 14 MeV, 2 6  MeV and 45 MeV,respectively, are obtained. With increasing impact parameter 
the flow becomes more forward directed and the transverse flow diminishes. This might explain 
why only small flow values were found in peripheral collisions by the ALADIN collaboration. 
The mean sideways velocity earn = (2425 - fi - fi)/J23;i;Jsina is also shown, where 
a is the flow angle. The maximum values coincide well with the values of in ref. 121 
measured for intermediate mass fragments. 

' Institut f6r Theoretjsche Physik, TU Draden and Institut fur Kern- und Hadronenphysik, FZ Rossendori 
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HBT Analysis of an Expanding Ultrarelativistic Pion GasB 

H.W. BAR?,', G. BERTSCII~'~, P. DANIELEWICZ~, H. SCHULZ~ AND G.M. WELKE' 

In ultrarelativistic collisions of heavy ions a hot central region is formed that subsequently 
decays mostly into T mesons. One of the primary goals in these experiments is the search for 
collective phenomena. We show that the degree of collectivity affects sensitively the two-pion 
correlations and the extracted source size calculated on the basis of the Hanbury-Brown and 
Twiss (HBT) effect. 

For this pupose we have calculated the expansion of a mesonic cloud, where the reso- 
nances decay finally into pions. The process is described by the Boltzmann equation including 
Bose-Einstein statistics (see ref. [l]) and simulates the collision of 160 on Au at  200 A GeV 
bombarding energy. The degree of collectivity is controlled by the initial density determined 
by the effective pionic hadronization time r. We investigate the correlation as a function of 
the total momentum Pt of a pion pair. The result is shown in fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Radii Rride ex- 
tracted from the correla- 
tion function using pion 
pairs with total momen- 
tum around Pt. 

On the first view the result is surprising, because the most strongly interacting pions ex- 
hibit the smallest radius. However, in a collective motion of cooling matter the pions with 
momenta around $Pt come from a small region. For large transverse momenta the extracted 
radii are nearly independent of the initial density. This means that the fast pions do not collide 
frequently. The value of the radius is only slightly larger than the initial radius of the source. 
Obviously the fast pions leave the surface regian in an early stage evading the reaction zone. 
However for small momenta the behaviour is quite different. For small r, i.e. high density, 
we expect a highly collective behaviour which results in small radii. On the other hand the 
reIatively independent motion of pions for large r together with those coming from the p decay 
gives larger radii. 

Institut firr Theoretische Physik, TU Dxesden and Institut iiir Kern- und Eadr~uen~hysik, F Z  Rossendorf 
a NSCL and Dpt. of Physics and Astronomy, Michigan State University, East Lansing, M1 48824, USA 

Department of Physics FM-15,University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, USA 
The Niels-Boht Institute, Bkgdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark 
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Wayne State University, Detroit, M1 48202, USA 
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A BUU-Copenhagen Hybrid ~ o d e l ~  

B. HEIDE AND H.W. B A R Z ~  

The description of heavy ion collisions at intermediate energies is hampered by the fact that, 
although the evolution of a nucleus-nucleus system from the initial stages of the collision 
until its maximum expansion can adequately be treated within a dynamical model, the 
break-up into fragments cannot. However, the fragmentation process can be described quite 
successfully by a statistical model. Hence, we have constructed a BUU-Copenhagen Hybrid 
(BCH) model which consists of both the dynamical Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbedt (BUU) 
model and the statistical Copenhagen model. 
To build up the BCH model one has to transform the "output" of the BUU model, namely the 
positions and momenta of the nucleons (test particles), into the "input" of the Copenhagen 
model, namely nucleon number, fragment velocity distribution, volume as well as excitation 
energy per nucleon of the fragmenting source. Further, the break-up time must be estimated. 
For the determination of the nucleon number we just count the nucleons within a region in 
which the density is higher than one-tenth of the ground state density of nude= matter. 
In order to construct the fragment velocity distribution we make an ansatz for the Wigner 
function for a fragment with mass number A: 

Notation: We consider the distribution function in a system oriented according to the main 
axes of the energy flow tensor. We put a plane at r'= 0 perpendicular to the flow axis of 
the position distribution (cf. fig. la). Then the + (-) sign indicates that the corresponding 
quantity is related to the upper (lower) region of this plane, g is the centre of gravity above 
(below) the h& plane and gis the average momentum. The elements of matrix B are mnec-  
ted with flow energies (Efiow,,, EBow,,, Eh,%), the ones of matrix h with temperatures. 
The function f is 1 if Fis within a cylinder, otherwise 0, and c is a normalization factor. The 
quantities g, A and A are determined by comparison with BUU calculation. 
Radius RwI and length H,! of the volume of the fragmenting source are calculated by use 
of (T;) and ( T J .  

The dependence of eq. (1) on the fragment mass A means that all fragments Aow within the 
same velocity field hut their random motion is governed by a common temperature. 
For the computation of the excitation energy E' per nucleon, we subtract the ground state 
energy E0 per nucleon from the average internal energy: 

The equation holds in the Chf system. Notation: V' = potential energy, N = nucleon number 
of the fragmenting source, Z = proton number, e = elementary charge, m = nulceon mass. 
Finally, we determine the break-up time in accordance with fig. i b  to be 80 fmlc. 
We have applied our BCH model to semi-central (PM3-PM$) Au on Au ~ ~ H s i o n s  at 150 
A.h.leV. We found that the peak of the correlation function 62 (see fig. I f ]  is mainly caused 
by transvefse fiows, Further results are represented in fig. ib,c,d,e. 



0 24 48 72 96 120 
time tfm/cl 

Fig. 1: Characteristics of Au on Au collisions at 150 A.MeV. (a) Contour plot of the position 
distribution (for impact parameter B = 6 fm and break-up time o f t  = ts, = 80 fm/c). (b) 
Averaged matter density versus time for several impact parameters. (c) Excitation energy per 
nucleon of the fragmenting source a s  a function of the impact parameter at t = tb,. (d) Mass 
number of the fragmenting source versus impact parameter at t = t6,. (e) Velocity distribnti- 
On versus the reduced relative velocity v,& = v/- of two fragments each of them ha- 
ving a charge number larger than 2 according to both, the model (diamonds) and the experi- 
ment (full line, from [l]). (f) Two-particle correlation function as a function of the reduced re- 
lative velocity compared to exp. [l]. 

'Institut Theoretische Physik, TU Dresden and Institat fiu; Kern- und Hadronenphysik, FZ Rossendarf 

EEFERENCEs: 
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Kaons in nuclear matterB 
E.E. KOLOMEIZEW, B. KAMPFER~, D.N. VOSKRESENSKY~ 

The possibility of meson condensation in compressed and heated nuclear matter has been 
theoreticaly investigated in the last two decades. After focusing on ir-condensation now 
one is interested in kaonic excitations. A condensate of K--mesons can occure because 
of the scaling of kaon mass with nucleon density m&(p) = m&(l - E), p, % 3 - 4p,,  as 
suggested in ref. [l]. The knowledge of the kaon dispersion relation is important for the 
description of kaon production in heavy-ion collisions 121. The presence of a K-condensate 
would also influence the properties of neutron stars. 

Most of papers concerning kaonic excitations and K-condensate in nuclear matter 
consider the s-wave interaction of kaons with nucleons. We extend this investigation 
and consider also, in non-relativistic approximation, the p-wave contributions in the self- 
energy of K--mesons formed by A-p-l, CO-p-= and C- - n-' loops. We have included 
graphs with pions in intermediate states. A minimal relativistic correction is taken into 
account too. New graphs correspond to pwave attraction. Relativistic corrections give 
contributions to the s-wave part of the polarization operator. In restoring the residual 
interaction in the off-shell polarization operator we use the Adler consistency condition [3]. 

The analysis of the dispersion equation w(k), which can be written as 

shows that the spectrum of K--mesons in nuclear matter possesses accordingly two 
branches of excitations, one of which, i.e. the upper one, evolves into the vacuum branch 
at p -+ 0, and the second one corresponds to mixed A-p-'-states with quantum numbers 
of the Ii--meson. 

At proton density pp = up > 0.6 - 0 . 7 ~ ~  a roton-like minimum with momentum 
k = k, # 0 appears on the low-lying branch. With growing density the effective kaonic 
gap w2(k0, p) decreases and vanishes at p = p: rr 5 . 5 ~ ~ .  The second branch, occupied with 
maximal probability ezp(-w2(ko, p)/T), enhances the kaon yield in heavy-ion collisions 
[4]. The analysis of the equation of state of nuclear matter with taking into account 
the possibility of a K-condensate shows that at p 2: p: it becomes energetically favor- 
able to create a proton-enriched system (v  r: l), with charge compensated by the charge 
of condensed K--mesons. By analogy with K--mesons we investigate the properties of 
&-mesons in nuclear matter. We argue on the possibility of K'-condensation. The con- 
sequences of K- and &'-condensation for neutron stars and possible phase transition in 
nuclear matter will be considered in further investigations. Also the impact on dilepbn 
yields 151 needs further studies 

'Institat fur Theoretische Physik, TU Dresden; Institut fiir Kern- und Hadronenphysik, FZR 
2hioscow Engineetig-Physical Institute, Moscow, Russia 
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Photon production in an expanding and 
chemically equilibrating gluon-enriched 

B. KAMFTER'. O.P. PAVLENKO~ 

We consider the photon radiation from strongly interacting matter in the framework 
of a complete scenario including the chemical equilibration of the initial parton matter 
and its transition through a mixed phase into a hadron gas. Chemical equilibration 
in a thermalized gluon-enriched plasma is followed within a schematic model of rate 
equations which includes gg + g*, gg it ggg channels and longitudinal and transverse 
expansion [1,2]. By variations of the corresponding rates we try to simulate higher 
order QCD processes. 

We find that mainly the soft part of the photon spectrum is somewhat sensitive 
(within factor two) to variations of the equilibration rates (when keeping the initial 
temperature fixed). For fixed initial energy density there is no dependence on the 
initial phase space saturation, supposed equilibration is fast enough to achieve full 
local equilibrium at confinement temperature. 

Provided that deconfined and hadron matter shine equally bright at given temper- 
ature, we find that the photons from deconfined matter dominate over hadron matter- 
created photons in case of a weakly first-order confinement transition, independently 
of the initial phase space saturation (see Fig. 1). This provides a good chance to ob- 
serve thermal photon radiation from early parton matter at energies densities which 
are ~remmablv achieved in future RHIC experiments. 

Figure 1: The photon yield from decoon- 
fined matter (full line) and hadron matter 
(dotted lines; the curve labeled by B [B / 21 
uses the standard bag model equation of 
state with B1I4 = 235 MeV [equation 
of state with halved latent heat but the 
same critical temperature]). The initial 
temperature is TO = [(gQ + g,)/(X!$gq $. 

Xz9s)]1/4550 MeV, where X and g are the 
fugacities and degeneracities, and the sub- 
&pts Q and g refer to quarks and gluons. 
For more details consult Refs. [1,2]. 

'Institut fiu Theoretische Physik, TU Dresden; Institut E r  Kern- und Hadronenphysik, FZR 
'Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev, Ukraine 
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Quasi-particle description of a strongly interacting 
pion gasB 

G.G. BUNATIAN', B. K ~ P F E R *  

In ultrarelativistic collisions of heavy nuclei a dense and hot hadronic system is formed. 
For large enough nuclei and high enough energies such a hadron gas might even achieve 
local equilibrium irrespectively whether it emerges from a previously decordined matter 
state. The conjectured increase of nuclear transparency at high bombarding energy pro- 
vides the colliding nuclei to go through each other, and a meson cloud is produced in the 
middle region between the receding nuclei. Therefore, one gets a possibility to investigate 
rather extended meson systems. This new opportunity stimulated a series of theoretical 
works devoted to the investigation of properties of such systems. 

Unlike to previous work, in our approach [I] the considered system of interacting 
pions is described by Weinberg's pion field Lagrangian. We carry out our investigation 
of an interacting pion system by using the temperature Greens functions and take into 
account only the first term in the pion self-energy expansion and arrive at the Hartree 
approximation. The pion propagator has poles at w2(k) = k2 + m:, where 

(1) 
with residues y/2w(k) (y = (1 - GXd(T))-l). The pion polarization operator is real, 
and the propagator has simple poles only. Therefore, for the pion spectrum w(k) the 
formulae for the particle density e, and entropy density S look like for the free pion gas, 
but with effective mass &,(T). The thermodynamical potential S2 and the energy density 
E = a(fi/T) / a(l/T) can be written, after some cumbersome algebra, as 

Since the effective mass becornes larger than the vacuum mass at T > m, the 8hemody- 
namical properties of a pion gas susers minor modifieatiw due to strong interaction in 
the used appmximation. 

'Laboratory of Neutron Physics, Jm Dubna, Russia 
%stitut Er Theoretiscke Physik, TU Dresden, and 
Iustitut fiir Kern- und Hadronenphysik, FZR 
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The spin-dependent deuteron structure function within an 
effective meson-nucleon theoryB 

One of the topics of the present experimental and theoretical investigation of deep inelastic scatter- 
ing (DIS) of leptons from hadronic targets is the determination of the electromagnetic interaction 
characteristics of the neutron. The proton and neutron properties together will allow one to verify 
sum rules of Quantum Chromodynamics and predictions of QCD-motivated models. In previous 
experiments some indications of a breakdown of the fundamental symmetries are found (e.g., the 
famous spin crisis, the isospin symmetry violation), and the validity of the Bjorken and Gottfried 
sum rules are called into question. New experiments are aimed to clarify this subject. 

Some collaborations have recently obtained fist results on the spin-dependent structure func- 
tions (SSF). These data can now be used for consistency checks. From SLAC data on polarized 
3He one can extract the neutron SSF and compute the Bjorken sum rule integral. It is found that 
the Bjorken sum rule is slightly violated, whereas the first moment of the neutron SSF is in good 
agreement with the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule. This result seems to be in conflict with the conclusions 
drawn from the EMC experiments, that is, there is no room for a spin crisis in the SLAC results. 
At the same time, the SM Collaboration performs the first measurements on polarized deuterons 
[ll. From these data one can estimate the SSF of the "isoscalarn nucleon. Combining these data 
with EMC proton data one finds the validity of the Bjorken sum rule. It is worth stressing here 
that the SLAC and SMC measurements are performed with nucleartargets, and the interpretation 
of the data requires an accurate theory describing DIS off polarized nuclei. 

In the previous papers [2] we suggest a theoretical model to  analyze the DIS off unpolarized 
targets by using the operator product expansion method within an effective meson nucleon theory 
with one-boson-exchange interaction. Within this approach a good description of DIS off unpolar- 
ized nuclei is achieved. The recent paper 131 extends the proposed model to the polarized processes 
of DIS off a deuteron target. Results are displayed in 1 and 2. 

Figure I: The ratio of the deuteron to isoscalar Figure 2: The weighted deuteron spin structure 
nucleon spin structure functions. Fall (dashed) function r (S). Full Iine - the result of compu- 
line - the contribution of impulse approxima- tation within the present approach; the experi- 
tion + contribution of bound nucleons to  the mental data are taken from ref. [l]. 
deuteron SSF (only impulse approximation). 

'Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR Duhna, Russia 
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Transverse momentum dependence of dileptons from 
parton matter in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions3 

B. K~MPFER~, O.P. PAVLENKO* 

Dileptons are considered as useful tool to investigate the dynamics and the state of matter 
in the course of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. In particular, the lepton pairs are 
thought to represent direct messengers from the early stages where the transient creation of 
decodned matter is prejudiced. Whether the energy density and lifetime are large enough to 
achieve a locally equilibrated quark-gluon plasma is  a question to be decided experimentally. 
The presently available estimates and simulation codes predict the possibility of creating 
deconfined parton matter in future experiments at RHIC. 

Under certain conditions the dilepton yield from a locally equilibrated quark-gluon 
plasma depends only on the transverse mass, i.e., dN/dMidqidY K F(ML),  that is it 
scales with MA (MA, and q ~ ,  and Y are the transverse mass and momentum and rapidity 
of the pair, respectively). This property has been ~roposed to be used as a unique signature 
of the formation of a quark-gluon plasma. In particular, the yield from hadron matter fl] is 
shown to display strong violation of the scaling. 

In the recent paper 121 we extend the approach of previous studies and also include pre- 
equilibrium parton matter [3]. It is quite obvious that the partonic matter needs some time 
to evolve from the overlapping nuclear distributions towards a locally thermalized state. It 
might be suspected that the early stages just give a substantial contribution to the dilepton 
yield, or even might dominate it. 

We study possible origins of the MA scaling violation of the dilepton spectrum from pre- 
equilibrium parton matter in a kinetic framework. We show that under certain conditions 
strong of£-equilibrium parton matter displays approximate scaling, as also the Drell-Yan con- 
tribution does at MA > 2 GeV. Otherwise we find that the inclusion of essentially additional 
parameters, such as a low-momentum cut-off and parton masses, gives rise to a noticeable 
violation of scaling. Strong scaling violations have been observed in the ambitious parton 
cascade simulations and are there attributed to higher twist effects which cause effective 
partou masses and form factors. 

Figure 1: The transverse momentum depen- 
dence of the dilepton spectrum from free- 
streaming parton matter at = 2.6 GeV. The 
initial distributions are: (i) highly anisotropic 
(full curve; Gaussian [sharply peaked] diitri- 
bution in transversal [longitudinslJ direction), 
(ii) highly anisotropic (dotted curve; power- 
law {sharply peaked] distribution in transversal 
pongitudinalj direction), and (iii) thermaczed 
(dashed curve). For fusther details and ther- 
maiization effects consuit ReF. 121. 
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Thermal masses in a strongly interacting gluon gasB 

Available &CD lattice calculations of thermodynamical properties of strongly interacting 
matter are not very illustrative with respect to an understanding of the equation of state. 
One therefore tries to interpret the outcome of such lattice calculations by simpler models. 
E.g., the data of pure gauge theory of ref. [l] are interpreted in ref. [2] by a thermodynamicat 
model with low-momentum cut-off. Here we follow another interpretation ref. [3] of the SU(3) 
gluon plasma data ref. [l], which we later want to apply to fermionic system, too. 

We use the concept of quasi-particles and replace the strongly interacting massless gluons 
by free massive bosons with an effective thermal (screening) mass m(T) = crg(T) T, where 
g = 4 ~ [ 1 1  log [(T - T,)/T,]*]-~/~ is the temperature dependent running coupling constant, 
and the parameter a accounts for the effective number of degrees of freedom. To avoid a 
singular behaviour of the thermal mass at the confinement temperature T, we also introduce 
a temperature shift parameter T, to regulate for reasonable values near T,. Our fit (see fig. 1) 
gives a good agreement with the lattice data [l], especially at larger values of T. Although 
the gluon system clearly does not display the behaviour of an ideal gas (in the temperature 
range considered) there is a certain approach to asymptotic freedom. In a plot p(e) (fig. 2) 
one observes some limited analogy to the bag model. 

The cooling of a gas within the Bjorken picture is governed by the time evolution equation 
deldr = -Ip(e) + e]/r (7 is the proper time) and depends on the equation of state p(e). 
The bag model (e = 3AT4 + B, p = AT4 - B) yields the known cooling T rx r-li3 while for 
our fit of the gluon medium we find a substantial slowing down of the cooling curves T(r) 
near T,. This might compensate for the reduced latent heat found in recent lattice data and 
might apply to Shuryaks 'hot glue scenario'. 

F i r e  1: Fit of the energy density and Figure 2: Pressure as function of energy 
pressure data (dots from ref. [I], scaled density (dots from ref. [l]). At sufficiently 
by the Stefan-Boltrmann values) by our large energy density (or temperature) a 
thermal gluon mass model with a = 0.551 bag model-like equation of state (full line) 
and %IT, = 0.023. Observe the striking emerges in the form p = ae - 4/3B with 
deviation from the bag model equation of a = 0.297 and BSI4 = 205MeV. 
state, which would give e/esB > 1. 
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A Reference Profile for the Average Meson Field 
of the Semibosonized Nambu & Jona-Lasinio ModelB 

R. W~NSCH, K. GOEKE*, TH. MEIDNER' 

We have considered the average meson field of the bosonized N d u  & Jona-Lasinio model for 
U and d quarks. Restricting the meson fields to hedgehog shape and to the chiral circle they 
can uniquely be described by a single scalar function, the profile function 8(r ) .  Classical self- 
consistent meson fields are obtained by mhimkbg the effective Eudidean action Sef [@(+)] and 
solving the d t i n g  equation of motion [l]. 
We have evdnated a series of meson profiles (Fig. l) in dependence on the constituent quark 
mass M, which is the only free parameter in the model [2]. We have shown that the numerically 
determined self-consistent profdes 

do practically not depend on the constituent quazk mass M, 
can be approximated by a reference profile 

The reference profde interpolates between the correct asymptotic behavior of the self-consistent 
profile for small and large radu. A smooth interpolation is obtained with a matching point 
at RM = 411 ( 1  + &mijRZ + (7[(m,R)3]). Fig. 1 demonstrates that the self-consistently de- 
termined profiles do not substantially deviate from each other and can - a& least visually - be 
fairly well approximated by a common reference profile with the empirically determined radius 
parameter R = (0.42 3 0.05) f m. 

0 

-30 Fig. l: Self-consistently determtned pro- 
files @(+) in the mass region 350 MeV 5 -60 
M 5 1000 MeV. All numerically calcu- p 

hted profires fit in the corn-dor marked by @ -90 

the broken lines. -120 

The full line represents the reference p m  
file (l] w*ih R = 0.42 fm .  -150 

-180 To test the quality of the reference profile 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.6 

we have calculated the expectation d u e s  
of several observables and compared them 
with the corresponding d u e s  obtained for 

rCfW 

the self-consistent profdes [3]. The agreement was found to be quite good. Eenee many of the 
properties of the Nambu & Jona-Lasinio Eagrangian can be studied ushg the reference profile 
instead of applyjag the time-consuming determination of the self-consistent profife. Xf a. more 
accurate determinaiion of the self-consistent profile is necessary, the reference profile may serve 
as a suitable statting pmBe m an iteration procedure. 
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CMM and Rotational Corrections in the semibosonize~d 
Nambu & Jona-Lasinio Model for Interacting Quarks 

M. SCHLEIF AND R. W ~ N S C H  

We consider the two-fiavor (u,d) Nambu & Jona-Lasinio Model [l] involving scalar-isoscalar 
and pseudoscalar-isovector quark-quark interactions as an effective model of describing nu- 
cleons and delta resonances. Introducing appropriate mesonic fields, the Lagrangian can be 
linearized. Using hedgehog ansatz, chiral circle and spherical symmetry the mesonic fields 
are uniquely determined by the profle function O(T). The total euergy E m  of the field 
configuration consists of a fermionic and a mesonic part. Contributions of the Dirac sea to 
the fermionic energy diverges and are regularized using Schwinger's proper-time scheme. The 
corresponding cut-off parameter is adjusted to the experimental value of the weak pion decay 
constant. The constituent quark mass M is the only parameter of the model. 
In mean-field (Hartree) approximation, static mesonic fields minimize the total energy EHH. 
Solitonic configurations have been obtained for masses M .?. 350 MeV. Dne to  mean field 
approximation and hedgehog ansatz this solution is neither an eigenstate of the total momen- 
tum operator P nor of the isospin operator T. This lack can be corrected by means of the 
classical "pushing" and "cranking" approaches giving rise to the modified expression [2] 

for the total energy, where and (?')EH are the expectation values of the square of 
the center-of-mass momentum and of the isospin, respectively, calculated for the hedgehog 
configuration. EHB denotes the unmodified hedgehog energy. The second term corrects for 
the center-of-mass (CMM) motion, while the last terms "cranksn the hedgehog to the correct 
values of spin and isospin. Z is the moment of inertia of the corresponding quark configuration. 
We have calculated modified profle function by minimizing the energy (1) instead of the pure 
hedgehog energy Em. In particular, the CMM correction depends strongly on the mass 
parameter M. In fig. 1, we have selected a quite large quark mass M with sizeable correc- 
tions in the profile function. Pushing corrections modify the slope of the profile at  small 
distances and are almost equal for nucleons and delta resonances. Cranking corrections mod- 
ify the asymptotic behaviour at  large distances. TO keep the calculation feasible we insisted 
in spherical symmetry of the rotating hedgehog and spread the effect of the centrifugal force 
over all spatial directions. In the physically relevant mass region around 400MeV the effects 
are roughly half as large. 

30 

- Fig. 1: Profile function of the uucor- e -60 I rected hedgehog (dashed line), the nucleon 
a, 8 0  l (fuUed line) and the delta (dotted line) 

-120 calculated for a constituent quark mass of 
M = 600 MeV. 
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Tilted Bands in the even-even Xe and Ba Nuclei 

Excited bands characterized by strong AI = 1 transitions and relatively weak 
crossover AI = 2 transitions have been identified in several even-even Xe and Ba 
nuclei [1,2]. The similarity of the transition energies in different nuclides suggests 
a common intrinsic structure of these bands, The theoretical investigation is ba- 
sed on the Tilted Axis Cranking Model [3] which allows one to treat the case of a 
non-principal axis of rotation. The calculation for "Ba specifies so-called t-bands 
which carry substantial quasiparticle angular momentum along both the symmetry 
and the collective axis in an oblate shaped configuration. The intrinsic orientation 
of the calculated angular momentum f i s  shown in Fig.1. The experimental energy 
and spin sequence can be reasonably reproduced for a negative parity configuration 
(~h:,,~)(?rh1l/2d~~z). Within the same approach the B(M1) and B(E2) values of 
intra band transitions are calculated. Strone M1 rates are found as a conseauence ., 
of the tilted quasiparticle spins. The calculated branching ratios B(MI)/B(EZ) for 
the t-band are consistent with the observation of relatively strong M1 and weak E2 
transitions. An excitation energy of 5-6 MeV is estimated for theband head having 
an effective K-value of approximately 10 h. Experimentally the decay out of the 
t-band was not seen which indicates that the available final states possess rather 
different intrinsic structure. 

10 ti w = 0.4 MeV 

0 
0 10 D 10 

Fig.1 Angular mom~tumcomposition 
in the tilted 4qp configurations for two 
frequencies. In the considered case the 
intrinsic l-axis is the symmetry axis. 
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Investigation of the Validity of Tilted Axis Cranking - 

Approximation 

Tilted Axis Cranking (TAC) is a systematic microscopic approach to high spin physics[2], 
which provides a semiclassical description of both the energies and the intra band transition 
matrix elements. It has turned out to be v q  successful in the description of the 7-spectra of 
rapidly rotating nuclei[2]. In addition to all the virtues the standard principal axis cranking 
has for the description of AI=2-bands with good signature, the TAC approach pennits 
to calculate the rotational bands with AI=l and fixed parity which are quite common in 
deformed nuclei. However, as it is based on the assumption of classical angular momentum 
and uniform rotation, it has some restrictions. Therefore it seems necessary to invesitgate how 
important and serious these restriction turn out to be in the description of the experimental 
observables. To study this question, typical cases of two quasi particles coupled to a rotor 
have been treated exactly by themeans of the particle-rotor model (PRM) and approximately 
by means of the TAC. As an example, the BM1 values for PRM and TAC are given in figure 
1. They depend sensitively on the angular momentum geometry. It can be seen that the TAC 
reproduces the PRM rather well, except at the begining of the band ( i.e. at low spin ) where 
the assumption of the uniform rotation is not correct. This is also the case for the smaller 
deformation where signature splitting has set in. Another restriction of the TAC turns out 
to be the transition to rotation about a principal axis where the signature quantum number 
is restored. The TAC gives zero BM1 in such a case, where the PRM gives small but finite 
BM1 values. So one could say that TAC is reliable and accurate except for situation where 
it is not expected to work. 

Fig. 1 The BM1 values for one proton g factor = 1) and one neutron hole (g-factor = -1) C..- coupled to a rotor in the PRM and TA The squares describe PRM at small deformation, 
and the dots at large deformation. The dashed line gives the TAG at small deformation, and 
the solid line at large deformation. 
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Shears-Bands in the Light Pb - Isotopes 

The recently discovered A I  = l-bands in the light Pb nuclei (c.f. e.g. [1,2]) are a 
challenge to standard nuclear structure theory, since the measured deformations 
turn out to be very small (p < 0.07). How can a long regular band appear in 
an almost shperical nucleus? The possible mechanism has been suggested in 
ref. [3] and is illustrated in the figure. The relevant proton states are h9i2 
and i13,2 with a torus like density distribution. The relevant neutron orbitals 
are i13,2 holes with a dumbbell like density distribution. The maximal overlap 
between the proton and neutron density distributions is reached at the band 
head when the angular momenta stand perpendicular to each other. Moving up 
the baud, most of the angular momentum is gained by gradually tilting and - 
i, towards .i. The two vectors rotate around fwi th  the inertial forces balancing 
the counter forces generated by the decreasing overlap with the deformed field. 
Since this gradual motion reminds of the closing of the blades of a pair of shears, 
we suggest the name "Shears Bands". Using the Tilted Axis Cranking (TAG) 
approach, we have studied the energies, BM1- d u e s  and BE2- values of Shears 
Bands in 198,199-2WPb . Th e energies and branching ratios are well reproduced, 
there is some discrepancy with the measured M1 - lifetimes. 
The shears mechanism is an example of new type of rotation ("Magnetic Rota- 
tion"), which is expected in weakly deformed nuclei, when the high spin proton 
levels are of particle type and the high spin neutron levels are of hole type, 
or vice versa. It is characterized by: regular AI=l-sequences with a low but 
rather constant S'(2), large BM1- values and very sma31 BE2 - values. 

Fig. 1 A TAG utlculation of the an& momentum composition in the l a w t  
Shears Band of I9'Pb. The vector diagrilms show kow she pmton and neutron 
"blades" close with increasing angular momentum . 
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Dynamics of the Spin Orientation 

The Tilted Axis Cranking model (TAG) permits to calculate the orientation 6 of the angular 
momentum vector with respect to the body fixed system of coordinates. Each orientation 
found thus is associated with a particular rotational band. Transitions between the bands 
may be viewed as a motion in 6. Of phiicular interest is the decay of high - K- isomers into 
bands with low K, representing large amplitude motion in the orientation degree of freedom. 
The intrinsic structure changes rapidly with the orientation angle 6. As a consequence the 
adiabatic concepts of a potential energy and a mass coefficient fail. An appropriate fomulation 
for the dynamics is the hopping concept of solid state physics (fig. 1). Different orientations 
(bands) are considered as sites. There is a probability to hop from one to another site. The 
hopping matrix is determined by the detailed structure of the nucleon states near the Fermi 
surface and also by the number of possible path- to final state. The relation between the 
structurd and combinatorial aspects is beeing investigated. The fig. 2 demonstrates that 
the Unormaln isomer decay in '"H£ and Yanormal" decay in the adjacent isotope 174Hf can 
be accounted for by calculating the avdable sites by means of the TAC and assuming a 
stochastic hopping matrix that exponentidy fa& off with the length of the hop. 
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Fig. 1 Hopping dynamics in a lattice and 0 ,  

in the spin orientation 6. The top illustrates -Lo9Fw 
how electrons hop in a one dimensional lattice. 
The lower part shows the site energies and -5 
the wave function. The nuclear case does not 
correspond to  the Bloch waves of conductors 
(middle) but to the Andersson Iocatization of 
insulators (bottom). -10 

Fig.2 Transition probablities in W&kopf 
units for the decay of K=16 isomers into 
bands with diRierent K. The calculations are -15 the open circles. Experimentally, 17%f shows 
"normal" decay into one K=8 band (star), '74Hf 
uanomaS' decay many bands with different K 
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Consequences of Neutron-Proton Interactions on 
Backbending 

S. FRAUENDORF, J.A. SHEXKE~, N. R.OWLEY~ 

The influence of neutron-proton correlations on backbending is investigated in a single-j- 
shell model with a surface 6 interaction. If the shell is filled symmetrically with protons 
and neutrons there are strong correlations between the two kinds of nucleons, resulting in a 
favoured T=O S- band and an unfavoured T=l  s -band. The correlations make the crossing 
frequency of double s -baud (2 quasiproton 2 quasineutron) lower than the one of the T=O 
S- band. This is a behaviour very different from the familiar scenario of an independent 
neutron and proton barkbend. It permits to obtain information about the high multipoles 
of the p-n interaction. The p-n correlations are quenched very quickly, if the neutrons and 
protons fill a high-j intruder orbital asymmetrically. This is due to the repulsive neutron- 
proton correlation energy in these configurations. Thus, new insight into the large angular 
momentum components of the proton neutron correlations can be obtained by studying high 
spin states in medium mass N=Z nuclei. Such experiments become possible with the advent 
of large multidetector arrays, like EUROBALL and the radioactive beam facilities. 

Fig. 1 Energy in the frame rotating 
with the frequency w for two 
protons and two neutrons (p2n2) 
and two protons and two neutron 
holes (p2n-2) in the hlIlz shell. 
The energy is measured in units G 
of the susface 6 interaction. The 
ground band is used as a reference. 
Inclusion of deformation will make 
the crossings less sharp, 
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Transfer Operator Approach to the Semiclassical Baker MapM 
F.-M. DITTES AND U. SMILANSKY' 

The transfer operator approach proposed recently for the semiclassical description of 
chaotic systems is based on the fact that sums over N-periodic orbits can be identically 
rewritten as traces over phase space of a correspondingly chosen (classical) operator. For a 
map T' = T(T) this operator is given by 

where Q denotes the phase space volume, S(T) - the action of an N-step classical trajec- 
tory starting at point T (including, if necessary, the Maslov index) and M(?) is the mon- 
odromy matrix of such a trajectory. For hyperbolic systems, this R-step operator can be 
approximated by an N-fold convolution of the l-step operator allowing, therefore, the treat- 
ment of arbitrary long periodic orbits in terms of a single operator, the transfer operator 
V(T, T') E v(')(T, T'). 

In Ref. [l], this technique has been developed for a simple chaotic system, the baker 
map, The latter one is defined as a mapping of the unit square onto itself: X' = (2x1, y' = 
y/2 + [2x]/2, where [X] and {X) represent the integer and fractional parts of X, respectively. 
A convenient representation of V has been derived and applied in order to calculate the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the transfer operator. 

For a given integer value of L = l lh ,  the spectrum of V has L eigenvalues in the vicinity 
of the unit circle, in analogy to the spectrum of the qnantum one-step evolution operator. 
The semiclassical spectrum appears, however, to be smeared out to both sides of the unit 
circle, indicating a violation of unitarity introduced by the semiclassical approximation (Fig. 
1). In particular, over a wide range of h, V has eigenvalues whose absolute values are greater 
than one. This causes a breakdown of the semiclassical description after a time t ,  which 
depends on h approximately as (Fig. 2). 

The obtained information about the spectrum of V has been used to check the existence 
of correlations between classical actions of chaotic systems for high lengths of trajectories, 
not directly accessible to periodic orbit calculations (Ref. 121). 

Figure 1: Absolute values h, of the eigenval- Figure 2: Distance AL of the leading eigen- 
ues of IT, in descending order for L = 100, in value of V from the unit circle. The straight 
comparison with the qnantum spectrum (full line is the best powerlike fit through all data 
line). points and is given by AL = 0.29 L-0.47. 
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Radial extension of the amplitudes of partial 
widthsDvB 

W. ISKRA', M. MULLER AND I. ROTTER~ 

The continuum shell model (CSM) describes the nucleus in a realistic manner as an 
open quantum mechanical system [l]. Its properties are determined by an nonhermitian 
effective Hamiltonian with eigenfunctions @R. The amplitudes of the partial widths 
are the transition matrix elements =< ~ R I v I [ $  > between the complex ( i ; ~  and 
the channel wavefunctions G. V is the residual interaction. The radial profile of the 
amplitudes of the partial widths is given by an integration of 

over v'. All the formulas are derived without pertubation theory. A detailed descrip- 
tion of the model is given in [l]. 

In the framework of the CSM, the radial profile of the partial widths amplidudes in 
160 is calculated as a function of the coupling strength to the continuum for N = 70 1- 
resonances with 2 p - 2 h  nuclear structure with the is, lp3/21 lpllz, 29, idsl2 shells. In 
this calculation the energy of the system is chosen to be E = 34 MeV and the number 
of open decay channels is Ii = 2 which are either two proton or two neutron channels. 
The inelastic channels open at E = 6.30 MeV in the proton decay and at E = 6.15 
MeV in the neutron decay. The parameters for the Woods-Saxon potential and for 
the residual interaction V0 are the same as in 121. The calculations are performed 
for ae" = 
(V = a"" 

.2 up to 8 where ne" determines the coupling strength to the continuum 
V'). The trapping effect appears at ag M 2.5. 

The wavefunctions 6~ and the matrix elements ; U R ~  are complex. In figures 1.a to 
h, Re{Th,} for the inelastic neutron decay channel is drawn for aex = .2 to 8. The TAc 
for the two states R = 1, 2 with the largest widths are represented by dashed lines 
while the ;iic, of all the other states R = 3, ..., 70 are shown by points at  the radii r 
for which the calculations are performed. The solid curses in figure 1 are drawn for a 
typical trapped state. 

The results of our calculations show the following: With increasing ae" the ampli- 
tudes ?Ac increase for all states. Further the transition matrix elements for the broad 
states get dominant peaks at small radii for Large coupling strenghts. That means the 
fast decays arise mostly from the inner part of the nucleus. In contrast fo that, %he 
decay probability for the trapped states is distributed over the whole nucleus. In other 
xirords, most nucleons which originate from the short-lived resonances are en~itted in 
the internal region. The nucleons emitted in the surface region originate mostly f rom 
the long-lived states. 
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The interplay of different time scales 
at high excitation energy 
W. ISKRA ', M. MULLER AND I. ROTTER 

At high level density, the properties of the resonance states of a nucleus are described 
by means of a Hamilton operator H;$ which is non-Hermitean due to the coupling to 
the continuum of decay channels. Its eigenvalues ER = ER - f ' ~  and eigenfunctions 
&R are complex. It holds 

and (&RI&R) > 1, in general. The wavefunctions of the resonance states are 

where V is the residual interaction and GP) is the Green function for the motion of a 
particle in the continuum. 

Numerical calculations have shown [I] that at high level density a redistribution 
takes place inside the nucleus. Here, K short-lived states are formed together with 
N - long-lived states where K is the number of open decay channels and N the 
total number of resonance states. The redistribution is the consequence of interferences 
to which all N resonance states contribute. 

In further investigations, the (@R~&R) are calculated 121. They are large (up to 10) 
for all resonances in the critical region where the redistribution takes place. Beyond 
that redistribution region, it is ( & R I & R )  ~3 I for the short-lived resonance states. That 
means, these resonances behave like isolated resonances although they result from an 
interference of all N resonances and overlap the N - Ii long-lived resonances. 

In contrast to the behaviour of the short-lived resonances, (@RI@R) > 1 remains 
for the long-lived resonances also beyond the critical region [2]. That means, the 
long-lived resonances do not behave like isolated resonances but are cornelated with 
each other. This result is true although the long-lived resonances may appear as vell 
isolated resonances in the cross section on the background of the short-lived resonances 
and the direct reaction part. 

Further, the wavefunctions of all resonance states are correlated due to the term 
G ~ ) V  &a which is an integral over the energy of the decay channels. It is important for 
the long-lived states which are (weakly) coupled to all open decay channels in contrast 
to the short-lived states where one decay channel is preferred. 

In order to prove whether correlations of the type discussed above exist in the 
(long-lived) neutron resonances, it shouid be investigated whether their lifetimes olae~, 
indeed, the Porter-Thomas distribution. Deviations of the type discussed in [3] may 
appear as a consequence of the (nonlinear) correlations involved in (&R@R) and in &a. 
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Resonance phenomena 
in multi-channel scattering D 

E. SOBESLAVSKY, W. GASSING l ,  F.-M. DITTES AND I. ROTTER 

Experimental investigations of the resonance phenomena in heavy-ion reactions 
indicate the existence of different time scales. In the present note, we study this phe- 
nomenon in a simple many-channel model for nuclear reactions [l]. The model allows 
us to consider an arbitrary number of resonance states and of channels. 

By changing the coupling strength between different channels, we simulate the tran- 
sition from isolated to overlapping resonances. Extending our previous study [2], we 
present data for A = 15 channels. The threshold energies are chosen in such a man- 
ner that one or two of them are open in the energy region considered. For details of 
the parametrization see [2]. The S-matrix is determined by the mean field potentials 
V,, in the channels m(m = 1, ..., A) and by the channel coupling matrix elements 
V .  We use the Vmm so as to have one bound state in each channel. The number 
of resonances seen in the elastic channel is then given by the number of closed channels. 

We consider the S-matrix as a function of the coupling strength a between the open 
and closed channels. In the case of one open channel, this coupling is chosen to be the 
same for all channels: K, m cr for m = 2, ..., A. In the case of two open channels, we 
take Km, Km as independent random numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and a. 

The positions and widths of the resonances are determined by the poles of the 
S-matrix in the complex energy plane. Fig. l a  shows the relative widths r,/C, rk 
(width ri of a given resonance divided by the sum of the widths of all resonances) as 
a function of a in the case of one open channel. One clearly sees that with increasing 
cr more and more of the totat width is accumulated on one state whereas the widths of 
the other resonances decrease. This can be seen also in the landscape pictures (Figs. 
lb, lc). The 120 contour lines shown are equidistant. 

In the case of two open channels, analogous results are found (Fig. ld,e,f). Here, 
two states with increasing widths appear. Note, however, that for still larger coupling, 
the widths of all resonances decrease. This can be attributed to the finite number of 
channels we are able to take into account as well as to the fact that the states with 
large widths leave the resonance region. 

Summarizing, our results provide a further example for the redistribution of spec- 
troscopic properties at large coupling strength. 
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Fig. 1. 
The five largest relative widths I'i/Ck Tk as afunctioa of u for I (la) and 2 (Id) open channels and 
the SS-matrix imd5cape at u = 3.6 (Ib) and 8.0 (Ic) for 1 open channel md at o = 5.0 (Je) and 8.8 
(If) for 2 open channels. The contonr lines shown are equidistant, f .04 < {Sill "r 12.00. 



Axial Deformations of Na Clusters at Finite Temperature 

The shdl correction method developed in nuclear physics has been adapted to study the 
shape of Ha clusters at zero temperature [l]. The method has been extended to treat 
clusters at finite temperature [2]. It is important to calculate the thermodynamic properties 
of the system of delocalized valence electrons for a fixed electron number (canonical partition 
function) since clusters are mass selected. It turns out that this can be done efficiently by 
evaluating the expression 

which becomes for L -r m the exact free energy of N independent electrons in a potential 
with the energies ej. The shapes of clusters in the range of 10 to 700 atoms have been 
calculated. For clusters with mass up to 310 the most general axial shape has been found. 
Cluster deformation has a strong influence on the separation energies. The calculated 
clustershapes cor~elate well with the splitting of the plasmon resonances (analog to the GDR 
in nuclei), measured recently 131. Light clusters have a shape that reminds of big molecules. 
The principles governing cluster deformation are of great interest for a deeper understanding 
of the shapes of deformed nuclei. 

Fig. 1 The shapes of Na Clusters with 10 (lower left corner) to 89 (upper right corner) 
atoms. The clusters are ordered with ascending number of atoms from the left to the right. 
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Correlations in the Actions of Periodic Ohits Derived fmm Quantum Chaos 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 71 (1993) 4326) 

Argaman, N., F.-M. Dittes, E. Doron, J.P. Keating, A.Yu. Kitaev, M. Sieber and U. Smilansky 

Abstract: We discuss two-point correlations of the actions of classical periodic orbits in chaotic systems. For 
systems where the semiclassical trace formula is exact and the spectral statistics follow Random Matrix 
Theory, there exist non-trivial correlations between actions, which we express in a universal form. We 
illustrate this result with the analogous problem of the pair-correlations between prime numbers. We also 
report on numerical studies of three chaotic systems where the semiclassical trace formula is only 
approximate, but nevertheless these unexpected action correlations are observed. 

Fist observation of a crossing of oblate dipole bands in the A = 200 region 
(Phys. Lett. B298 (1993) 54) 

Baldsiefen, G., U. Birkental, H. Hiibel, N. Nenoff, B.V. Thirumala Rao, P. Willsau, J. Heese, H. Kluge, 
K.H. Maier, R. Schnbart and S. Frauendorf 

Abstract: =&-spin states in '"Pb were populated in the '86W('80, 5n) reaction at a beam energy of 94 
MeV. The analysis of the y-ray coincidences revealed a new oblate rotational band of strong dipole 
transitions which shows a pronounced backbending. The connection between this band and the normal 
spherical states is established. Thus, spin and excitation energy of an oblate collective band in the Pb 
isotopes are determined for the first time. The backbending is interpreted as a crossing of bands with 
different numbers of aligned i,, neutrons. 

Cha~ed-particle correlations in 600 A.MeV gold induced disassembly =actions, a statistical 
multifiagmentation analysis 
(Nucl. Phys. A561 (1993) 466) 

Barz, H.W., W. Bauer, J.P. Bondorf, A.S. Botvina, R. Donangelo, H. Schulz, K. Sncppen 

Abstract: The correlations between the charges emitted in the collision of 6M) A,MeV Au nuclei on different 
targets are analysed by using a statistical multifragmentatiou model. Those correlations in partition space can 
be well reproduced by adjusting source sizes and excitation energies as a function of the total bound charge. 
The source sizes and excitation energies obtained are consistent with BU[3 calcu1ations and from these we 
estimate the time at which the system reaches the break-up configuration. We suggest to measure the 
transverse flow energy carried by the intermediate mass fragments in order to further constrain the 
conditions causing the disassembly of matter. 

Intexpretation of hands in 16%r within the tilted mtation scheme 
(Nucl. Phys. A557 (1993) 469c) 

Brockstedt, A., 3. Lyakens-Linden, M. Bergstriim, L.P. Ekstrom, H. Ryde, J.C. Bacelar, S. Frauendorg3.D. 
Garrett, G.B. Hagemann, B. Herskind, F.R. May, P.O. Tjom 

Abstract: High-spin data are presented for levels in '63~r  and their structure is inteqreted within the tilted 
rotation scheme. 



A n o n p e m t i v e  hanspoit approach including p d c l e  collisions and density fluctuations 
(Nucl. Phys. A561 (1993) 133) 

Cassing, W., A. Peter, A. Pfitzner 

Abstract: The dynamical description of correlated nuclear motion is based on coupled equations of motion 
for the one-body density matrix p(l1'; t) and the two-body correlation function ~ ~ ( 1 2 ,  '1'2'; t) as obtained 
from the density-matrix hierarchy. The resulting equations nouperturbatively describe particle-particle 
collisions as well as particle-hole interactions. We propose an approximate solution of the equation of 
motion for the two-body correlation function c, which nonpemrrbatively accounts for the renormalization of 
the bare interaction, for in-medium nucleon-nucleon scattering as well as for the coupling to density 
fluctuations or collective phonons. By performing a Wigner transformation and conventional semiclassical 
limits we obtain a transpoa equation of the Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck type (VUU) coupled to a respective 
transport equation far the density fluctuations. We present explicit solutions for the ground-state density 
fluctuations of 40Ca in phase space and compare them with the corresponding fluctuations in case of 
collective monopole excitations. 

Tilted Cranking 
(Nucl. Phys. A557 (1993) 259c) 

Frauendorf, S. 

Abstract: Within the QQ-model the existence of TDHF solutions is demonstrated that rotate uniformly about 
an axis tilted with respect to the principal axes of the quadrupole mean field. These TAC solutions represent 
AI=l-bands of fixed parity. Energies and iutraband transition matrix elements of Akl-hands deviating 
significantly from strong coupling are studied. As examples two bands in ''W containing Fermi Aligned i,, 
quasineutrons and the M1-bands discovered recently in nuclides around '98Pb are discussed. For the latter 
the dynamical moment of inertia is almost purely quantal generated by the l,,, bn protonpair and the few 
i,, quasineutrons excited from the paired neutron ground band. 

Shapes of  Na Cluskm 
(Z. Phys. D26 (1993) 98) 

Frauendorf, S. and V.V. Pashkevich 

Abstract: Quadrupole, octugole and hexadecapole deformations of Na clusters am calculated. The quadrnpole 
deformations conelate well with the splittings of the plasmonresonances. Octupole deformation is predicted 
for clusters around 46,64,104, ..., which creates a static dipole moment. Rotational lines in the microwave 
spectrum are expected. 



Evidence for trapping and collectivization of lesonances at stmng coupling 
(Nucl. Phys. A556 (1993) 107) 

Herzberg, R.-D., P. von Brentano and I. Rotter 

Abstract: The behavior of 22 neutron resonances in -Cr is investigated as a function of the coupling-strength 
parameter p and of the degree of overlapping. Stming from a doorway picture at small p, the widths of 21 
resonances increase with increasing p at the cost of the width of the original "single-particle doorway 
resonance". At p = 1, the widths of most states decrease again. At p + 10 the widths of these "trapped" 
states vanish while "collective" states are formed which gather the widths. Thus we again observe a doorway 
picture at strong coupling. At p = 1, the energies and widths of the resonances are fined to the experimental 
data. At this coupling strength, most resonances investigated resemble trapped modes. 

Selforganization in the nuclear system 
I: The slaving principle 
(J. Phys. G. Nucl. Part. Phys. 19 (1993) 2045) 

Iskra, W., M. Miiller and I. Rotter 

Abstract: The properties of the atomic nucleus are investigated from the point of view of selforganization. 
The nucleus is described as an open quantum mechanical many-body system embedded in the continuum 
of decay channels. The transition from low to high level density is traced as a function of the coupling 
strength between the discrete nuclear states and the environment of decay channels. A redistribution inside 
the nucleus takes place in a small region around some critical value of the coupling strength. As a result of 
the redistribution, the effective number of degrees of freedom is reduced. The analogy of the results obtained 
numerically for the nuclear system to the laws of synergetics is investigated. The slaving principle is shown 
to hold in the open quantum system. 

Hiemhieal  trapping of xesonance states at high level density 
(Phys. Rev. C47 (1993) 1086) 

Iskra, W., I. Rotter and F.-M. Dittes 

Abstract: On the basis of a simple S-matrix model we show that, at high average level density, local 
fluctuations in the density of states of an open quantum mechanical system create locally a few broad 
resonance states together with a larger number of narrow (trapped) ones. The widths of the broad states are 
of the order of the length which characterizes the local fluctuations in the spectrum. They serve as a 
background for the narrow "fine-structure resonances". If the spectrum shows a hierarchical fluctuation 
pattern in energy, this behaviorrepeats on all energy scales. From these results, we conjecture that the well- 
known intermediate structures in nuclei at high level density, described by the doorway mechanism, are 
formed due to such a trapping effect. 



Banier penetration effect on the angular momentum dependence of the padty splitting in actinide 
nuclei 
(J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 19 (1993) L151) 

Jolos, R., P. von Brentano and F. Dtinau 

Abstract: Experimental data on the angular momentum dependence of the parity splitting of the yrast band 
in actinide nuclei are interpreted in the framework of a one-dimensional model of octupole vibrations with 
axial symmetry. The tunnelling effect as a main source of the parity splitting is calculated in the 
quasiclassical approximation. 

Veloeity conelations of intermediate mass fragments pmduced in central collisions of Au + Au at 
E = 100,150,250,400 A MeV 
(Nachrichten GSI 10-93) 

Bimpfer, B., R. Kotte for the FOP1 collaboration 

Abstract: Velocity correlations of intermediate mass fragments (IMFs) with Z 2 3, produced in central and 
semi-central collisions of Au + Au at 100, 150, 250 and 400 A MeV beam energy, are extracted from 
measurements with the FOP1 (phase I) detector system. Shown is the correlation function 1 + R as function 
of the scaled relative velocity u, (see contribution). The IMF correlation functions for semi-central events 
(open symbols) are found to be affected by the directed sideward flow. When rotating the events into a 
unique reaction plane an enhancement of correlations in the low-u, region, resulting from event mixing 
effects, vanishes (full symbols). Selecting violent collisions with a high degree of azimuthal symmetry the 
correlation function appeam nearly independent of additional event or single particle gate conditions. The 
comparison of the data with a Coulomb dominated final-state interaction model points to time scales of 7 - 25 f d c  or less for emitting IMFs from an expanding and fast-multifragmenting source with radius R - 
14 fm. 

Estimates of dielectron pmduction in pp and pd reactions at 1 - 2 GeV 
(Phys. Lett B301 (1993) 13) 

Khpfer,  B., A.1. Titov and EL. Bratkovskaya 

A b s t r a ~ ~  Estimates of elementary cross sections for dielectron production in pN and pd reactions are 
presented. We use the vector dominance model for all hadron-photon vertices. A dynamical suppression 
mechanism (off-shell behavior of the two-body T-matrix, mass dependent A production rate) brings the 
elementary rate near to previous estimates which did not use vector meson dominance. However, near to the 
p mass a characteristic shoulder apprears in our approach. We consider A,q Dalitz decays and 
bremssWIung at 1-2 GeV as dominam sources of &electrons. At higher energies to bremsstrahlung 
contribution i s  only a subclass of direct vector meson decays. Retying on arealistic deuteron wave function 
we predict the ratio of dielectron production in pd to pp reactions. 

metics  of pre+eq&Ebiium parton matter pmbed by dilepton ladiation 
WATO ASI 330.3 (1993) 619) 

Khpfer, B. and O;P, &viedo 



Nuclear structun: function F,": Moments M,(FZA) and kinematics beyond X = 1 
(Phys. Rev. D47 (1993) 3804) 

Kaptari, L.P., A.Yu. Umnikov and B. K8mpfer 

Abstract: An analysis of the behavior of nuclear structure functions F/ at large X and their moments M/ 
at large n has been performed within two theoretical approaches: (i) the QCD-motivated Q2-rescaling model 
and (ii) the operator product expansion method within an effective meson-nucleon theory which is prompted 
by nuclear physics. Our theoretical estimates of the nuclear structure function at X 2 1 are in good agreement 
with existing data. The moments, derived from experimental data, arc found to depend essentially on the 
behavior of the respective structure functions beyond X = 1. A relation between the Q'-rescaling parameter 
E, and nuclear averages, i.e., mean kinetic energy and chemical potential of nucleons, as well as a 
dependence of E, on n are established. 

Poisson and Porte~Thomas fluctuations in off-ymt rotational tolnsitions 
(Nucl. Phys. A564 (1993) 345) 

Matsuo, M., T. Dossing, B. Herskind. S. Frauendorf 

Abstract: Fluctuations associated with stretched E2 transitions from high-spin levels in nuclei around "'Yb 
are investigated by a cranked shell model extended to include residual two-body interactions. In the cranked 
mean-field model without residual interactions, it is found that gamma-ray energies behave like random 
variables and the energy spectra show Poisson fluctuation. With two-body residual interactions included, the 
discrete transition pattern with unmixed rotational bands is still valid up to around 600 keV above yrast, in 
good agreement with experiments. At higher excitation energy, a gradual onset of rotational damping 
emerges. At 1.8 MeV above yrast, complete damping is observed with GOE-type fluctuations for both 
energy levels and transition strengths (Porter-Thomas fluctuations). 

Chaotic Behavlor in  W m  Defonned Nuclei Induced by Residual Two-body Interactions 
(Nucl. Phys. A557 (1993) 211c) 

Matsuo, M., T. Dossing, B. Herskind, S. Frauendorf, E. Vigezzi and R.A. Broglia 

Abstract: Band mixing calculations in rapidly rotating well-deformed nuclei are presented, investigating the 
properties of energy levels and rotational transitions as a function of excitation energy. Substantial 
fragmentation of E2 transitions is found for E, > 800 keV above past, which represents the onset of 
rotational damping. Above E, = 2 MeV, energy levels and E2 strengths display fluctuations typical of 
quantum chaotic systems, which are determined by the high muftipole components of the two-body residual 
interaction. 



Rotalion-induced tzansition from superfluid to nonnal phase in mesoscopic systems: '"Yb and 
adjacent nuclei 
(Phys. Rev. C47 (1993) R 926) 

Oliveira, J.R.B., S. Frauendorf, M.A. Deleplanque, R.M. Diamond, F.S. Stephens, C.W. Beausang, 
J.E.Draper, C. Dnyar, E. Rubel, J.A. Becker, EA. Henry and N. Roy 

Abstract: The transition from strong static pairing to weak static pairing and its consequences to the 
excitation spectrum of a mesoscopic (medium number of particles) system are investigated. New levels have 
been measured in '@'Yb. A reasonable description of the A - 168 isotopes spectra is obtained. The adequacy 
of the phase transition concept is discussed. 

Band crossings in intruder configmations of odd-A nuclei: A probe of the neutron-proton 
interaction? 
(Nucl. Phys. A565 (1993) 573) 

Satulla, W., R. Wyss and F. Diinau 

Abstract: The ronthian diagrams calculated by means of the cranked shell model are known to be a rather 
succcessful tool for describing the experimental alignment pattern obsewed for rotational band structures. 
However, this mean-field approach seems to fail when applied to band structures built on intruder 
configurations. It is investigated whether the ohsewed anomalies are affected by the neutron-proton 
interaction which is only partly and indirectly included in the standard mean-field approach. 

Fhst Identification of Dipole Excitations to a 2+ €3 3' Particle Multiplet in an Odd-A Nueleus 
(Phys. Rev. h t t .  70 (1993) 2880) 

Zilges, A., R.-D. Hemberg, P. von Brentano, F. Donau, R.D. Heil, R.V. Jolos, U. Kneissl, J. Margraf, H.H. 
Pitz and C. Wesselborg 

Abstract: A photon scattering experiment has been performed on the odd-A nucleus '43Nd. Strong dipole 
excitations have been detected in the energy region around 3.2 MeV. This is near the expected position of 
the two-phonon (2+ Q9 33 multiplet in the even-even neighboring nucleus '42Nd. The summed dipole strength 
between 2.8 and 3.6 MeV in 143Nd is in agreement with the sum rule for weak particle coupling to the core 
nucleus '42Nd. Model calculations in a harmonjc approximation are in very good agreement with the 
experiment and they suggest a two-phonon (2* Q9 33 particle structure of the excitations in ld3Nd. 



2. Experimental Medium Energy Physics 



Estimate of the Total Cross Section of the 
Proton-Proton-Bremsstrahlung near Pion ThresholdBpK 

E. K U E L M A N N ~ ,  H. M ~ L L E R ,  B. NAUMANN, L. NAUMANN 

The COSY-TOF-collaboration plans the investigation of the proton-proton-Bremsstrahlung 
(ppy) with a sufficiently high precision to study off-shell effects of the nucleon-nucleon scat- 
tering near the pion threshold [I]. To understand the influence of the background reactions 
on the investigated nuclear process it is important to know the order of magnitude of their 
total cross sections. The aim of this study was to estimate the total cross section of ppy at 
proton beam energies of about 300 MeV. By Rothe et al. [2] a total cross section for ppy 
of @tot = (0.7 f 0.15) pb was obtained at 204 MeV for a photon energy of E? 2 35 MeV. 
At TRIUMF [3] and Bloomington IUCF [4] differential cross sections had been measured at 
280 MeV and 294 MeV, respectively. The TRTUMF data were obtained with the help of 
a coplanar spectrometer, where all three scattered particles had been detected. The IUCF 
data were measured with a noncoplanar spectrometer geometry. Both outgoing protons were 
constrained to angles from 4.8O to l Z O  and kinetic energies between 20 and 120 MeV. The 
Bremsstrahlung had been selected by a missing mass procedure. Authors of the IUCF data 
noted a good agreement between the pure phase space distribution and the shape of the 
data [4]. We generated phase space distributed events for the IUCF kinematic conditions 
taking into account a scattering angle straggling of 1.2*, a momentum resolution of 8% and 
the quadrupole character of the radiation. For the three angular distributions the calculated 
differential cross sections are shown in Fig.1. They were normalized with an averaged total 
cross section of = 9pb. The averaged error of this value has been obtained to 3gb. The 
result of simular calculations for the TRIUMF data at proton scattering angles about 12" is 
in a good agreement with the above one. The estimate of the total cross section has been 
carried out in the framework of the program AFKINE [5] based on the General Simulation 
program FOWL of the CERN Program Library. 

I 
Fig.1 Differential cross section for ppy in the laboratow system. The data correspond to 
I41 and the curves to a phase space distribution, normalized with the averaged httaf cross 
section urn = 9pb. 
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Missing Mass Measurements pp -+ ppX at COSY-EnergiesB 

A study of q and q' production as well as an investigation of pp bremsstrahlung (COSY- 
Proposals #l2 [l] and #9 [2]) is planned to be carried out at the TOF spectrometer. The 
process of interest is to be selected via momentum measurement of two protons in order to 
determine the invariant mass of the particles accompanying the two protons. In the case 
of q and q' production the ratio of the produced mesons to groups of other particles 
with invariant masses near the mass will be decisive for the accuracy of the experimental 
results. For the investigation of the bremsstrahlung above the pion threshold or even in the 
vicinity of the two-pion threshold it will be important to achieve a momentum resolution 
sufficient to resolve the 7 and the pion peak in the missing mass spectrum. These two 
problems can be studied in the framework of a statistical model, whose ability to reproduce 
the energy dependence of the reaction channels with meson production at COSY energies 
has been demonstrated recently [3]. 

En Fig. 1 the calculated missing mass spectra pp -+ ppX at 2.5 GeV are shown as expected 
under various conditions. An "idealn missing mass spectrum is plotted in Fig. l a  with the 
mass resolution given by the bin width of the histogram, which is chosen such that the 
line width of the W meson can be observed. The neutral mesons are dearly visible except 
the v' meson which obviously disappears in the background (see the dashed line in Fig. l a  
which does not show any siguature from the q'). In Fig. l b  it is demonstrated that the 
peak to background ratio for the q' meson can be improved by triggering on six charged 
particles in the final state. The reduction of the background due to the selection of channels 
with production of four charged mesons in addition to the two protons is stronger than the 
reduction of the q' peak caused by selecting the particular decay chain v' -+ x-x+q (44 %) 
with subsequent q -+ x-aox+ (24 %) or q -+ yx-K+ (5 %). 

In order to get an impression how a realistic measurement may look like the same spectra 
are plotted in the Figs. lc) and d), but now folded with a momentum resolution (see ref. [4j) 
as expected for the TOF spectrometer to be installed at the external COSY beam. From the 
spectra shown in Figs. lc) and d) one can expect that a measurement of the q production 
cross section should yield reasonable results in spite of the large physical background, while 
the determination of the q' cross section will probably be diacult. 

At the O0 F d t y  (ZDF) to be installed at the internal beam of COSY the momentum 
measurement is based on a separation of the different ejectile momenta by a magnetic field 
in connection with a time-of-fIight measurement for partide identification. This method 
results in a momentum resolution Apfp nearly independent of the ejectile momentum. The 
angular acceptance of the ZDF is restricted to the forward direction O < loo. Although this 
detector is dedicated [5] to the investigation of proton-nucleus interactions a measurement 
of well defined peaks in the missing mass spectra from pp reactions is considered as very 
hdpful for tuning and calibration of the set-up. A measurement of the missing mass spectra 
at the ZDF should give spectra as shown in Figs. lef and f). Due to the limited angutas 
acceptance the yield is much smder but due to the better momentum resolution the peaks 
are more pronounced. Even a measurement of the q' production cross section might be 
possible, because the energy is near the threshold and all reaction products are emitted in 
farwasd dkection. Thus, the ZDF approaches a 4x detector under these specific conditions. 

In order to compare thesuitability of the TOF spectrometer and the ZDF with respect to the 
measurement ofbrmsstrahlung the reaction channel pp -* ppy has been implemented in the 
statistical model 13). The phase-space of this channel is multiplied by an empirical matrix 
element squared of the form 113 $ cos2 0: with (3; being the emission angle of the y in the 



center-of-mass system. The phase space distribution is normalized to the total cross section 
for which a value of 30 pb [2] has been assumed for the three energies in the region up to the 
two-pion threshold considered in Fig. 2. Again the lower yield but the better resolution of 
the ZDF compared to the TOF spectrometer can be seen. For a comprehensive investigation 
of bremsstrahlung it is reasonable to supplement the TOF measwements of the full phase- 
space at lower energies by an investigation of the especially interesting high-momentum part 
of the 7 spectrum at  higher energies by means of the ZDF. 
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Fig.1: Missing mass spectra from pp in- 
teractions at 2.5 GeV. In a) and bf 
an "idealn 4n detector is assumed. In 
c) and d) the calculated momenta are 
folded with a resolution as expected [4] for 
the TOF spectrometer, namely Ap/p = 
0.03p2 for t a n 0  < 0.2, Ap/p = 0.05p2 for 
0.2 < tan@ < 0.6 and Ap/p = O.lpZ for 
tan@ > 0.6. In e) and f)  an angular ac- 
ceptance of flOO in horizontal and f in 
vertical direction, a momentum and an- 
gular resolution of A p / p  = 1.5% FWHM 
and A 0  = 0.2', respectively, as expected 
for the ZDF 151 is taken into account. A 
trigger on six charged articles in the final 
state is simulated in bp, d) and f). 
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Fig.2: Missing mass spectra from pp in- 
teractions at different energies. The full 
curves are multiplied by the factors in- 
dicated. For the TOF spectrometer and 
the ZDF the same experimental conditions 
are assumed as described in the caption of 
Fig. 1. 
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Tests of the COSY-TOF Startdetector MARS with Electrons 
and 13 MeV-ProtonsB 

The basic design of the Rossendorf start detector MARS for the COSY-Time-of- Flight Spec- 
trometer TOF is described in [1],[2]. In 1993 the mechanical construction was completed 
and test measurements for calibrations with electrons from a sOSr-source and with protons 
from the Rossendorf Cyclotron were carried out. In order to use the full geometrical and 
momentum accuracy of the COSY beam the geometrical adjustment of the small start de- 
tector segments (2x16 trapezium-like scintillators) has to be very precise. Fig.1 shows part 
of the elements of the two 16-fold segmented start detector rings A and B. In the first ap- 
pliccation of the start detector, the measurement of ppy-bremsstrahlung ([3]), the B-Ring 
will be operated as a veto counter to rejectelastic pp-scattering events. Due to the large 
cross section of elastic scattering in comparison to 
the bremsstrahlung reaction it is necessary to sup- 
press elastic protons with an efficiency of 100%. 
Therefore the B-segments have to overlap their 
neighbours to reject particles coming from any pas- 
sible point of the target. Small gaps of the order of 
100pm between the A-segments are acceptable bec- 
ause this reduces the efficiency of the detector only 
by a few percent. A small overlap between ring A 

v 
and B is also required to ensure that despite of the Fig.1 Arrangement of scintillators 
finite size of the target each ejectile is registered at in the MARS start detector 
least by one of the two rings (exept for the small 
loss due to  the ring A gaps). A precise adjustment of the start detector elements is very 
important for track measurement, since due to geometrical conditions (target to start di- 
stance: 4cm, start to stop distance: 7.5m) a small displacement of a start segment in the 
order of 100pm corresponds to an error in the stop detector plane of a few cm's. The 
procedure of adjusting the hollow light guides by means of a laser beam and theodolite is 
described in [4]. The hollow light guides are housing the small scintillator elements. Because 
the scintiltators are covered by light guide tubes made from alnminized mylar, additional 
investigations were carried out to measure the scintillator positions using charged particles. 
First a p-sonrce (diameter 2 mm, 50 kBq) was installed at the position corresponding to the 
back egde of the liquid hydrogen target. For particles coming from this region maximum 
gaps should be observed. Overlaps between neighbouring B segments or between correspon- 
ding A and B segments were determined by means of coincidence corellation analysis. Fig.2 
shows the coincidence correlation matrix for ring A. Lines and columns characterize the de- 
tector segment number, and the matrix elements are filled by 2-fold coincidences between 
any pair of counters. The main diagonal is filled by single events. By comparing the number 
of coincidences of neighbouring channels with the number of single events the geometrical 
overlap can be calculated. The accuracy of this method is limited to about 10% since in addi- 
tion to the true coincidences corresponding to the geometrical overlap there are background 
coincidences originating from electron scattering in air and in the foils of the hollow light 
guides. To improve the accuracy of this method the measurement was repeated with 13 MeV 
protons at the Rossendorf Cyclotron U-120 [5]. The start detector chamber was mounted at  
the vacuum beam line system. A pipe with a 2 mm diameter hole was inserted in the tar- 
get position to  reproduce the geometrical conditions of the cooled COSY beam as shown in 
Figd. Protons passing this coliimator are scattered on a 15pm tungsten target mounted near 
the hole. Fig.4 shows the coincidence matrix of the B segments. Since the p-A-scattering 
cross section increases strongly with decreasing scattering angles the number of single events 



ng.2 Coincidence matrix for the A-ring bombarded with electrons 

is very sensitive to the distance of the 
trapezium-like scintillators from the target as 
well as from the beam axis. Due to the over- 
lap of neighbouring elements this distance is 
changing alternately and so does the num- 
ber of single events. From the numbers of 
coincidences between neighbouring elements 
the size of overlaps can be evaluated and can 
be corrected by readjustment. It should be 
noted that in the 8th diagonal in Fig.4 the 
coplanar hits can be observed which are due 
to elastic pp-scattering on surface hydrogen 
of the tungsten target. 

Fig.3 Setup for test measurements with 
the MARS detector at  the Rossendorf Cy- 
clotron 
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Fig.4 Coincidence matrix for the B-ring bombarded with 13 MeV Protons 
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Simulation of Momentum Resolution at the 
0" -FacilityB 

S. DSEEMUCHADSE, L.v. HORN%, V. KRUGLOV~, H. M ~ L L E R ,  H. OHM', 
CE. SCENEIDER AND CH. SCHNEIDEBEIT 

The side detector of the O0 -Facility will be equipped with two multiwire chambers with 
anode readout for measuring the particle tracks of the ejectiles. By reconstructing the tracks 
through the magnetic field of the analysing magnet D2 their momentum and angular distri- 
butions are received. From the study [l] of the side detector it is known that the momentum 
resolution is restricted mainly due to  small angle scattering in the vacuum window of the 
magnet and the start scintillator. Since the particle trajectories are reconstructed using the 
position information from the wire chambers W1 and W2, it is important to know how the 
wire spacing influences the momentum resolution. 

For this purpose GEANT simulations are performed for chambers consisting of three anode 
and four cathode planes. Mylar foils are used as  cathodes and the distance between cathode 
and anode is 6 mm. The three anode planes contain wires with diameters of 20 pm arranged 
at angles of 0' and rt 30° resp. to the vertical. The dimens~ons of the active areas of the 
chambers as well as their positions were chosen as m [l]. 

The error caused by the position resolution is simulated in a first step by folding the true 
position of the particle tracks in the middle planes of tbe two chambers with Gaussian 
distributions in X and y direction. These two "measured" points are then used for backward 
tracing of the trajectory, whereby the particle momentum is adjusted such that the track 
ends in the target. A target width of 0.1 mm is used in the calculations. 

This procedure results in a reconstructed value for the ejectile momentum, whose deviation 
from the original one is related to the width of the position distribution assumed for the wire 
chamber. 

In Fig. 1 the momentum resolution Ap/p achieved for K+ mesons with momentum 
p = 290 MeV/c is plotted versus the standard deviation ac of the Gaussian used for 
smearing out the particle position. The curve marked with squares is calculated with all 
phydcal processes switched off. It represents the infiuence of the position resolution of the 
chambers on the momentum resolution. The second n w e  marked with triangles shows that 
the physical processes (mainly small angle scattering, decay, hadronic interactions and 6-ray 
production) give the main contribution So the overall momentum resolution as long as UG 
remains smaller than about 1.5 mm. Therefore, the latter value should not be exeeded by 
the chamber. 

The next step consists in fcading the relation between c r ~  and the wire spacing d in the 
anode planes of the &ambers. The simplest anode chamber model assumes that  only the 
wire closest t o  the particle trajectory responds. Then the error in the position for one anode 

is given by the standard deviation a" = d / @of a uniform distribution. 



Fig.1 Momentum resolution (FWHM) versus assumed position reso- 
lution for K* mesons of momentum p = 290 MeV/c. 
A : physical processes switched on 

: physical processes switched off 
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Actually, the relation between U and d is more complicated. If for example a particle crosses 
the chamber diagonally more than one wire could respond. In this case the resolution gets 
a bit worse. On the other hand there are three active anode planes in one chamber. This  
increases the accuracy of the position determination noticeably. 
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As a first estimate it is assumed that the relation ou < OG holds from which a wire spacing 
of d < a UG rr. 5 mm can be deduced. 
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Light Meson Production and pp-Bremsstrahlung at the COSY 'Erne-of-Flight Spectrorneter 
(Physica Scripta 48 (1993) 226) 

Kuhlmann, E. and the COSY-TOF Collaboration: H.Brand, S. Brand, P. Cloth, M. Dahmen, V. Driike, W. 
Eyrich, D. Filges, H. Freiesleben, A. Fritsche, K. Kitian, M. Kirsch, H. Koch, R.A. Kraft, J. Kntg, E. 
Kuhimann, S. Lange, H. Machner, H. Matthhy, p. Michel, R. Mirz, K. Mol l e~  H.P. Morsch, p. N a u m a ,  
L,, W. Oelea, A. Parsch, N. Paul, P. Ringe, E. Roderburg, K. Rohrich, A. ROser, M. Rogge, SI, 
S&.&k M. Schmidt, 0. Schult, T. Sefzick, M. Steinke, F. Stinzing, R. Stratmann, P. Turek, R. Werding 
and S. Wirtb 

Abstract: Experiment on tight meson production and pp-bremsstrahtung as planned for the initial stage at 
COSY are discussed. Special emphasis will be placed on near-threshold behaviour where due to kinematics 
all paaicles are forced into a rather narrow cone around the beam axis. A specially designed charged particle 
detector system will be used which not only covers the complete forward hemisphere of 2% in the laboratory 
system but additionally shows maximum resolution in the extreme forward direction with only moderate cuts 
in the minimally required energy of all ejectiles. 
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Lifetimes in 83Br 
R. SCHWENGNER, G .  WINTER, R. WIROWSKI~, N. NICOLAY' AND P. VON BRENTANO~ 

The nucleus 83Br  ha^ been investigated in coincidence experiments with the six-detector array 
OSIRIS CUBE at the tandem accelerator in Kijln [ l ] .  Mean lifetimes of states in 83Br were 
determined from Doppler shifts observed in coincidence spectra at 45' and 135' to  the beam 
using the Doppler-shift attenuation (DSA) method. The coincidence spectra were extracted 
from two E,-E., matrices that contain y-7-u coincidence events of all Ge detector pairs with 
one detector at 45O or 135", respectively. The 77-a coincidence technique allowed especially 
lifetimes of levels fed by the ps isomer at 3068.5 keV to be determined as coincidences with 
the isomeric transition at  303.4 keV are suppressed. The lifetimes were deduced from a 
comparison of experimental lineshapes with calculated ones. The velocity distributions of 
the emitting nuclei were calcnlated with a Monte Carlo code in which reactions in diierent 
depths of the target, the kinematics of the reaction and the slowing down and deflection of 
the recoils were taken into account [2]. Examples of lineshape analyses are shown in figure 1. 
The lifetimes obtained from the present analysis and reduced E2 and M 1  transition strengths 
derived from these lifetimes are given in table 1. The relatively small E2 transition strengths 
point to rather non-collective configurations of the level sequences in 83Br. 

Table 1. Mean lifetimes of states in 8SBr 

E, E, B ( M 1 )  B(E2)  
(keV) (keV) (PS) (W.u.)"W.u.)" 

1701.1 609.3 31(6) 152: 
2765.1 1064.3 2.0(3) 1 4 3  
4221.8 1456.4 0.5(2) 12:: 

2 
2134.1 1042.3 0.5(3) 0.022+g:z 29f;': 

2788.6 654.5 1.4(6) 0 . 0 3 6 f P g  1 2 5 f g  

1438.7 572.0 2.1(6) 0 . 0 5 5 f ~ $ ~ ~  Z 1050 11060 IO?O 

1438.7 1082.2 3.9f h:$ 
2127.1 688.3 1.7(6) 0 . 0 2 9 2 g z  
2127.1 1260.5 3.52:; 

") Mean lifetime deduced from DSA experiments. 
The error given in parentheses includes the statis 
ticat error, uncertainties of feeding times and feeding 
intensities and a 10% uncertainty of the nuclear and 
electronic stopping power. 
9 Reduced transition probability in Weidopf units: 
1 W.u.(E2) = 21.5 ezfm4; 1 W.u.(MI) = 1.8 &. 

1440 14SO 1460 l4fO 
Branching ratios and mixing ratios were taken into 
account. ENERGY FeV) 

'Institut fGr Kernphysik der 1lniversitZt K5173 Figure 1. Kmmhape analyses of the 7 r a p  at 
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Neutron-Core Excitations in the N=50 Nucleus 86Kr D 

Hahn-&feitner-Inslitut Berlin 
21. Physikalisehes Institut, Uniuersitcit GZttingen 

The N=50 isotones are particular systems for testing the nuclear shell model. Due to the 
shell closure of the neutron system the low-lying level structure of the N=50 nuclei can 
he explained by valence proton configurations only. However, at high excitation energies 
high-spin states might involve considerable contributions of neutron excitations. 
Recently, high-spin states of ggKr,, were investigated using in-beam y-ray spectroscopy. A 
new level scheme of high-spin states with excitation energies up to 7.9 MeV and tentative 

REFEREKCES: 
[l] G. xvinter et d., Phys. Rev. C 48 (1993) 1010 

spins up to (12) was observed [l]. 
10 In order to search for excitations 

of the neutron core shell-model cal- 
culations have been performed us- 9 

ing a model space generated out of 
active of5/~,l~3/2,1~1/2,099/2 proton S 

and Ogg/z, ld512 neutron orbitals rela- 
tive to a hypothetic 68Ni core. For de- 
tails of the calculations see [l]. States 
of positive parity below 4 MeV and the 6 
negative-parity states with spins up to 
9- are dominated by proton wnfigu- g 5 rations. They are only weakly shifted 

LD by inclusion of the neutron g9/\d512 ex- 
citation. Considerable shifts are ob- 
tained for the 7+, 9+, 10+, and 11+ 
yrast levels. Dominating contributions 3 

to these states result from the cou- 
pling of the aligned neutron cluster z 
fg$dq2),+ to the proton excitation 
0+ and 4+, respectively. Up to the ex- I 

perimentally observed I = (10) yrast 
state a t  6248 keV the calcolated level 0 -  

sequence is in good agreement with the 
experimental observations which is in- 
terpreted as a clear indication for the Fig. 1 
presence of particle-hole excitations of level energies in =Kr considering only excitations of 
the closed neutron core in the positive- the proton system (first column) and with the ad- 
parjty yrwt states with spins 7fi, 9ti, ditional inclusion of the neutron g$~zd,/~ excitation 
and 105. (second column). 
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Excited states built on the 6- isomer in ;;Rb,, D 

G. WINTER, R. SCHWENGNER, J. REIF, H. PRADE, J. DORING', R. WIROWSKI~, 
N. NICOLAY~, P. VON BRENTANO~, H. GRAWE~ AND R. SCHUBART~ 

High-spin states of the doubly-odd nucleus =Rb containing 37 protons and 49 neutrons 
have been investigated via the reaction 82Se(7Li, 3n) using 'Li ions with energies between 
30 and 35 MeV. Preliminary results have been published previously [l]. The new level 
scheme is based on prompt yy coincidences, angular distributions and DC0 ratios of 
y rays as well as on linear polarizations of some strong y rays and contains levels with 
excitation energies up to 7.9 MeV and tentative spins up to 16h. (see Fig. 1). For 
fifteen of the levels lifetimes in the ps region have been determined by analyzing the 
Doppler shift of y rays. Several fast M1 transitions with B(M1)Z 0.3 W.U. have been 
identified. 
The new high-spin level scheme of 
"Rb is interpreted on the basis of 7412.9 
shell-model calculations in the con- 
figuration space 1~3/2> O~SIZ, ~PIIZ,  
and Og91z for the protons and 
1pll2,Oggl2, and 1dsIZ for the neu- 
trons. The energies of the observed 
levels with I > 5 as well as most of 
the observed electromagnetic transi- 
tion probabilities could be well de- 
scribed. The excitation of a Ogglz 
neutron over the N=50 shell gap 
into the orbital is predicted to 
cause remarkable alterations only for 
states with I" 2 15+. Some of the 
reduced M1 transition probabilities 
calculated within the shell model are 
found to depend critically on the 
parametrization used to describe the 
residual interaction. 

D Supported by Deutsche Forsehungsge- 
meinschaft (DFG) 

l Department 
of Physics, Florida State Unive~sity, 
Tallahassee, Florida 32306, U.S.A. 
'Institut ~ G T  Kernphysik, Universktiit 
zu IiZZn, D-50937 liiin. 01) 2- 
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D-14109 Berlin. 
Fig.X Level scheme of "Rb as found in the 
present in-beam study. 
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Proton-Neutron Interaction in the Nucleus g!Rb,, D 

D Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 

Recently, high-spin states of the N=49 nudeus were investigated via in-beam ?-ray 
spectroscopy. A new level scheme of high-spin states built on the 6- isomer with excitation 
energies up to 7.9 MeV and tentative spins up to 166 was established [l]. The new high-spin 
level scheme has been interpreted on the basis of shell-model calculations carried out in the 
configuration space Of5l2, 1p3/2, 1pZl2, and Ogglz for the protons (n) and lpllz and Ogglz for 
the neutrons (v) considering a hypothetic %Ni core. For details of the used two-body matrix 
elements and single-particle energies see [2]. The residual interaction between active protons 
moving in the (fp)-subshell and the vOggI2 hole is indicated in the low-lying states of negative 
parity. The 2- ground state and the lowest 7- level are dominated by the KO f$@ v0g$ 
configuration, whereas the 6- isomer is mainly formed by the rrl~;,?~ @ v 0 g 2  configuration. 
The 8- and 9- levels are realized by the additional excitation of one proton to the lpllz 
orbital resulting in the seniority-4 configuration rr(0 f$, lp;j2, lp;h) @ vOgglz. 
The structure of levels with IT > 10- is char- 

Wahn-Meitner-lnst+tut Berlin 
' Il. Phgsihlisches Institut, Wniuersitcit GGttingen 

acterized by the excitation of two protons l. 
into the Ogglz orbitd which explains the en- 
ergy gap between the 8- and 10- states. The 9 

nu-interaction between particles occupying 
the Ogglz orbitals determines the structure of 
the yrast states with 7+ < F < 15+. The 
7+, 8+, and 9+ levels are dominated by the 
configuration 8 vog$ . The coupling 

6 of this configuration to the proton excita- 
tion (0 f$,lp$%)4+ generates the states with g 
10i < IT _< 13f. Positive-parity states with , 
higher spin values can be formed by breaking 4 

an additional pair in the proton (fp)-subshell 
generating the ~(Of5/2,1~3/2, 12)1/2):+ config- 
nration. Combining this cluster with the 
nOg~,zuOgqi structure results in states with 2 

maximal spin value 15E. The excitation of 
one proton to the lplr2 orbital explains the 1 

rather large energy separation between the , 
13* and 14' states. The structure of states 
with spins higher than 15+ is do~ninated by 
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Thee-qwiparticte excitatiom in "Br 
(Phys. Rev. C48 (1993) 2524) 

t Diiring, J., L. Funke, R. Schwengner and G. Winter 

Abstract: Excited states in nBr were investigated via the reactions 75As (a,2nj"Br and ".74Ge(7Li,xn)nBr at 
beam energies of 27 and 35 MeV, respectively. On the basis of coincidence and angular distribution data of 
the y rays the known level sequences of positive and negative parity were extended to tentative spins of 
2512 h, and a new decay sequence beginning at spin and parity of (17Iz) was found. This new sequence is 
discussed in terms of the 3-quasiparticle configuration (ng, % vg, % v(pIn.p3n,f5n)). Moreover, the 
irregularity found in the moments of inertia at h o  - 0.4 MeV for the negativeparity hand is attributed to 
a g, quasiproton alignment. 

Energie of the 4'" isomer and new bands in the odd-odd nnclens 74Br 
(Pbys. Rev. C47 (1993) 2560) 

Dijring, J., J.W. Holcomb, T.D. Johnson, M.A. Riley, S.L. Tabor, P.C. Womble and G. Winter 

Abstract: High-spin states of the odd-odd nucleus 74Br were investigated via the reactions 58Ni(1%,2pn)7%r 
and 65C~(1ZC,3n)74Br at beam energies of 62 and 50 MeV, respectively. On the basis of coincidence data new 
levels have been introduced and partly grouped into rotational bands. Some of these new states decay to 
known levels of negative-parity bands built on both the ground state and the long-lived 4(+' isomer. Thus, 
an excitation energy of 13.8 keV has been deduced for the long-lived isomer in 74Br. The level sequences 
observed are interpreted in terms of Nilsson configurations in conjunction with collective excitations. 

Identification of excited levels in the N N Z + 1 nucleus 73Kr 
(Phys. Lett. B302 (1993) 167) 

Freund, S., J. Altmann, F. Becker, T. Burkardt, J. Eberth, L. Funke, H. Grawe, J. Heese, U. H e d e n s ,  R, 
Kluge, K.H. Maier, T. Mylaeus, H. Prade, S. Skoda, W. Teichert, H.4. Thomas, A, v.d. Werth and G. 
Winter 

Abstract: Excited states of "Kr have been identified by in-beam y-ray spectroscopy via the reaction 
40Ca(wAr, 2pn)"Kr. A strongly coupled band is interpreted as a prolate band built on the Nilsson 15121 3/Z 
orbital at & = 0.4, while a decoupled g* band is likely to correspond to a small deformation. Evidence for 
a large oblate deformation as discussed for =Kr has not been found. 



Study of excited states in 8 5 ~ r  and Evidence for nenhn-core excitations in the N = 50 
nucleus "Kr 
(Phys. Rev. C48 (1993) 1010) 

Winter, G., R. Schwengner, J. Reif, H. Prade, L. Funke, R. Wirowski, N. Nicolay, A. Dewald, P. v. 
Brentano, H. Grawe and R. Schubart 

Abstract: High-spin states of the N = 49,50 nuclei have been investigated via the reactions 
"Se('Li,p3n) or 82Se(7Li,p2n), respectively, using 32 MeV 'Li ions. In order to suppress y rays arising from 
pure neutron evaporation the measurements of angular distributions and relative excitation functions of the 
y rays as well as yy coincidences have been performed in particle-y coincidence modes. Additional 
information on excited states in 85Kr has been obtained in connection with the 82Se(a,n) reaction at beam 
energies between 13 and 21 MeV. The level scheme of "Kr has been extended by a new sequence of high- 
spin states with excitation energies up to 4.8 MeV and tentative spins up to (2312) that is built on top of the 
1712+ ps isomer at 1991.8 keV. For "KI a new level scheme of high-spin states with excitation energies up 
to 7.9 MeV and tentative spins up to (12) has been observed for the first time. The level sequences observed 
in are interpreted on the basis of shell-model calculations in the configuration space lp,, Of,, lp,,, 
and Og, for the protons and Og, or Og,, Idsn for the neutrons in 8 5 ~  01, "G, respectively. The inclusion 
of neutron-core excitations in the calculations for '%I results in a remarkably improved agreement between 
experimental and calculated level energies. In this way considerable contributions of neutron-core excitations 
are strongly suggested for the positive-parity yrast states with spins 7h, 9h, and 10h. 
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Fission and IMF Emission i n  the Reaction 43 AMeV 'Li on Z32Th Studied 
with FOBOS B 

A.A. ALEKSANDROV~, I.A. ALEKSANDROVA~, M. ANDRASSY, L. DIETTERLE~, 
V.N. DOItONIN1, P. GIPPNER~, C.-M. HERBACH, D. HILSCEER~, S.1. IVANOVSKIJ~, 

J. K R ~ ~ G E R ,  A. MATTHIES~, D.  MAY^, H.-G. ORTLEPP~, G. PAUSCH~, 
Yu.E. PENIONZHKEVICH~, V.N. POKROVSKIJ~, G. R E N Z ~ ,  K.D. SCHILLING, 
D.I. SHISHKIN~, V.E. SHUCHKO~, O.V. STREKALOVSKD~, V.V. TROFIMOV~, 

C. UMLAUP~, D.V. VAKATOV~, V.M. VASKO~, W. WAGNER~ 

The study of the fission of hot nuclei is of considerable interest. Questions of time scales, 
the dissipation mechanism and others are extensively discussed /l/. The neck emission of 
intermediate mass fragments (IMF) recently reported in /2/ should give new insights into 
this complex process. 
As a fust experiment with the FOBOS detector /3/ at the beam of the new U-400M heavy 
ion cyclotron in Dubna, the study of fission induced by 43 AMeV 7 ~ i  on '"~h has been 
chosen. 10 modules each consisting of a position-sensitive avalanche counter (PSAC) and an 
axial ionisation chamber (BIC), two further BIC's without PSAC's and two arrays of 3 and 
7 CsI(T1) scintillation counters came into operation. 
The geometrical arrangement (fig. 1) has been chosen after a series of Monte-Carlo 
simulations of triple events induding the neck emission of IMF. Two triple groups ofmodules 
detect fission fragment (FF) pairs (5 and 17 or 27; 2 and 19 or 29) and cover the whole 
expected range of folding angles. 
Since the U-400M beam parameters at present do not allow a precise time-of-flight 
measurement relative to the microhunches, two transmission avalanche counters were placed 
near the target in front of the modules 2 and 5 to deliver the START signals. The PSAC's 
were operated with 4 Tom of pentane at a voltage of 5 V below the onset of spark discharges. 
This allowed the efficient registration of fragments down to alpha particles. In the BIC's a 
pressure of 200 Tom of P-10 was utilized. This value was suggested by response simulations 
as an opt- for the identification of the expected IMF's. A 232Th target of 270pg/cmz 
deposited on 50pg/cd Alz 0 3  was bombarded with a 'Li beam of a 3 particle nA, pulsed 
with about 10% duty cycle. A FF in one of the START counters triggered the dataacquisition 
with a rate of a 300 eventsls. 
The analysis of FF coincidences is presently in progress. Fig. 2 shows a preliminary folding 
angle distribution. Masses and momenta of both fragments will be determined independently 
utilizing the algorithm developed for the TOF-E amalysis with large corrections 141. Our 
goal here are FF sum masses, mass splits and TKE's in dependence on the trmsfwed 
momentum. Fig. 3 shows TOP-E plots, where 10% of the collected data have been included. 
For the analysis of ternary fission, triple coincidences (2 FF plus one particle in another gas 
module or in a CsI(T1) counter) have been selected out of the huge amount of raw data 
(z 10s events). Alpha particles and IMF's were selected by windows in the 2-E plot of the 
BIC's. 



Fig. 1 FOBOS geometry. The numbers 
denote the module positions in 
this experiment (shaded). The 
dots illustrate simulated triple 
events as expected from neck 
emission of IMF's if the two 
FF hit modules 5 and 17 or 27. 

Fig. 2 Preliminary folding angle 
distribution (not corrected 
for acceptance) 

Fig. 3 TOF-E plots of two-fold (left) and triple coincidences (right) 
for alpha partides (top) and IMF's (bottom). 
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Measurement of 244Cm (sf) at FOBOS B 

A.A. ALEKSANDROV', I.A. ALEK~ANDROVA~, M. ANDRASSY, L. DIETTERLE', 
V.N. DORONIN', P. GIPPNER~, C.-M. HEBBACH, E.M. KOZULIN~, A. MATTHIES', 

D.  MAY^, H.-G. OBTLEPP~, Yu.V. PETKOV', G. RENZ', D.T. SHISHKIN~, 
0.V. STREKALOV~KI~~ ,  C. UMLAUF', V.M. VASKO', W. WAGNER' 

AND THE FOBOS-COLLABORATION 

The 4~-fragment spectrometer FOBOS /l/ has come into operation at FLNR Dubna in 
1993. 
The first experiment aimed to search for cold compact spontaneous fission channels without 
accompanying neutron emission, which are sensitive to nuclear structure effects /2/. The 
nudide 244Cm with its large alpha-decay-to-spontaneous-fission ratio (1.5 X 10') cannot be 
investigated with methods usually applied for this task, because the huge alpha activity 
excludes a precise fission fragment (FF) energy measurement. Therefore, a TOF-TOF 
correlation measurement with the help of the large-area position-sensitive avalanche counters 
(PSAC) of the FOBOS array seemed us to be a privileged task for a first experiment. Such 
counters provide a good time resolution (a 200 ps) for FF Bgnals at an alpha badground 
of up to several 10' S-', which can easily be discriminated. The energy information of 
the BRAGG ionization chambers (BIC) located behind the PSAC's has not been taken into 
account. 
Since cold fission is a rare process, stable and high resolution over a long measuring t i e  
is required. This was a good possibility to test the reliability of the detector system in 
complex. The sf source consisted of 4pg '"Cm deposited on a thin backing and housed (for 
contamination protection) in a closed box equipped at one side with a 1.2pm thick Mylar 
window and at the opposite side with a parallel-plate avalanche counter (PPAC) as 
a STAW detector. Six FOBOS gas modules were covered by the acceptance cone of the 
START-PPAC. 
The coordinate information of the PSAC's has been verified by the requirement to fdf3 
the angular correlation of FF. The electronics was triggered by a coincidence between the 
START-PPAC and one of the PSAC's. In the course of three days, about 200 000 fission 
events have been recorded. The FF TOF-TOF matrix (fig. 1) has to be corrected for the 
energy losses in the backing and window materials to obtain the mass-TKE matrix (fig. 2). 
Cold wmplex fission leads to a fine structure in the mass distributions of FF7s for TTE's 
near the Q value. Further analysis is in progress. 
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Fig. 1 Tie-of-flight (TOF-TOF) correlation matrix for 
244Cm (sf) fission fragments 

Fig. 2 Mass-TKE (total kinetic energy) plot for 
(sf) fission fragments 



Ternary Spontaneous Fission of 244Cm B 

The spontaneous fission (sf) of '44Cm has been investigated in a fist experiment with the 
new 4~-fragment spectrometer FOBOS /l/. 
In addition to the 6 position-sensitive avalanche counters (PSAC: 1+28,11+18,6+24) for 
registration of the fission fragments (FF) /2/, a CsI(T1) detector modul (4) of the FOBOS 
scintillator shell /3/ had been positioned at about 90° relative to the symmetry axis of the 
acceptance cone of the START counter (fig. 1) to detect additionally emitted light darged 
particles (LCP). 

Fig. 1: Acceptances of the FOBOS modules used in the 24'Cm(sf) experiment (shaded). 
The acceptance cones due to the START counter (full lines) and in the case of 
FF coincidences (dotted line) were calculated analytically. 

The main component of LCP in ternary fission turns out to be alpha particles emitted duting 
the scission process fiom the neck region of the fissioning nucleus under nearly 90D relative 
to the fission axis 141. They have a slightIy asymmetric GAWSSIAN-like energy distribution 
with a mean value of 16 MeV and a width of 10 MeV. 
Therefore, the CsI(T1) counters have been shielded against the high alpha activity of ='*Cm 
by use of a 40- thick Mylar absaber foil, what results in an energy threshold of6 Me71 for 
neck alpha particles. According to an accurate measurement of its energy distribution /S/, 
this leads to c d i g  losses of 6%. 
Applyhg the pulse-shape discrimination method /6/, the alpha particles were well separated 
t iom prompt fission and backgsound gamma says in the CsI(T1) detectors (fig. 2). 



244 Cn triple spontaneous fission 

X-axis: fast lisht-output (0 - 400 ns> 
Y-ax is :  Slw lieht-output C A 0 0 0  - 3808 ns> 

Fig. 2: PSe-shape discrimination matrix for the large-area CsI(T1) detector 

During the experiment, 198859 sf events have been recorded as coincidences between the 
START counter and one of the 6 PSAC's, while 36 events could be identified as coincidences 
between one fission fragment and an additionally emitted alpha particle hitting one 
of 5 CsI(T1) detectors of the scintillator module, which could geometrically accept LCP. 
Correcting for the coincidence efficiency for FF and integrating over the total solid angle, a 
vaIue of 2.7.10-3 long-range alpha particles per fission event has been deduced. It is obvious 
to convert this value into a ratio of ternary to binary fission asuming the same relations 
between the emission probabilities of LCP as has been observed for 2szCf 171. This results 
in 8 preliminary value of 3.1 LCP per 103 binary fissions, which is in rather good agreement 
with the only available value for 244Cm (3.18 50.20 /g/) and confirmes the systematics of 
ref. 171, although the uncertainty of about 10% is relatively high due to the poor statistics 
and the anguh distribution of neck alpha particles has not been taken into account. 
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Investigation of IMF Emission and Projectile Fragmentation in the 
System (960 MeV) $. lS7Au with the Extended ARGUS Detector 

The phoswich multidetector-array ARGUS in Berlin had been extended by several silicon detec- 
tors and a prototype of a FOBOS gas-detector module [l]. The reaction S2S (960 MeV) + le7Au 
was investigated with this arrangement. Besides methodical aspects, the aim of this experiment 
was to clearify the origin of intermediate-mass fragments (IMF) and to study the process of 
projectile fragmentation as a function of the linear momentum transfer, obtained by the clas- 
sical method of folding-angle analysis for pairs of fission fragments from the excited target-lile 
system. For aU the 14 silicon detectors arranged in the reaction plane, $J = o", we calibrated 
the energy scale considering the ionization defect [2] and calculated the mass of the detected 
particles from energy and time of flight. The particle masses in the Bragg ionization ehambez 
were obtained by means of an iterative procedure [3]. 

Light charged particles (LCP), IMF and products from binary fission (FF) were observed at 
any angle, whereas the detection of projectile-like fragments (PLF) and heavy residues (HR) is 
restricted to small angles. By demanding a coincident registration of an IMF (4 < A < 40) at 
B = -123" the mass spectnun m the detector at B = 14" haages drastically (fig.1). IMF ase 
identified as binary partners of HR. The spectrum of relative velocities allows an interpxetatiaa 
of the IMF and HR as products from deeply inelastic collisions as well as from IMF evaporation. 

Fig. 1 Mass spectra of a semiconductor detector a t  6 = 14O (a) and witk the demand of a 
coincident re@tration of an W at 6 = -12S0 (b) 



To study the projectile fragmentation as a function of the dissipated energy, we identified pairs 
of (symmetric) fission fragments by setting gates in plots of the sum mass versus the relative 
velocity for all possible pairs of silicon detectors. From calibrated velocities and masses of these 
FF we computed the velocity vector of the fissioning system, i.e. of the targetlike nucleus. The 
velocity component in beam direction is a measure of the linear momentum transfer and of 
the dissipated energy. Fig.% shows detection probabilities of three coincident protons or alpha 
particles in the phoswich-amay (5.5O < B < 23.5'), respectively, normabed to the number of 
corresponding fission fragment pairs, as a function of the reconstructed velocity of the fksioning 
system. The dashed line at ~ ~ 1 . 0 6  cm/na indicates the full momentum transfer. It is obvious 
that the multiplicity of protons detected in a cone around the beam axis is increasing with 
momentum transfer, whereas the multiplicity of alpha particles has a d u m  around half of 
the h u m  possible momentum transfer. Whether this is due to the process of projectile 
fragmentation - a breakup of the nudeus into several alpha cluster - will be investigated 
by comparison with theoretical predictions 141. 

Fig. 2 Detection probabilities of three protons (solid line) and three alpha particles (dashed 
line). For further exphination see text. 
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Radial and transversal blast scenarios for central 
collisions of Au + Au at E = 150 A - M ~ V ~  

Intermediate mass fragments (IMF) produced in central Au+Au collisions at 
150 A.MeV have been measured with the FOP1 detector system at SIS in GSI Darm- 
stadt [l]. Experimental velocity correlations have been analysed and compared with 
results of a N-body Coulomb trajectory model 121. This Coulomb dominated final state 
interaction model is intented to determine the space-time structure of the fragmenting 
source of the reaction products. The code is also well suited as event generator for 
studying the influence of the detector acceptance on global event characteristics and 
single-particle observables. Only a few parameters allow the description of the asymp- 
totic momentum distributions by propagation of an initial configuration characterized 
by 
(i) the total charge of the source Z,,,,,, 
(ii) a slope parameter CY describing the experimental charge distribution, which can 
be well approximated by an exponential function dN/dZ e q ( - a Z )  for IMFs with 
Z > 3 from central events, plus two additional up-scale parameters Al,z for Z = 1 and 
Z = 2 particles, 
(iii) a temperature parameter T determining the random initial motion with 
Maxwellian velocity distribution, 
(iv) a collective expansion with linear velocity profile between the center and the sur- 
face of the source which gives rise to an averaged flow energy < E / A  >~~,,, 
(v) the radius of the source R (which can be translated into a breakup density), which 
is the essential parameter extracted from IMF velocity correlation functions (see ref. [2] 
and subsequent contribution). 
Fig. l displays two-dimensional plots of cross sections of Z = 1 - 4 particles generated 
with the Coulomb trajectory code for the reaction Au-tAu at 150 A-MeV using the 
parameters Z, ,,,,, = 2 . 79, R = 14 fm, CY = 0.8, AI = 3, A2 = 2, T = 35 MeV, 
and either a purely transversal expansion scenario or a radial one. In both cases 
< E / A  >f~ .~=  12 MeV and the total energy per nucleon residing in the system 
amounts to 37 MeV which is just the available c.m. energy of a symmetric colli- 
sion at 150 A.MeV projectile energy. 
In fig. 2 one observes that a radial blast is compatible with the data of central collisions 
characterized by the ERAT5 event selection criterion with maximum inpact p a r a e -  
ters of b z 3 fm in sharp cut-off approximation [2,3], whereas the purely iransversal 
expansion scenario fails to reproduce the kinetic energy distributions. Other event se- 
lection criteria point to the possibility of a purely transversal blast [4]. 
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R0 VS. YO P10 v*. YO Pto vs. YO P10 vs. YO 

(0)  Fig. 1: Contour plots of the invariant cross section d 2 ~ / p ~ 0 ) d p ~ f d ~ ( o )  (for definition of pt 
and Y ( O )  see ref. [3]) of Z=1- 4 particles generated in Coulomb trajectory simulations relying 
on a transversal (left panel) or a radial (right panel) initial expansion. The isolines represent 
equal intensities of 20,40, 60, and 80% of the maximum value. 

I 50 AMeV Au+Au 

em. kin, energy (m&?= I ,) 

Fig. 2: Kinetic energy distribu- 
tions (invariant cross section, nor- 
malized to the number of events, in- 
tegrated over the full a h n t h a l  an- 
gle and over the c.m. polar angle 
range 25' < Q, < 4 5 O  of 
Z = 1 - 6 particles generated with 
the Coulomb trajectory code. The 
full and dashed lines represent re- 
sults of calculations with radial and 
transversal expansion, respectively 
(cf. fig. 1). The experimental data 
from central ERAT5 events [3] are 
displayed as dots. 



Velocity correlations of intermediate mass 
fragments produced in central collisions of 

Au + Au at E = 150 - 400 A.MeVB 

The intensity interferometry has proven useful to get information on the space-time 
structure of a disassembling highly excited nuclear system. We apply it to intermediate 
mass fragment (IMF) data of central collisions of Au+Au at 150, 250, and 400 A.MeV. 
The data are taken with the high-granular, azimuthally symmetric component "outer 
plastic wall" of the FOP1 (stage I) detector system at SIS in GSI Dannstadt [l], Supple- 
menting informations concerning event characteristics and one-body IMF observables 
can be found in refs. [2,3] and in the preceding contribution. 
Let be Kz(i;l, Gz) the coincidence yield of IMF pairs with charges 21.2 2 3 and velocities 
G,,. Then the two-particle correlation function is defined as 

where the subscript "mix" means event mixing. N is a normalization factor fixed by 
the requirement to have the same number of true and mixed pairs. The correlation 
function (1) is projected onto the hypersurface V I Z  = li;lzl = ~ G I  -Gzj. Displaying l +R 
vs. v,,d  VIZ/^-, instead vs. VIZ,  we find that different charge combinations 
result in rather similar Coulomb flanks at small v,.d (see fig. 1). The distribution 
of the velocity values for which the correlation functions cross the line 1 3. R E 0.5 
shows a dispersion of 6.9 (12.5) % when representing 1 + R as function of u,,d (vlz). 
This scaling, predicted and first verified experimentally in ref. 141, is surprisingly well 
reproduced within the N-body Coulomb trajectory calculations [2] (see fig. 2) .  All 
particles (ZtOt = 2 2 ~ ~ )  are initially randomly distributed in a sphere of radius R with 
a Maxwellian velocity distribution characterized by a temperature parameter T, and 
we assume A = 2 2 .  The used charge distribution is exponentiallg decreasing, i.e. 
dN/dZ - exp(-c&), for Z 2 3, and has two additional up-scale parameters for Z = I 
and Z = 2 particles which are adjusted to the observed charged particle and IMF 
multiplicity distributions after applying the experimental filter. A collective radial ex- 
pansion with linear velocity profile V ( T )  = ( r / R ) ~ b ~ , ~  is superimposed on the random 
initial motion. The parameter vs,,f can be translated into an averaged radial flow 
energy c E/A >flow For central events the parameter T and the radial expansion 
energy (which are related to each other due to energy conservation) are fixed by repro- 
ducing the single-Particle c.m. kinetic energy distribut,ions of .T = 1...6 particles in a 
phase space region 2.j0 < B, < 4jD.  This region is expected to be essentially unbiased 
by the apparatus. Within the outer wall acceptance, two-particle relative-velocity dis- 
tributions of different IMF charge combinations from Zt.2 = 3 up .to Z1,3 h 7 cntlfd 
be determined experimentaliy. In our corresponding simdations, &er b ~ i i o m b  evo- 
lution, the source is boosted in longtudinal direction to accotmi; for the cms motio~,  
Finally, the only free parameter R is fixed by &king the experimental IMF cornelation 
functions. For all three projectile energies cnnsidered, we find an o p t k m  agmnient 
with the data of centrai ERAT5 events [2] with the parameter S& displayed in table I 
wt~en using source radii of R - l%(?:] fnl i~bich c o r r s ~ ~ o r ~ d  to break-lip densities of - 'IQ[,:;)\%> of nuclear matter !~r;atiiratitm dex~sit~y. 



150 AMeV Au+Au 

1 50 AMeV Au+Au 

COULOMB simulation 
R=15 fm, T=35 MeV, 

(E/A),,,,.=12 MeV 

Fig. 1: Experimental correlation 
function (1) as function of the re- 
duced velocity u,,d for 14 different 
IMF combinations from events char- 
acterized by the charged particle 
multiplicity bins PM3 - PM5 [2,3]. 
To exclude the disturbing influence 
of the directed sideward flow the 
events are rotated into a unique re- 
action plane before determining the 
mixed event yield. The data should 
demonstrate the unique scaling at 
V&/C < 0.025, while details of the 
spreading at u , , ~ / C  > 0.025 needs 
still an interpretation. 

Fig. 2: Correlation function (1) 
of 7 different IMF combinations 
as function of the reduced velocity 
u,,d generated with the COULOMB 
trajectory code for the reaction 
l50 A.MeV AuSAu. The dots rep- 
resent the experimental correlation 

10 function of all IMF combinations in 
central events characterized by the 
ERAT5 event selection criterion [2]. 
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An estimation of the sideways flow in a BUU approach for 
the reaction Aui-Au in the energy region 150-1000 AMeVB 

B. KAMPPER~, R. KOTTE, J. MOSNER, W. NEUBERT, D. WOHLFARTH AND GY. WOLQ~ 

Recently a systematic study of the reaction Au+Au was performed at the SIS accelerator of 
the GSI Darmstadt using phase I of the 4~-detector facility FOP1 [l). The event structure 
of a heavy ion collision is expected to depend on the impact parameter b. Other criteria ad- 
ditional to the traditional charged-particle multiplicity b i i  have been used to establish 
an approximate correlation with b [2]. The directed sideways flow F, has been considered 
as such a global observable [3]. This quantity gives information on the balance of the trans- 
verse momenta in the forward c.m.s. hemisphere and does not require the construction of 

Eflt '-Er? a reaction plane. It is defined as F. = & * LL and represents approximately the (G*W2 
square of the directed momentum per nucleon, wluch is scaled to the projectile momentum 
per nucleon in the c.m.s. 
Here we report on preHmimuy estimations of the directed sideways flow using a code basing 
on a BUU approach 141. Though this transport theory for the time evolution of the nucleon 
one-body phase-space distribution does not deliver information on fragment formation, the 
model is expected to give reasonable diseription of the *to* 

collision up to the time instant of the onset of mnl- 0 I w 0 u I . V  

0 80O*UaV 
tifragmentation . A 6OaufaV 
In the model, the nucleons interact with a selfwn- , 
sistent time-dependent mean field and pijnvise with 
each other through two-body collision including the 2 3 
Pauli blocking. The tragmentation process is suppo- v 

sed to begin at a certain break-up time, after which 2 

"-'l 
only such parts of nuclear matter with densities lar- A 9 
ger than a tenth of nuclear saturation density are to ' 8 
be taken into consideration [5]. This cut excludes fast 

@ 
D 

particles from the subsequent fragmentation process 0 o t 2 a 4 6 0 7 e 9  
impact wramot~r Cfml 

which move within highly diluted matter and leave ,,c+ 
the collision region early. The break-up time was cho- 
sen approximately as the moment of separation of the 
reaction partners' density distribution. 
In the upper panel of fig. 1 the computed averaged 

the beam energy is shown together with preliminary 

g:~r! 
value of the directed sidewards flow as function of im- 4 
pact parameter is given for several energies, whereas 
in the lower panel its maximum values as function of b 

1 
experimental data [3]. At all considered energies the I o ,W \ 
asymmetry of the transverse momenta is largest at D DATA i 
impact patameter b-3 fm. The maximum value ex- W IODO 

tracted from the model is found to be approximately 2 EWW)M~V~NUCICO~J 

constant for energies E1.b > 150 AMeV. Fig. 1 Sideways flaw as hction 
of impact pmameter and hident 
energy. 
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The reaction Au + Au at 150 AMeV simulated by the 
Copenhagen Statistical Multifragmentation Model B 

W. NEUBERT, H.W. BARZ', J. MOSNER, R. KOTTE, D. WOHLFARTB 
AND THE FOP1 COLLABORATION 

The applicability of the Copenhagen Statistical Multifragmentation Model (SMM) is tested 
which supposes an equilibrated state prior to freeze-out. Eere we refer to data of the re- 
action Au+Au at 150A MeV measured with the 4?r phase I setup installed at the SIS at 
GSI Darmstadt [I]. Central collisions were selected by the ERAT5 criterion [2]. If maximum 
centrality is assumed it is necessary to start the calculations with the full mass and charge 
of the Au+Au system. For this purpose the Copenhagen code was upgraded in such a way 
that systems up to A=400 can be handled. The present code version contains an isotropic 
radial flow with a collective expansion increasing linearly from the center towards the sur- 
face of the freeze-out volume. The calculations reported here refer to a freeze-out density 
p/pc = 0.25. The decisive point in the choice of the physical relevant input parameters of 
the SMM code is the constraint of energy conservation. The thermal excitation energy was 
found to be mainly responsible for the steepness of the charge distribution of the fragments. 
The approximately exponential slope of this distribution found for central ERAT5 events can 
be reproduced with a thermal excitation energy from 11 to 12 MeV/u. The remaking part 
of the available c.m, energy (237 MeV/u ) is released into Coulomb and binding energies 
and colIective flow where only the latter one can be choosen as input parameter. In fig. 1 
we compare the measured and the calculated mean c.m. velocities of different fragments. 
Fig. 2 shows the corresponding velocity profiles for four selected charges. The SMM with 
Eft- = 1QMeVfu gives a reasonable reprodnctiou of the experimental distributions. A si- 
milar analysis was carried out for the cm. kinetic energies for 25" < Q,.,. < 45'. Nearly the 
same value of E* reproduces the averaged kinetic energies (EIA) of clusters with 215 (see 
fig. 3). These Findings are in fair agreement with recent results obtained with the extended 
code FREESCO [2]. Comparing figs. l and 2 we found a better overall agreement between 
calculation and experimental data if we consider mean cm. velocities instead of the mean 
C.=. kinetic energies. We found agreeable values of the radial flow within the two hitherto 
exploited statistical models independent of the specific treatment of fragment formation. 
Another notifiable point in favour of the extracted radial flow represents a comparison of 
the me= kinetic energies per nucleon found in very asymmetric collisions of protons [4] and 
a-particles [S] with An. These data show the typical 1/A decrease expected for fragments in 
a cmumon t h d  equilibrium (see lower part of fig. 3). 
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Fig.1 Mean c.m. velocities with the correspon- 
ding dispersions as function of the fragment 
charge. The dots are slightly shifted to show the 
error bars. 

Fig.3 Mean values of the c.m. kinetic 
energy per nucleon in dependence of the 

charge, experimental data (*)[2], 
Calculated values with 

givenas triangles and 
open circles, respectively. 

Fig.2 Distributions of c.m, velocities for seletted fragment char- 
ges. The histograms show the experimentat data integzsted over 
the e m .  angle xange 25@ < 0,. < 45' using the ERA25 cut f33. 
Open Eircles ( 0 )  show caldated distributiom for E* = 11MeV/s 
without flow and with Eh = l ~ M e V / u  (S). 



Comparison of two Statistical Models with Reference to  
Entropy and Isotopic Yield Ratios B 

At present the generation of entropy in heavy ion reactions at intermediate energy is a fre- 
quently debated issue. Observables like the multiplicity and the yield distributions of inter- 
mediate mass fragments (IMF) and the corresponding isotopic yield ratios have been found 
to be sensitive to the baryonic entropy S/A [1,2]. The entropy can only be determined with 
respect to the prediction of a certain model. Here, we compare the outcome of the Quantum 
StatisticalModel (QSM) and the Copenhagen StatisticalMultifragmentation Model (SMM). 
The d y s i s  is restricted to the disassembling nucleus AO = 109, 20 = 48 motivated by a 
bulk of experimental data obtained from both proton and heavy ion induced reactions on 
the target nucleus Ag. 
The QSM calculations have been carried out using the standard code version [3] with the op- 
tion of quantum statistics. One run supplies immediately fragment yields as function of both 
the nuclear temperature T and the density plpo. More effort requires the calculations with 
the SMM where the correspondiug fragment yields can be obtained only step by step with 
fixed input pairs of the thermal excitation energy E' and breakup radius parameter dro. h 
each point the output refers to a certain temperature and breakup density. The calculations 
have been carried out with the standard variable-volume version of the SMM code 141. About 
70 gridpoints scatteredover the T-plpo plane (2.5 MeV < T < 8 MeV, 0.1 < p/po < 0.9) 
were necessary to get regular surface structures representing physical quantities Like the iso- 
topic yield ratios. 
Baryonic entropies S/A calculated with both models are compared in fig.1. The QSM gives 
a rather regular behaviour of the entropy whereas the SMM shows pecularities in the region 
3 MeV < T < 6 MeV arouud pip, = 0.3 which are supposed to be connected with the 
liquid-gas phase transition. We remark additionally that compound nucleus formation and 
contributions to the isotopic yields which are related to this process become very small at 
temperatures above T= 4 MeV. The QSM does not regard to both of these pattern. 
In the framework of the QSM the behaviour of the isotopic ratio and the entropy is very 
similar since the statistical weight of a iinal state (e.g. a certain isotope ) is proportional 
to exp(S/A). In fig.2 we compare the predictions of the QSM and the SMM in the range 
0.1 < p/po 5 0.5 which is expected to be relevaut for clusterization. The predictions of the 
SMM differ considerably from those of the QSM. 
In the framework of the SMM multifragmentation is expected to become the dominant pro- 
cess above T = 4 MeV and the 'Li/'~i ratio is supposed to increase. However, we found a 
nearly constant isotopicratio. The essential point of these deviations seems to be the statisti- 
cal treatment of the secondary decay of hot fragments by the SMM code. The decay channel 
L 6Li + n becomes energetically possible at  T>4 MeV leading to a strong affection 
of the primordial Li isotope yields. Thus, %Li production is favoured and the ratio becomes 
d e r .  The calculated value 7Li/6Li 0.7 is lower than the averaged mean experimental 
value 7Li/6Li = 1.09f 5.03 f5] indicating an overestimation of the secondary decay channel 
in the SMM. 
In Q.3 we compare T values obtained from power law fits dN/dZ Z1 or (A-l) of fragment 
&s$ributions generated by both models. The QSM predicts steeper fragment distributions 
wherecs the SMM gives an enhanced IMF production. In summa~y, we are aware of ambi- 
guous entropy determination if S e r e n t  models are used. Moreover, in the SMM the ratios 
of Li isotopes seem to be insensitive to the entropy scince above a limiting temperature there 
are do&-$ secondary decays. 



SMM 

Fig.1 Baryonic entropies in the temperature T versus nuclear 
density plpo plane, SMM-top, QSM-bottom of the figure. 

Fig.:! Contours of constant isotopic Fig.3 Contour plots of constant 
yield ratios 'Li16Li calculated with power law parameters. The upper 
the SMM (top) and the QSM code part represents results of fits of frsg. 
(bottom), respectively. ment distributions 4 .C A < 25 gene- 

~ a t e a  by the SMM code. The lower 
part shows the same for QSN events 
within 2 .C Z < 13. 



QMD Simulation of Multifragment Production in Heavy Ion Collisions at E/A = 600 MeV 
(Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 30 (1993) 181) 

Begemann-Blaich, M., W.F.J. Miiller, J. Aichelin, J.C. Adloff, P. Bouissou, J. Hubele, G. Imme, I. Iori, P. 
Kreutz, G.J. Kunde, S. bray,  V. Lindenstruth, Z. Liu, U. Lynen, R.J. Meijer, U. Milkau, A. Moroni, C. 
Ng6, CA. Ogilvie, 3. Pochodzalla, G. Raciti, G. Rudolf, H. Sann, A. Schtittauf, W. Seidei, L. Stuttge, W. 
Trautmann and A. Tucholski 

Abstract: With the ALADIN forward spectrometer the fragmentation of gold nuclei at 600 MeV per nucleon 
after interaction with carbon, aluminium, copper and lead targets has been investigated. The results are 
compared to Quantum Molecular Dynamics calculations using soft and hard equations of state. 

Quantum molecular dynamics simulation of multifragment production in heavy ion collisions at 
EIA = 600 MeV 
(Phys. Rev. C48 (1993) 610) 

Begemann-Blaich, M., W.F.J. Miiller, J. Aichelin, J.C. Adloff, P. Bouissou, J. Hubele, G. Imme, I. Ion, P. 
Kreutz, G.J. Kunde, S. Leray, V. Lindenstruth, Z. Liu, U. Lynen, R.J. Meijer, U. Milkau, A. Moroni, C. 
Ng6, C.A. Ogilvie, J. Pochodzalla, G. Raciti, G. Rudolf, H. Sann, A. Schiittauf, W. Seidel, L. Stuttge, W. 
Trautmann and A. Tucholski 

Abstract: With the ALADIN forward spectrometer the fragmentation of gold nuclei at 600 MeV per nucleon 
after interaction with carbon, aluminium, copper, and lead targets has been investigated. The results are 
compared to quantum-molecular-dynamics (QMD) calculations using soft and hard equations of state as well 
as a soft equation of state with momentum-dependent forces. Whereas the QMD has been successfully 
applied to heavy ion collisions at lower energies, it is not possible to reproduce the fragment distributions 
and the light-particle multiplicities observed in this experiment at relativistic energies. To study the reasons 
for the discrepancy between the experimental data and the simulations we investigated the time evolution 
of the nuclear system after a collision and the disintegration pattern of excited nuclei in the QMD approach. 

Velocity correlations of intermediate mass fragments pmduced in central collisions of Au + Au at  
E = 150 A MeV 
(Phys. Rev. C48 (1993) R 955) 

a B B . . ,  J.P. Alard, Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, I.M. Belayev, 
Th. Blaich, A. Buta, R. Caplar, C. Cenuti, N. Cindro, J.P. Coffin, P. Dupieux, J. Ero, Z.G. Fan, P. Fintz, 
Z. Fodor, R. Freifelder, L. Fraysse, S. Frolov, A. Gohhi, Y. Grigorian, G. Guillaume, N. Herrmann, K.D. 
Hitdenbrand, S. Eolbling, A. Houari, S.C. Jeong, M. Jorio, F. Jundt, J. Kecskemeti, P. Koncz, Y. Korchagin, 
M. %&er, C. Kuhn, L Legrand, A. Lebedev, C. Maguire, V. WO, T. Matulewicz, G. Mgebrishvili, D. 
Moisa, G. Momant, I. Moutbel, P. More& D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, F. Rami, W. Reisdorf, A. Sadchikov, D. 
SchiilI, Z. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simiou, S. Smolyankin, U. Sodan, K. Teh. R. Tezkxatt, M. Trzaska, MA. 
Vasiliev, P. Wagner, J.P. Wessels, T. Wienord, Z. Wilhelmi and A.L. Zhilin 

Abstract: Velocity codations of intermediate mass fragments (IMFs), produced in central collisions of Au 
4 Au at 150 A MeV beam energy, are extracted from measuremenfs with the FOPI (phase I) detector system 
at SIS in GSI Darmstadt. The IMF correlation function for semicentral events is found to be affected by the 
directed sideward flow. When rotating the events into a unique reaction plane an enhancement of 
wrreIations, resulting from event mixing effects, vanishes. Selecting violent collisions with a high degree 
of azimuthal symmetq the correlation function appears nearly independent of additional event or single 
panicle gate conditions. The comparison of the data with a Coulomb dominated final-state interaction model 
points to an expanding and multifmenting source with radius R - 14 fm. 



C h ~ e  comlations as a pmbe of nuclear disassembly 
(Nucl. Phys. A556 (1993) 672) 

Kteutz, P., J.C. Adloff, M. Begemann-Blaich, P. Bouissou, 1. Hubele, G. Imme, I. Iori, G.J. Kunde, S. 
Leray, V. Lindenstruth, Z. Liu, U. Lynen, R.J. Meijer, U. Milkan, A. Moroni, W.F.J. Miiller, C. Ng6, C.A. 
Ogilvie, 3. Pochodzalla, G. Raciti, G. Rudolf, H. Sann, A. Schiittauf, W. Seidel. L. Stuttge, W. Trautmann 
and A. Tucholski 

Abstract: We have studied multi-fragment decays of Au projectiles after collisions with C, Al, Cu and Pb 
targets at a bombarding energy of 600 MeVtnnclwn. We examine the correlations between the charges 
emitted in these reactions, These correlations are given as a function of the total charge in bound fragments, 
L ,  at forward angles, which is a measure of the violence of the collision and can be related to the impact 
parameter. 
The charge distributions have been fitted by a power law and the extracted z parameter exhibits a minimum 
as a function of L. We observe a strong reduction in the maximum charge, L, of the event with 
decreasing L. For those events where 2.- is less than half L ,  the relative sizes of the two largest 
charges within the event cover the full spectrum of possibilities. The charge-Dalitz plots indicate that the 
multi-fragmentation events are not an extension of symmetric fission reactions. The event-by-event charge 
moments are examined to measure the size of the charge fluctuations. All of the charge correlations are 
independent of the target when plotted as a function of L. 
The results are compared to both nuclear statistical and percolation calculations. The model pdictions differ 
from each other, establishing that the obsewables are sensitive to bow the available phase space is 
populated. The sequential nuclear model predicts too asymmetric a decay, while the simultaneous model 
predicts too symmetric a break-up. The percolation model, which was adjusted to reproduce the size of L, 
correctly predicts the mean behaviour and the flnctuations of the lighter fragments. 

Entmpy pmduction in the Au + An maction between 150 A and 800 A MeV 
(Phys. Rev. C48 (1993) 1232) 

Kuhn, C., J. Konopka, J.P. Coffin, C. Cemti, P. Fintz, G. Guillaume, A. Houari, F. Jundt, C.F. Maguire, 
F. Rami, R. Tezkratt, P. Wagner, Z. Basrak, R. Caplar, N. Cindro, S. Holbling, JP. Alard, N. Bastid, L. 
Berger, S. Boussange, IM. Belayev, T. Blaich, A. Buta, R. Don& P. Dupieux, 3, Era, Z.G. Fan, 2. Fodor, 
R. Freifelder, L. Fraysse, S. FroIov, A. Gobbi, Y. Grigorian, N. Herrmann, K.D. Hiidenbrand, S,C. Jeong, 
M. Jorio, I. Kecskemeti, P. Koncz, Y. Korchagin, R. Kottq, M. G h e r ,  L Legrand, A. Lebedev, V. Manko, 
T. Matulewicz, G. Mgehrishvili, 3. Mosner. D. Moisa, G. Montarou, I. Montbel, W. Neubed, D. Pelte, M. 
Petrovici, S. Ramillien, W. Reisdorf, A. Sadchikov, D, Schiill, 2. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, S. 
Smolyankin, U. Sodan, K.M. Teh, M. Trzaska, M.A. Vasiliev7 39- Wessels, T. Wienold, Z.  WBhelmi,J& 
Wohlfarth and A.V. Zhilin 

Abstract: The entropy per nucleon (SIA) has been extracted for the Au [<150-800) A MeVj + An reaction 
by using the phase I setup of the 4n facility at GSI, Dannstadt. The entropy has k e n  obtained from the 
comparison of various obsewables characterizing the dWd2 fragment multiplic* distributions, extending 
up to Z - 15, with those calculated with the quanmm statistical model. It is the first time that SIA values 
are determined by considering the full ensemble of charged products detected in the r e a c h .  Consistent 
values of SIA are found from different methods. These entropy valnes an: shown to be fairly indepenrlent 
of the volume of the "paaicipant" region considered. They are somewhat lower fhan those extracted in 
earlier works but are in good agreement with hydradynamic calcul&ons and suggest a low viscosity for the 
hot and dense nnclear matter. 



Excfusive Studies of Neutmn and Charged Particle Emission in Collisions of I9'Au + I9'Au at 400 
MeVINucleon 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 71 (1993) 963) 

Leifels, Y., Th. Blaich, Th.W. Eke, H. Emling, H. Freiesleben, K. Grimm, W. Henning, R. Holzmann, J.G. 
Keller, H. Klingler, J.V. Kcatz, R. Kulessa, D. Lambrecht, S. Lange, E. Lubkiewicz, E.F. Mooue, W. 
Prokopowicz, R. Schmidt, C. Schutter, H. Spies, K. Stelzer, J. Stroth, E. Wajda, W. Walus, M. Zinser, E. 
Zude and the- collaboration 

Abstract: We present data on collective flow of neutrons in collisions of '97A~ + IwAu at 400 MeV/nucleon. 
The azimuthal distribution about the beam axis is investigated with respect to the reaction plane as 
determined from light charged particles. The "squeezeout" of neutrons, perpendicular to the reaction plane, 
is observed for the first time. Quantitative agreement to a high level of accuracy is found between the 
behavior of neutrons and hydrogen ions. 

Multi-fragment Events as a Probe of Nuclear Disassembly 
(Nucl. Phys. A553 (1993) 27lc) 

Ogilvie, C.A., J.C. Adloff, M. Begemann-Blaich, P. Bouissou, J. Hubele, G. Imme, I. Iori, P. Kreutz, G.J. 
Kunde, S. Leray, V. Lindenstruth, 2. Liu, U. Lynen, R.J. Meijer, U. Milkau, A. Moroni, W.F.J. Miilfer, C. 
Ng3, J. Pochodzalla, G. Raciti, G. Rndolf, H. Sann, A. Schuttauf, W. Seidel, L. Shlttg6, W. Trautmann and 
A. Tucholski 

Abstract: We review the recent results on the multi-fragment decay of heated nuclear systems that are 
formed in asymmetric heavy-ion coilisions. Particular emphasis is placed on those observables that are 
sensitive to the fluctuations in the decaying system and their possible role in extracting the physics of phase 
transitions in nuclear systems. 

First Observation of the Coulomb-Excited Double Giant Dipole Resonance in '''pb via Doable-Y 
Decay 
(Physical Review Letters 70 (1993) 533) 

Riman, J., F.-D. Berg, W. Kiihn, V. Metag, R. Novotny, M. Notheisen, P. Paul, M. Pfeiffer, 0. Schwalb, 
H. Liihner, L. Venenia, A. Gobhi, N. Hemnann, K.D. Hildenbrand, I. W. R.S. Simon, K. Teh, J.P. 
Wessels and T. Wienold 

Absaact: The photon decay of the realtivistic Coulomb excitation of the single and double giant dipole 
resonance (GDR) in the target has been observed in the system 1A GeV q i  on ZasPb. For peripheral events 
which are dominated by relativistic Coulomb excitation, a large Lorentzian structure in the photon energy 
spectrum is peaked at 13.34.: MeV with a width of 4.14.3 MeV, corresponding to the single GDR in the 
mpb target. The sum energy of coincident y-y pairs shows a broad feature at 25.k0.9 MeV with a 
Lorentzian width of 5.8%1.3 MeV, which we assign to the double GDR observed via the two-y decay 
cbannet 



Onset of Nuclear Vaporization in 19'Au + I 9 ' ~ u  Collisio~~s 
(Physical Review Letters 71 (1993) 1502) 

Tsang, M.B., W.C. Hsi, W.G. Lynch, D.R. Bowman, C.K. Gelbke, M.A. Lisa, G.F. Peaslee, G.J. Kunde, 
M.L. Begemann-Blaich, T. Hofmann, J. HubeIe, J. Kempter, P. Kreutz, W.D. Kunze, V. Lindenstruth, U. 
Lynen, M. Mang, W.F.J. Miiller, M. Neumann, B. Ocker, C.A. Ogilvie, J. Pochodzalla, F. Rosenberger, H 
Sann, A. Schuttauf, V. Serfling, J. Stroth, W. Tmutmann, A. Tucholski, A. Wijrner, E. Zude, B. Zwieglinski, 
S. Aieflo, G. Imm6, V. Pappalardo, G. Raciti, R.J. Charity, L.G. Sobotka, I. Iori, A. Momni, R. Scardoni, 
A. Ferrero, W. SeideL Th. Blaich, L. Stuttge, A. Cosmo, W.A. Friedman and G. Peilert 

Abstract: Multifragmentation has been measured for '%Au + IWAu collisions at WA = 100, 250, and 400 
MeV. The mean fragment multiplicity increases monotonically with the charged particle multiplicity at WA 
= 100 MeV, but decreases for central collisions with incident energy, consistent with the onset of nuclear 
vaporization. Molecular dynamics calculations follow some trends but uuderpredict the observed fragment 
multiplicities. Including the statistical decay of excited residues improves the agreement for peripheral 
collisions but worsens it for central collisions. 

Azimuthal Asymmetry of Neutral Pion Emission in Au + Au Reactions at l GeV/Nucleon 
(Physical Review Letters 71 (1993) 835) 

Venema, L.B., H. Braak, H. Lahner, A.E.Raschke, R.H. Siemssen, M. Sumbera, H.W. Wilschut, F.-D. Berg, 
W. Kuhn, V. Metag, M. Notheiseu, R. Novotny, M. Pfeiffer, J. Ritman, 0. Schwalb, A. Gobbi, K.D. 
Hildenbrand, S. Hlavkc, R. Holzmann, R.S. Simon, U. Sodan, K. Teh, J.P. Wessefs, N. Hemann, T. 
Wienold, R. K o t t a r .  W. Neubert. D. Wohlfarth, R. Ostendorf, Y. Schutz, N. Brnmmuud and R. 
Santo 

Ahstract: The azimnthal angle distributions of neutral pions at midrapidity from An i. Au reactions at 1 
GeVtnucleon incident energy have been measured. An enhanced emission of iro's perpendicular to the 
reaction plane is observed. The azimuthal asymmetry is dependent on the no momentum: the no spectrum 
perpendicular to the reaction plane is harder than in the reaction plane. The strength of the observed 
asymmeey appears to be more pronounced for I? than for charged particles and neutrons. 



5. Technical and Methodic Develapments 



First Considerations about a Shower Detector for the 
COSY-TOF-Spe~trorneter~?~ 

To obtain a clear signal from the proton-proton-Bremsstrahlung at beam energies above the 
pion production threshold with the COSY-TOF-Spectrometer it seems necessarily to detect 
not only the two scattered protons but also the outcoming photon, because the missing mass 
distribution calculated from times of flight and trajectories of the protons have insufficient 
resolutions to eliminate badground processes (pp -t p p 0 ,  pp + d?rf etc.). A shower de- 
tector combined with the COSY-TOF-Spectrometer should f&il the following requirements 

- a large phase space registration; 
- a rotational symmetric detector arrangement; 
- high trajectory and energy resolutions; 
- a high detection efficiency; 
- a short response time; 
- no perturbation of the scattered protons and 
- moderate costs. 

We started our considerations by a simulation of the detector efficiency and energy resolution 
for a single setup consisting of a converter material layer (Fe,Pb) following by a scintillator 
layer. The Monte-Carlo calculations were carried out with the GEANT package of the CERN 
Program Library [l] using the standard event generator FOWL 121. An incident beam with 
a momentum of 0.8 GeV/c was; chosen for the investigation of the Bremsstrahlung near pion 
threshold. The detector efficiency depends on the converter thickness given in units of the 
radiation length of the converter material X. as shown in Fig.1. The maximum for a single 
setup is achieved between 2Xo and 3XB up to 50%. The energy loss in the scintiiator layer 
for a detector configuration with a Pb-converter of 3Xo thickness doesn't reflect the photon 
energy, what is seen in Fig.2. 

I converter-thickness [XJ ] 
I 1 
Fig.1 Detector efficiency in dependence 
on the converter thickness 

l E, th4e.n 

Fig.2 Energy loss in thesuntillator in de- 
pendence on the photon energy 

The photon energy distribution has been simulated for possible COSy-TOF geometricad 
constraints in relation to all events in fnll phase space. For a single aetup phobo~s were 
detected with detector efficiency shown above. Supposing the third bamel of the COSY- 
TOP-Spectrometer would be used as a shower detector> the photons eould be registrated h 
a range of scattering angle from 30° 5 By .C 85O.  Both scattered protons could be detected 



in the forward direction between 2' 5 Bproton 5 30'. After the transformation in the CM- 
System lies between 40' and 110" and the Bremsstrahlung energy distribution shows an 
enrichement of the high energy photons, see Fig.3. 

1 

Fig.3 Weighted photon energy distribution for a single detector with Pb-thickness 
of 3x0 

solid line : all events in full phase space 
dashed line : detected events in full solid angle 
gray shape : 2O < B Toton - < 30" 0" < By < 180" 
black shape : 2" < 4Toton 5 30" 30" < er < 85" 

The situation is completely changed in a multilayer system consisting of 50 converters and 
scintillators. For different Pb-converter thicknesses the efficiency and the energy resolution 
were considered (see Fig.4). The detector efficiency is for the chosen thicknesses better than 
90%. The best energy resolution could be achieved with Pb-layers of 1 to 2mm thickness, 
where #- % 8%. 1 

0 

Pb-thickness efficiency 
A 0.5 mm 91% 
• l mm 96% 
0 2 mm 96% 
V 3mm 94% 
D 4mm 91% 

Fig.4 Energy resolution in dependence on the photon energy 
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Some Aspects of the Laser based Test System for the 
C O S Y - T O F - S ~ ~ C ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~  

The laser based test system for the COSY-TOF-Spectrometer is under development [1][2]. 
The UV-light pulse is led to the scintillation counters by optical fibres and through different 
optical elements. The light intensity for each fibre output should be as uniform as possible 
with its height approximately that of signals from particle detection. A bundle of fibres to 
be connected with the 32 start counters was tested. The nonuniformity for these fibres is 
demonstrated in Fig.1. We constructed a special reflector head to adjust the light intensity 
as shown in the photograph (Fig.3). It con&ts of a holder, a support to fix the fibre output 
window and a mirror to bend the light to a photomultiplier. A rough intensity correction 
is realized by tilting the mirror surface in relation to the light direction; fine adjustment 
is possible by shifting the mirror along the light direction. The 36 fibres of the bundle 
were adjusted to the lowest ADC-value of the original intensity distribution. The result is 
presented in Fig.:! where the nonuniformity amounts to 5%. 

fibre number I 
I 

Fig.1 light intensity for each fibre output 
before adjustment 

I fibre number 1 
I I 

Fig.% light intensity for each fibre output 
after adjustment 

holder 

mirror 

I I 
Fig3 Photograph of the special re%ector head 

Ruhr-UninemitBt Boehum, Institat &ir Ezpperimenidp&gsik I 
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Some Aspects of the Installation of the Liquid 
Hydrogen Target in the Start Detector Device of 

the COSY-TOF-SpectrometerB*K 

The installation of the LH2 target [l] in the start detector vessel [2] of the COSY- 
TOF-Spectrometer requires a sufficiently low vacuum pressure, to suppress the growth 
of residual gas condensates at the target windows. In a first step the components of 
the residual gas inside the start detector vessel were analyzed after a long pump- 
ing duration, when the total pressure reached the asymptotic limit of approximately 
3.10-~mbar. This measurement was carried out with the Transpector Gas Analysis 
System from the Leybold Inficon Inc.[3]. The mass spectrum of the residual gases is 
shown in Fig.1 as a pattern of peaks on a plot of ion current as a function of ion mass 
to charge ratio. To calibrate the mass to charge ratio, nitrogen gas was additionally 
filled in the vacuum vessel. The dashed line in the mass spectrum shows a growth of 
peaks in the channels for nitrogen. The partial pressures of the major residual gases 
were calculated from the mass spectrum and are shown in Table 1. 

atomic number / charge 

Fig.1 
Mass spectrum of residual gases in the start de- 
tector device [4] 

Tab.1 
The partial pressure of 
residual gases calculated 
from the spectrum in Fig.1. 

In a second step the contamination of the windows of the liquid hydrogen target (see 
Fig.2) with the main residual gas components was investigated . The target cell filled 
with liquid hyhgen  at  16K and 200mbar was mounted in the start detector vessel 
with a total prmsme of l ~ - ~ m b a r .  Water, nitrogen and oxygen were frozen out on 
the cold target surface an ice layer became visible. The contamination of the 
hydrogen target increases with the exposure time for 10-~mbar as shown in Fig.3. 



Fig.% Photograph of the LH2 target cell 

Ca culated percentage of hydrogen 
atoms to all atoms in the target region 
for various target length 

a - l 0  mm, 
b - 5 mm and 
c - l-mm 

at total pressure 10-"mbm for window 
foil thickness of 2gm; 
solid lines : 

all hydrogen atoms were 
considered ; 

dashed lines : 
- only the we11 
- defined number of hydro- 

2 0 - I  i i I I I  
0 2 4 6 8 102214 

gen atoms from the tar- 
get volume and the foils 

time Id1 are taken into account 
i41. 

Because proton-proton cross section measurements with high accuracy at the COSY- 
TOF-Spectrometer require well defined hydrogen targets of high purity, the target 
contamination must be suppressed. There are some possibilities to do that : 

7 - to improve the ~ ~ c u u m  jp5lO- mbar); 
- to eliminate the ice layet by heating (T2l"iOK) or 
- to surround the LHz cell by gaseous hydrogen. 

l ~ o r . s c h u n g s e m  JiiEich, Institut f i k  I<emphysiX: 
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Investigation of Light-Readout from Long Straight 
Scintillating Stripes for the COSY-TOF Stop DetectorB 

P. MICHEL, K. M ~ L L E R ' ,  A. SCHAMLOTT AND A. S C H ~ ~ L K E  

The feasibility of two-sided readout of long scintillating stripes was investigated for the 
realization of the COSY-TOF stop detector barrel section. 
The following requirements have to be fulf2led for the stop detector [l]: 

spatial resolution o = 6...7cm 

time resolntion o = 0.5ns 

100% acceptance, i.e. no gaps in the scintillating material of the detector 

easy handling for assembly and disassembly of the TOF spectrometer 

Diierent methods of light-readout (Fig.1, 0'-readout as reference) were analysed with respect 
to light output efficiency and time and spatial resolntion, to obtain a basis for the decision 
on the concept of the barrel section for the stop detector. 

The tests were carried out with minimal ionizing pions at CERN. The test arrangement 
consisted of an original TOF start detector module, a long scintillating stripe 6m from the 
start detector and a beam defining scintillating detector (3x3unZ) in front of the stripe. To 
change the hit position of beam partides on the stripe the mechanical support of the stripe 
could be moved perpendicular to the beam axis. 

The time difference of light output pulses from the stripe had to be digitized electron- 
ically to get an information on the hit position for on-line trigger processing. For this 
reason a Real-Time-to-Digital-Converter (RTDC) was developed (21. The qualitiy of the 
time measurement of the RTDC was compared (off-line) to conventional TDC. The accuracy 
of the time measurement with the RTDC proved to be comparable to conventional TDCs. 

ng.1 Schematic representation of the configuration layout 

The Oo-readont version was shown to be acceptable from the physical point of view but is 
not doable in the stop detector barrel configuration for constructional reasons. The 18Qb- 
readout through a long light guide is very interesting because of technical praeticabiity 
since it can be integrated in the barrel csnstruction at minimal expense. Utilizing 18Q0 
reflection through a prism loss of light occurs so that time and spatid resolation do not 
meet the gnalitiy req~rements. In addition, Cerenkov light is created inside the long light 



guide which causes an error in hit position determination. The measurements have shown 
that the requirements concerning efficiency, spatial and time resolution are also satisfied by 
the two-side light-readout at 90' (tab.l,2). These vdues are neasly constant over the whole 
length of the scintillator comparable to Oo-readout (Fig.2,3). 

W- 0'- readout 
SO0- 900 - readout 

1800 - 0° - readout 

90" - 0' - readout 
1800 - 0' - readout 
90O - 900 - readout 

.IS -*m 60 o P m ~n .%P .,W a o n +m IP 

m p " m x l m l  

Fi .2  Spatial resolution of configuration Fig.3 Time resolution A~TOF of configu- 
layout, measured with RTDC and with ration layout 
conventional TDCs 

In view of the tedinical practicability one should use the two-side readout method with 
S-bent light guide as an alternative to previous configurations of the stop detector. The 
measurements have shown that the RTDC module is a fast on-line device to determinate the 
spatial information for trigger processing. The measured spatial resolution is comparable to 
values reached with conventional TDCs. A sample of modules for fast space determination 
is available. 

Tab.1 Light efficency for the differ- Tab.2 Spatial and time resolution for the &if- 
ent layouts ferent layouts 

Witk the twoaide 90' configmation it seems possible to realize a gapfree arrangernent with 
a single layer of 96 scintillating stripes in the TOF stop detector. 

Institut fiir Kern- und Tddenphysik, TU Dresden nnd 
Institut Kern- und Hadronenphysik, FZR 
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Start Counters for Time-of-Flight Measurements at the 
0" FacilityB 

Particle identification and the first-level trigger decision at the COSY Oo Facility will mainly 
be based on a time-of-flight measurement. The start counters must be positioned as dose 
as possible to the spectrometer dipole D2 in order to obtain the longest possible ilight paths 
for the ejectiles, see Fig.1. Since the stop counters will be placed near the focal surface the 
length of the flight path is short in particular in the low momentum region. Therefore, in 
K+ measurements, the best possible time resolution is necessary for maximal reduction of 
the expected huge background of protons and pions. The start scintillators must be as thin 
as 1 and 2 mm for lower and higher momenta, respectively, in order to avoid large effects of 
particle scattering and hadronic interaction. Long light guides have to be used since there 
is little space between the magnet and the first wire chamber and since the multipliers have 
to be placed in a region where the magnetic stray field is small enough so that an efficient 
shielding is feasible. S m d  photomultipliers will be used in order to facilitate the shielding. 

Fig.1 Armagemeat of the start scintillators (SC) with 
light guides (LG) and photomultipliers tubes (PM) be- 
tween the pole shoes (PS) and coils (C) of the spec- 
trometer dipole D2 and t6e muti-wire proportional 
chambers (MWPC) of the 0" Facility. 



Scintillators will be 5 cm wide and 30 cm long strips of Pilot U which has a sufficiently 
large attenuation length and a very short decay time. They will be coupled to light-guide 
strips made out of ultraviolet-transmitting Plexiglas (Rijhm) which makes sure that theshort- 
wavelength component of the Pilot U scintillation light is not absorbed. Near the PM tube the 
light guides are cut into smaller strips which are bent such that the ends can be put on top of 
each other. In this way the cross section of the light guide can be accomodated most efficiently 
on the photocathode of small PMs (see Fig.2). Photomultiplier tubes Hamamatsu R 3478, 
Philips XP 2972 and XP 2982 with effective photocathode diameters of 15 mm (Hamamatsu) 
and 23 mm (Philips) have been taken into consideration. Recent test measurements have 
lead us to the conclusion that both Philips PMs are sufficiently good although the transit 
time difference is bigger. We have decided to use the XP 2972 or XP 2982 tubes since they 
are cheaper and offer comparative timing resolution. Moreover, the gain of the Philips tube 
is higher whilst it is necessary to operate the Hamamatsu tube at the highest dowed supply 
voltage in order to obtain a sufficiently high amplitude. 

Fig.2 Cross section of the fiat part of the light guide 
indicating the position of the cuts (upper part) w d  the 
shape of the end to be conpled to the PM. Dimensions 
are given in mm. 

Monitoring of the scintillation counters with light-emitting diodes is foreseen in order .to 
Check for gain and timing variations and to perfosm off-line corrections during data analysis. 
This system will also be used for setting the fast TTF trigger by injecting pulses into the 
system which axe separated in time by the 3ight-the of the particle under consideratioa. 
A fast pulse generator is presently being de~doped at FZ 'Zossendorf, Prototypes of start 
counzers and two stop counter telescopes are u n d ~  preparation for a test planned to be 
performed at ITEP Moscow. 



Test of the CLUSTER detector B 
S. SKODA, L. K ~ U B L E R ,  H. PRADE, J. REIF, W. SCHULZE, R. SCEWENGNER, 

A. ~ H L M A N N ,  G. WINTER, 3. EBERTH', H.G. THOMAS' AND P. VON BRENTANO' 

The EUROBALL duster detector [l] consists of seven encapsulated Germanium detectors 
mounted in a common cryostat which is surrounded by 18 Bismuth Germanate (BGO) detec- 
tors serving as an escape-suppression-shield. The High Purity n-type Ge detectors of about 
60 % efficiency are protected against the environment by an evacuated aluminium capsule. 
This encapsulation techniqne was developed by a collaboration of IKP Cologne, manufacturer 
Intertechnique and KFA Jiilich [2,3]. The Ge detectors are hexaconical shaped to maximize 
the solid angle covered by Ge. The total efficiency of the cluster detector is enhanced by the 
add-back technique: the total energy of a Compton-scattered 7 ray can be reconstructed by 
summing up the energy signals of all coincident Ge detectors. 

Table 1. Resolutions of encapsulated hexaconical Ge detectors 

EY FWHM (keV) 
(kev) det 1 det 2 det 3 det 4 det 5 det 6 det 7 mean value 

122 1.3 1.0 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.1(1) 
1333 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.2(1) 

The BGO shield detects y-rays escaping the Ge-detector which are a result of two kinds of 
7-e- interaction. The first process is Compton-scattering and the second is e-e+ annihilation 
(two 511 keV y rays) after pair production caused by incident y-rays with energies higher 
than 1 MeV. Suppression of both kinds of event enhances the peak to background ratio for 
the full energy peaks. Further, reconstruction of the second type of event will enhance the 
efficiency of the Cluster detector. 
The BGO shield consists of 18 individual BGO scintillator detectors. Mounted behind the 
Ge-cluster are 6 thick and compact backcatchers used to detect forward scattered y-rays of 
nearly incident energy. The Ge cluster is further surrounded by 12 lateral shield detectors. 
They protrude inwaxd beyond the Ge detector front surface to be sensitive to backscattered 
y-rays. The outer shape of the shield is hexaconical as for a single encapsulated Ge detector 
because the honeycomb structure allows the densest packing of detector material. The 12 
lateral BGO detectors exhibit less resolntion power. Their thin and long shape causes the light 
emitted by the BGO scintillator to scatter more often on its way up to the photomultiplier. 
The side shield consists of 6 BGO detectors on the corners of the honeycomb and 6 BGO 
detectors between the corners (straight sides). The properties of the three different B 6 0  
types are given by the mean values for the respective 6 detectors. The energy resolution was 
measured with '37Cs at 662 keV. The time resolution was measured against an encapsulated 
hexaconical Ge detector using the y-ray sources ZZNa and 60Co. The Constant Fraction 
threshold was set below 60 keV (241Am). 

Table 2. Enerw and Time Resolutions for different BGO detector types 
BGO type Energy resolution Time resolution 
back catcher 12(1)% 10.0(5) ns (5x1s against NE213) 
lateral shield, straight side 17(l)% 13.7(5) ns 
lateral shield, corner 21(1)% 15.2(7) ns 

'Institut fiir Kemphgsik der UniuersitiZt za h i i n  
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Internal Support and Tabletop Frame 
for a Single EUROBALL CLUSTER Detector 

An internal support for a single CLUSTER detector has been constructed in cooperation 
of the department of design and construction and the detector laboratory. This support 
enables the movement of the cryostat (the common holder of seven encapsulated hexagonal 
tapered Ge detectors [l]) independently from the BGO shield. The movement is necessary 
for servicing. Furthermore, the support is used to fix the BGO back catcher. The internal 
support and the mechanism of movement allow the distance between the extremely thin 
cryostat covering and the lateral BGO shield to be minimized to 1 mm. 
The whole detector system is held by a flange that substitutes an EUROBALL honeycomb 
in experiments with single CLUSTER detectors. At this flange the lateral BGO shield is 
immovably mounted while the BGO back catcher and the cryostat including the Ge detectors 
can be moved on slide rails. 
Jn order to test the components of the internal support and of the slide rails, a model of the 
CLUSTER detector was wnstructed to a scale of 1:l and with the approximate mass of a 
real CLUSTER detector. At this model tests of different guide bushes were carried out. 
Several tabletop frames that enable a safe setting up of the assembled CLUSTER detector 
of ca. 80 kg mass have been designed and constructed. In the standard frame shown in 
figure 1 the CLUSTER detector can be tilted downward by up to 30'. A special frame has 
been developed for experiments at the electron Hnear accelerator S-DALINAC of the TH 
Dmstad t .  This frame has a minimized height and allows two CLUSTER detectors to be 
positioned at  observation angles with a minimum difference of 30' using a target-detector 
distance of 44 cm. For the operation of a CLUSTER detector ap part of the detector array 
OSIRIS CUBE at the tandem accelerator of the University Cologne an adapter has been 
constructed to optimize the target-detector distance. 

Figure 1. Tabletop frame with honeycomb substitute flange amd CZVSTER detector 

lZentmlabteilung Forschungs- und Informationstechni4, F.%' Eosendo~f 
REFERENCES: 
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The Gas Supply System of t h e  FOBOS Avalanche Counte r s  

G. RENZ~,  V.M. VASKO', P. GIPPNER~, M. ANDRASSY, 
V.N. DORONIN', D.1. SHISHKIN~ 

The pentane gas supply system for the position-sensitive avalanche counters (PSAC) (see 
fig. 1) has been completed. Its status is controlled by a SIMICRO-SX microcomputer system 
and visualized on a colour X-Terminal /l/. Careful tests have been provided during the two 
experimental periods of altogether 2 months. The vapour of the liquid pentane stored in 
glass flasks at room temperature flows through the regulating valve V 11.9, which adjusts 
the gas flow q. The second valve V 11.0 allows to stabilize the pressure in a range of 
1 to 6 mbar inside the FOBOS gas collector rings which up to 30 PSAC's can be connected 
to. Special sensors SS in combination with minivalves MV protect the PSAC's fIom critical 
pressure to  avoid a destruction of the thin (1.2 pm polypropylene) window foils. The MV's 
are usually closed and open if p inside the PSAC's exceeds a d u e  of about 6.6 mbar. In 
the first experiments, 10 PSAC's have been supplied simultaneously. A special technique has 
been developed to determine the leakage rate Q of each PSAC before mounting it to FOBOS. 
Therefore, Q of the entire PSAC wdiguration could be limited to a resonable value, which 
is only about one order of magnitude higher than the leakage rate of the central FOBOS 
vacuum chamber. 

rntrrncr 
c . I . I i c C l s ,  

clnt"a1 
.,=cuurn 
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c01 lector 

ch.'m.r 

Fig. 3 The scheme of the pentane gas supply system of FOBOS 
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The Gas Supply System of the FOBOS Bragg Ionizations Chambers B 

G. &NZ?-, V.M. VASKO~, P. GIPPNER~, A. MATTHIES~, M. ANDRASSY, 
V.N. DOEONIN', D.1. SHIS~IKIN~, SE. HEINITZ~ 

The gas supply system shown in fig. 1 has been designed for on-line mixing of P10 [Ar(90%) 
+ CH4 (10%)] to get the optimal mixture for operation of the Bragg ionization chambers 
(BIC). It is controlled by a SIEMENS-SX-MULTBUS microcomputer system. Three steely 
gas cylinders contain highly cleaned and compressed technical gases which flow into the tube 
system with original pressures measured by the sensors S1 - 53. The gases are expanded 
down to about 2 atm with the help of the mechanical reducers R1 - R.3. At this pressure, 
both components move through the flow control valves V6 and V?, respectively, which 
determine on-line the mixing ratio of the components. A combination of the sensor S4 and 
the valve V4 prevents the followiug elements of the system from mechanical damage because 
of overpressure. 
The distribution of the P10 mixture among the BIC's in operation is performed by the 
entrance collector ring, which is connected to 10 detector groups each consisting of 3 BIC's 
and two valves regulating gas flow and pressure, respectively. Such a group is shown in fig.2. 
The arrangement chosen is capable to stabiize the pressure individually in each group within 
a region of 133 - 1000 mbar. 
During the fist experiments, the mixing process has been performed off-line. The pressure 
within the 12 BIC's in operation was p = 266 mbar. The stabilization mechanism has been 
found to work reliable over a period of about two months. A stabilization accuraey of better 
than 2% has been achieved. The flow rate allowed a complete gas exchange within the 12 
BIC's during a time interval of 3 hours. 
However, the composition of the off-line mixed gases obviously deteriorates dwing the 
measuring period, as has been observed by an increase of the electron Wit time, Therefore, 
on-line mixing of the detector gases willnow be realized. The mixing process will be controlled 
by a gas analyser just coming into operation. 
The leakage rate of the window foils of the BIC's has been observed to be higher by more 
than 2 orders of magnitude in comparison with the expected gas diffusion rates. This &feet, 
is caused by micro holes m the thin 1.2pm polypropyiene entrance window foils. In order 
to achieve a vacuum of at least 10-l Pa inside the centrai vacuum chamber, an additional 
pumping system consisting of a dual-stage rotary pump, a roots pump and three turbo 
molecular pumps has been installed. The latter ones hwe a pumping capacity of altogether 
3000 1js. 
With the increasing number of FOBOS modules, a more reliabie test procedure for the I33C 
window foils has to be elaborated for pressure d u e s  of higher than 200 mbar. 

Joint Institute for Naclear Research, Dubno 
Iwtitut fir Xem- and Eadranmph~sik, FZR und J&nt Institute for SrrarIeur b e a m %  
Ilubmz 



Fig. 1 The scheme of the gas supply system of the 
Bragg ionization chambers 

Fig. 2 Schematic arrangement of ionization chambers and 
regulating valves within a detector group 



The Light Output of CsI(T1) for Low-Energy Alpha Particles B 

The light output L of CsI(T1) is a non-linear function of the particle energy E. For low-energy 
particles with a high stopping power dE/dx, the relation 

can be deduced from the semi-empirical formula of Birks /l/, where R is the range in the 
scintillator, S is the absolute scintillation efiiciency and kB is the quenching parameter. 
The dependence of the light output on the alpha particle energy has been measured with a 
large-area CsI(T1) detector of the FOBOS scintillator shell /2/ by applying the foil method. 
The energy of alpha particles from 2 5 B P ~  and ThC sources has been varied using a different 
number of thin (2pm) Mylar absorber foils. The current pulses of the photomultiplier were 
intergrated within a time interval of 2ps. The light output is then proportional to the pulse 
height. The measured values are shown in fig. 1. (the dashed line is to guide the eye). 
The range of alpha particles in CsI has been calculated according to the STOPPOW code 
/3/ (fig.1, full line). The experimental points are, indeed, well fitted by the range curve, if 
the measured data are corrected for the energy loss in the dead layer of the entrance surface 
of the CsI(T1) crystal originating from the polishing procedure. From this measurement, one 
can deduce a dead layer of about 4 p .  Such a value is in rather good agreement with earlier 
measured data for commercial CsI crystals /4/. It results in a lower energy threshold of 
the FOBOS scintillation detectors and amounts to about 0.6-0.8 MeV in the case of alpha 
particles. Light output of CSI 

Fig. l Measured (dashed curve) and corrected (squares) light output data 

Institut firr Kern- und Hadronenphysik, FZR und Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 
D d n a  
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First Tests of the Driftchamber HELITRON B 

3. MOSNER, W. NEUBERT, D. WORLFARTR, R. KOTTE, S. MOHREN', 
L. GOBEL AND K.H. HERMANN 

In a further step towards completing phase II of the 4~-detector system FOP1 the driftcham- 
ber HELITRON (see Refs. [l-51) has been completed in 1993 as a result of common efforts 
by GSI D-tadt, C R P  Budapest and FZ Rossendorf. 
During the fall some sectors of the HELITRON have been tested by means of cosmic rays,6'Fe 
source and Nd:YAG-laser. In December the HELITRON was placed into the supercondnc- 
ting solenoid (B=0.6T) in Cave B and fist beam test measurements of three sectors have 
been performed using the reaction Kr (500 A*MeV) on Pb at the SIS of GSI. 
Most of the aspects of wiring, installing and commissioning of the HELITRON have been 
described already in Refs. [6,7]. Here, we will supplement these reports by presenting some 
results of the test measurements. 
Before installing the HELITRON into the magnet we measured the dependence of the pulse 
sizes on the potential wire voltage at different drift field voltages using cosmic rays and 66Fe 
source. The gas mixture was 88% AI, 2% Methane and 10% Isobuthane. By means of the 
laser beam we determined the drift velocity (without magnetic field) at different drift field 
strengthes. Considerable effort was necessary in order to avoid feed back oscillations and to 
reduce pick-up noise and high frequency disturbances. This task is not finished now. Further 
improvements have to be undertaken to reduce the noise. 
During the beam time a drift voltage of 12.3 kV, corresponding to E 4 0 0  V/=, and a 
potential wire voltage of 1.6 kV have been used. Data were taken in coincidence with the 
outer plastic wall (PLAWA) and several runs have been written on tape using part of the 
Heidelberg FADC system of the central drift chamber (CDC). The evaluation of these raw 
data is in progress. As an example, fig.1 shows a track crossing the sense wire plane of sector 
1 between the wire numbers 20 and 21. 
The staggering o f f  0.2 mm of the sense wires causes the time differences between the single 
hits and a smooth curve fitted to all hits. The result is shown in fig.2, where up to wire # 20 
these differences have mainly positive values for even and negative ones for odd wire numbers 
and vice versa for wire numbers larger than 20. In fig.2 also the distributions of these time 
differences for odd and even wires are depicted. From a single hit one can deduce a mean 
standard deviation of about 7 ns which corresponds to a position resolution of 280 pm in 
the direction of drift velocity. Since this value strongly depends on the signal to noise ratio 
it should be improved by further reducing the pick-up noise. Nevertheless, fig.2 shows that 
the staggering should be well suited to distingnish wether the track passes the sector to the 
left or right side of the sense wire plane. 
Fig.3 shows a track crossing the cathode plane separating adjacent sectors. Evaluating such 
tracks the radial coordinate r can be determined more precisely from drift distance measu- 
rements in the two sectors than by the charge division method. Thus, the charge division 
method can be tested. Moreover, such tracks are suited to determine the socalled Lorentz 
angle X which means the drift angle caused by the magnetic field. Since the magnetic field 
within the volume of the HELITRON is rather inhomogeneous (especially the radial com- 
ponent of B is not negligible) this task is not trivial. A detailed knowledge of B as function 
of r and 2; is necessary in order to calculate the cathode crossing point and the angle X. 
Evaluations are in progress. 



Fig.1 A track which cros- 
ses the sense wire plane. 
Shown are the raw data of 
the 54 sense wires of sector 
1 from the preamplifieres 
at the inner and outer cy- 
linder of the MELITRON. 
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Fig.2 The distribution of 
the single hits of the track 
shown in fig.1. For expla- 
nation see text. 

Fig.3 A track which uosses the cathode plane separating sectors 3 and 4. The partide passes 
from sector 4 to sector 3. Due to the radial component of the magnetic field the sense wires 
39 to 41 were hit in both sectors. (The wires 27 to 30 in sector 4 have no signals because 
there preamplifieres were not connected.) 
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Calibration of the FOP1 plastic wall detector 

for A u  + A u  at lGeV/u B 

During December 1992 the 4~-detector system was used to investigate collisions 
of Au on An with 1 GeV per nucleon beam energy at the SIS of GSI, Darm- 
stadt. Because of changes in the setup of the detectors as well as in the energy 
range, the calibration procedure for the plastic waU had to be adapted before it 
was executed. The plastic wall is an arrangement of 512 strips carrying a pho- 
tomultiplier tube on each end obtaining an energy loss and a time signal from 
each tube. These raw data undergo several stages of data processing until they 
contain the info~mation in the desired way (see ref.[l]). The time calibration 
has to take into account that there are individual differences between the tubes 
resulting from different strip lengths, aging effects and walk corrections. The 
walk behaviour is not stable for more than a few hours and has therefore to be 
corrected several times over the whole period of data aquisition. This requires 
a correction function for each channel(Fig.1). The resulting time distribution 
for all channels narrows(Fig.2). Finally an absolute time offset is determined 
by 'extracting the punch-through energy for protons and adapting the timescale 
until this point equals a value which is derived from energy loss calculations 
with respect to the given setup conditions. 

Fig.1: time walk, single tube spectrum Fig.2: time distribution of 1024 
with fitted polynom for linearization channels after walk correction 

The energy loss calibration starts with relative corrections due to different strip 
lengths and individual tube saturation. This correction is obtained by compa- 
ring the phototube signals to signals delivered by two photodiodes. Again a 
fit function is determined for each channel to correct nonliuearities in the tube 
amplification. The energy loss is normalized to mil units (minimum ionizing 
light, 1 mil* 3.6 MeVJ by comparing the measured signals to the Compton 
edge of 7-quanta emitted by a gOCo source. The last step is to link all calibra- 
tion parameter sets and provide them in a standard data format to enable our 
collabarators working with the plastic wall data. 

EEF%RE%CES: 
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TP - MUSIC 111: A Tracking Detector for all Elements 
between He and U B 

T .  M~BLENKAMP,  W.  SEIDEL, M. BEGEMANN-BLAICB~ TH. HOPMANN~, W.  D. 
KUNZE', V. LINDENSTRUTH~, U. L Y N E N ~ , ~ ,  W.  F. J. MULLER', J. POCHODZALLA~~~ ,  

H. SANN', A. SCBUTTAUF~, W. TRAUTMANN~, A. W~RNER'  
AND B. ZWIEGLINSKY~ FOR THE ALADIN-COLLABORATION 

The TP - MUSIC ID tracking detector (Time Projection Multiple Sampling Ionization 
Chamber) at the ALADIN - spectrometer measures the position and the charge of the reac- 
tion products of heavy ion collisions at relativistic energies [l]. 
The system consists of a field cage with an active volume of 2 X 1 X 1.8 m3 instrumented 
with 8 ionization chamber sections, each with 8 anodes, and 6 proportional counter modules 
(Fig.1). The charge Z of the fragments passing through the detector is determined by mea- 
suring the energy deposition in the counting gas. The track position parallel to the bending 
plane of the ALADIN magnet is deduced from the drift time of the electron cloud to the 
anodes or proportional counters. The track position perpendicular to the bending plane (Y) 
is determined by a charge division read-out of the proportional counters. One anode section 
on each side of the MUSIC detector was set up with sawtooth shaped anodes which allowed 
to determine the Y-position for particles with Z>10 independent of the propox-tional counters. 
This redundant measurement was used to calibrate the non-linear response of the propor- 
tional counter charge division 
readout. A 

The anodes and proportional 
counters have complementary ca- 
pabilities: The direct ionization 
measurement with the anodes 
gives a charge resolution of AZ = 
0.4 (FWHM) up to Uranium. 
The signal-to-noise ratio, how- 
ever, restricts the usage of the an- 
odes to Z 2 8. The proportion- 
al counters, operated with a typ- . - W ical gas gain of 600, are sensitive V 

to all particles with Z 2 2. The I m 

charge is = Fig.1 Schematic view of the improved TP-MUSIC III 
(FWHM) for 5 5 12 but de- (looking upstream): The cathode is placed in the cen- 
teriorates for heavier flagments ter of the field cage, The li2is&-grids are mounted at 
due to  quenching (Fig.2). a distance of 1.0 m from the cathode. In ead half of 

the detector, 24 anode stripes and 9 MWPC's measure A serious in the Opera- the charge and two positions of the partides passing 
tion of all TPC-like detectors is though. 
the build-up of a space charge 1 - field cage separated by central cathode plane; 
due to the drift of positive ions 2 - rigth Frisch-grid; 3 - right anode plane; 4 - the 9 
produced in the gas amplifica- right MWPC's; 5 - anode stripes (8 X 6 ere); 6 - anode 

stripes (16 x 3 cm); 7 - two sawtooth shaped aodde 
process back into the active stripes (position sensitive in y-direction); 8 - beam di- 

gas volume. rection 

This is exacerbated in the current ALADIH setup by the requirment that the hefull p r h a ~ y  
beam passes through the detector. Therefore the proportional counters were eq~pped  with 
a gating grid placed between anode wires and the FrisAgrid [2], A potential difference of 
160 V between adjacent wires prevents the &Kt of electrons or ions though the gating pid.  



The gate is opened only after an accepted trigger and closed again after the maximal drift 
time has elapsed. This not only prevents the detection of uninteresting tracks and reduces 
detector loading but also suppresses the back drift of all positive ions. The gating grid driver 
circuits were placed inside the metal shielding boxes of the proportional counter modules to 
minimize cross talk into the ionization sections. The opening of the gate and the subsequent 
settling of the electronics require about 2ps. Thus, only 10 cm of the drift region in front of 
the Frisch-grid has become inactive due to the gating. 
The large range of primary ionization(% X Zz,  Z = 2,. . . ,92) combined with the charge 
division readout results in a range of proportional counter output signals of about 1:10000. 
To process this huge dynamic range a special shaping amplifier module was developed by 
the GSI-Elektronik-Experimente division. Each signal is split threefold and sent with relative 
gains of 1:6:36 into three sampling ADC channels. 
The TP-MUSIC III detector was used in the most recent ALADIN experiment S114 with 
beams of Au with 600,800 and 1000 MeV/u, AI with 1000 MeV/u and U with 600 and 1000 
MeV/u. Typical beam rates were 2000 particles/second, Iimited by the space charge caused 
by the primary ionization of the beam. 
The counters workedreliably and were stable over the whole time of nearly six weeks. Despite 
the copious production of long-range 6-rays in the counter gas by heavy fragments or beam 
particles we were able to set the readout threshold of the proportional counters below the 
amplitude of a-particles. The correlation of the charge measured in the MUSIC detector and 
the charge measured in the time-of-flight system, which is located behind the MUSIC field 
cage, is shown in Fig. 3. Both detector systems combined achieve an unambiguous charge 
determination for all nuclei with 2 < Z < 92. The analysis of the data i s  still in progress. 
The combination of the fragment velocity deduced from the time-of-flight wall with the 
momentum inferred from the tracking information of the TP-MUSIC system will allow full 
kinematic reconstruction of multifragmentation events. 

Fig.2 Charge spechum of fragments de- Fig.3 Charge measured by the MUSIC 
tected by the proportional counters for correlated with the charge measured by 
2<20. the TOF wall. 

'G= Dannstadt 
'Uni. l"ranMurt/M 
'SINS %raraawa. 
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Particle Identification in a Wide Dynamic Range Based on Pulse-Shape 
Analysis with Solid-State Detectors 

The efforts to exploit pulse-shape information for particle identification in solid-state detectors 
[l] have been continued. Based on a simple simulation code, we studied the influence of detec- 
tor properties (intmal electric field profile) and methods of signal processing on the particle 
discrimination [2]. A new technique of particle identification resulting from these investigations 
was tested at the VICKSI accelerator. 

We irradiated a commercial 500pm Si-detector (active area: 450 mmz, transmission mount) with 
heavy ions produced in reactions of a 698 MeV "S beam with a mixed {Au + Ni + C). target. 
The detector was placed at a distance of 16.5 cm from the target with the low-field side (rear 
side of the detector!) facing the target. We derived the energy information as usual by means of 
a charge-sensitive preamplifier combined with a spectroscopic amplifier (shaping time: lps). As 
proposed in [2] we exploited for particle identification the time shift tq of the first moment, i.e. 
the centre of gravity of the current pulse, measured with respect to a time-of-Bight start signal. 

However, instead of scanning the cur~ent signals with flash ADC's we used a simple and cheap 
method to measure tq: The bipolar output of a conventional spectroscopic amplifier (SPA) 
reacts on a delta-like cment pulse in the detector (corresponding to a step-like charge signal) 
with a zero crossing at a fixed time to. If the current flow in the detector has a fiaite duration 
At, and if this At is small compared to the linear part of the slope region near the zero crossing 
of the SPA output signal, the shift of the zero crossing with respect to to is just given by the 
first moment of the current signal. Therefore we used a second spectroscopic amp&er (bipolar 
output; shaping time: 0.25~s) followed by a zero-cross trigger, and measured tq as the time 
difference between the zero crossing and the subsequent RF signal from the acceletator. This 
technique needs no "fast" timing signal from the detector. 

The results are illustrated in figs.1-2. The charge numbers of ions up to Z - 16 can be identified 
within a dynamic range of m 1 : 5 (e.g. 3...14 AMeV for Carbon, 5...23 AMeV for Silicon 
ions) where the upper limit is given by the maximum energy deposition in a Si detector of 
500- thickness. The lower energy limit for Z identi6cation corresponds to a particle range of 
40 ... 50pm. For energies near the punch-thfough point we were able to resolve isotope fines up 
to Magnesium. The resolution of the tq measurement was found to be % 1 ns for Carbon ions 
of 3 160 MeV. 

The test experiment showed that the dynamic range for partiele identification based on pulse- 
shape analysis can be drastically extended by the t e a q u e  proposed in 121. The described 
scheme of signal processing is well suited and cheap enough to be exploited even in large multi- 
detector arrays. 

&eie Universitat BBerl, Bahn-Meitner-Institat Berlin 
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Figure I. Two-dimensional representation of the count rate versus energy deposition E and 
the particle-sensitive parameter t g  (which represents a combination of pulse-shape informa- 
tion and time-of-fiight [3]). The resolved lines are due to ions with different 2; to resolve 
isotope lines one has to zoom the spectrum. The lower limit of Z identification is due to 
the bump of fission fragments (FF) and heavy residues (HE). The t g  measurement for these 
particles is falsified due to the long duration of the current pulses (up to 0 . 6 ~ ~ ) .  

Figure 2. Isotope sepa- 
ration obtained for selected 
elements and energies near 
the punch-through point. 
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COSMlC RAY TRACKING BY STREAMER TUBES B 

Self quenching streamer tubes of the IAROCCI type [l] are widely used in high energy and 
cosmic ray physics, especially for muon and electron detection [2]. The KASCADE collabo- 
ration [3] intends to take advantage of this kind of detectors in order to distinguish between 
the electromagnetic and muon component of extensive air showers close to the shower core. 
In a first test set-up we used three horizontal planes of streamer tubes with the dimensions 
1.5m X l m  in a vertical distance of l m  from each other (fig. 1). Typically, a streamer tube 
has the following characteristic: 8mm X 8mm cell size, 1.50m length, cathode resistivity of 
about 100 kQ/cm2. A twofold %cell comb profile is enclosed in a gas tight PVC box. At 
one end of the streamer tube the anode wires are connected together after passing an end 
plug of the comb profile. The tubes are filled with an argonjisobutan mixture in the ratio 
1:3 at atmospheric pressure. The high voltage appIied to the anode wires is 4.9 kV. If a 
cosmic particle strikes the streamer tube the produced charge cloud will influence signals 
in Cu-strips which are arranged parallel (X-direction, strip widths 6mn1, pitch 10mm) and 
orthogond (y-direction, strip width 12mm, pitch 16mm) to the anode wires. In most cases, 
several adjacent strips give a response p 4  impinging particle depending on a complicated 
function of capacitances and resistance8 between wire, cathode, influence strip and ground, 
respectively. More systematic investigations concerning this problem are in progress. 

Fig. 1 SEhe~ne of the experimental set-up and the angular rehtions used in $he 
data processing 
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Fig. 2 Streamer tube response function in y-direction as a part of the middle plane 
measured with cosmic particles 

After anode wire triggering the charge pulses in- 
duced in the strips run through delay lines in 

An without Pb both directions yielding time coordinates from 
V Aa with Pb the TDC which are converted in real position 

values by subtraction. Fig. 2 shows a typ- 
0 W without Pb 
xWwfi6 Pb ical streamer tube response function for the 

SO y-direction pointing to a position resolution in 
the order of the strip width. For each recorded 
cosmic particle track the angles a,, and P ,  with 
respect to the middle plane were calculated as 

g well as the angular differences Aa = lalz - a231 
and A@ = llPlz - ha1 - rl to estimate the ra- 

rg tio of the hard and soft components of the 

20 
penetrating cosmic particles. About 16.000 
tracks were stored without and with a lead layer 

W (5cm thickness) arranged between planes I and 

8 2 of the experimental set-up. In fig. 3 the re- 

# sults of statistical calculations are presented. 
Clearly, the bulk of data (- 65%) are forward 

9 peaked for Aa < 2' indicating to the hard corn- 
El ponents (mnons) of the cosmic rays as expected 

l0 141. The influence of the lead layer can be recog- 
nized as well. The corresponding distributions 
are broader in comparirjion to the former case. 
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ICASCADE Collaboration 
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Dubna, Russia 
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Improvements of the Winding Machine for Multi Wire 
Detector Planes 

In ref. [l] we reported on the construction of a winding machine suitable for the manufactur- 
ing of large multi wire planes for gaseous detectors. There were mentioned several problems 
that decreased the accuracy in wire positioning and that required efforts for improvement. 
On the basis of extensive vibration measwements at Werent components of the machine 
the frame has been modified to damp these oscillations. Furthermore, the wire supply unit 
has been optimized. 
In order to quantify the wire position accuracy the wire distances of the most of the planes 
have been measured by means of a PC-coupled high-resolution length measuring system. A 
few prominent results are displayed in fig. 1. In the diagrams the deviation of the distance 
D, between two adjacent wires i and i + l from the mean wire distance D = (zg1 D,)/N 
is plotted versus the wire nnmber i for planes made from 20 pm thick tungsten wires. The 
standard deviations of the wire distances are additionally given. 
Finally it should be mentioned that the performance, especially the flexibility, of the control 
software [2] has been considerably improved. 

Fig. 1 Development of the 
accuracy during the opti- 
mization of the mechanical 
construction of the winding 
machine. 
a) Initial status (April 1993) 
b) Status (November 1993) 

after the optimization of 
the machine 

c] As b), but after an addi- 
tional adjustment of the 
wires. 
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The Integration of Fastbus Components in the Experiment 
Data Acquisition System at the COSY - JiilichB 

S. DIENEL', K.W. LEEGE', W. OEHME', H. M ~ L L E R ,  B. PRIETZSCHK, B. RIMARZIG, 
CH. SCHNEIDEREIT, N. B R U M M U N D ~ ,  M. KARNADI~,  R. NELLEN~,  K.H. WATZLAWIK~, 

M. DROCHNER~, W. ERVEN~, J. HOLZER~, P. WOSTNER~ AND K. ZWOLL~ 

The concept of the Experiment Data Acquisition System is based on distributed compu- 
ters (Workstation, VME, CAMAC, FASTBUS) arranged in a hierarchical structure. Its 
basic layout has already been presented in [1,2,3,4] in more detail. All functions of this 
computer system and the standards of the communication within the system are realized 
as a dientfserver model. It is defined in close analogy to the ISO/OSI reference model 
(layer 7), respectively the MMS standard 151. The set of definitions developed for the COSY 
experiments is called Experimental Message Specification (EMS) [6]. The communication 
is based on TCP/IP via Ethernet and the transfer of measured data is performed using 
the VICbus. This clientfserver concept requires clients working as requestors of the EMS- 
Servers and EMS-Servers working as responders. The clients are mainly processes running 
at the workstation (master control, instrumentation system control), which enable experi- 
ment preparation, experiment control, run control, ...[ l,2,3]. Each EMS-Server supplies a 
set of functions which are similar from the clients point of view but specific realized in the 
front-end area depending on the type of the so called Virtual Experimental Device (VED). 
The most important functionality of the EMS-Servers consists in the front-end setup, sub- 
eventfevent readout and in writing events on a tape (event builder). For the experiments 
at the 0''-facility (ZDF) it was proposed to use FASTBUS modules from Phillips Scienti- 
fic (TDC's and QDC's) especially for coupling and readout of Start-Stop-Detectors. The 
contribution of the group at the FZ Rossendorf mainly consists in the integration of these 
components as so called FBMB instrumentation system in the global concept. 

Fg.1 Test arrangement Fig.2 Server structure of the test 
experiment 

This requites a special instrumentation system control process (FBMB) with an 
OSFfMOTIF interface at the workstation which must be embedded in the environment 



of master control and other subcontrol processes at the clients side. On the other hand we 
have added a set of EMS-Server functions (Readout, Loadsetup, Readsetup, Buildpedestal, 
TestFunctions and Trigger routines) at the EMS-SERVERS side rnnning on the intelligent 
Fastbus Controller (CHI). Additionally we have built in a so called Testhadout function 
both at workstations and EMS-SERVERS side. The major goal of this feature is to  obtain 
informations about the behaviour of the modules produced by Phillips Scientific, 

In order to test the described parts of the data acquisition system a first very simple test 
experiment has been carried out using the arrangement shown in Fig.1. It consists of a 
radioactive source in front of two scintillators. The first is coupled to the photomultipliers 
PML and PMR, the second toPM3. Rom ea& photomultiplier twosignals for amplitude and 
time measurements are digitized via QDC and TDC modules. In Fig.2 the server structure 
of the test experiment and in Fig.3 the data transfer from the FASTBUS modules to the 
workstation is schematically depicted. The data are stored event by event. Any desired 
graphical representation can be realized on-line as well as off-line. As an example a two- 
dimensional scatter plot of the correlated amplitudes of PML and PMR is shown in Fig.4. 

Fig.3 The principle of Test Readout of Fig.4 Correlation between the amplitudes 
one Philips Scientific Instrumentation Sy- in the photomdgipliers PML and PMR, 
stem with a configarable PAW-Int-erfwe 
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A Real Time to Digital Converter (RTDC) for 
on-line Position Measurement applied 

to the COSY-TOF Stop ~ e t e c t o r ~  

A new concept for the design of the stop detector region at COSY-TOF consists in 
covering the barrels by 96 straight scintillators which are read out at each end via 90' 
light reflectors and S-bent light guides [l]. The particle coordinate in z-direction (along 
the scintillator) can be determined by measuring the time difference of light output 
pulses at both ends. Since the TOF-spedrometer should be optimized for measuring 
reactions with low cross sections the first level event trigger has to select the hit pattern 
of interesting processes and to supress the dominant trivial reactions as e.g., elastic 
scattering. In the TOF stop detector the position along the straight scintillators is 
related to the reaction angle 6' of the ejectiles. Thus, together with the coplanarity 
contraint an on-line identification of elastically scattered protons is possible. Due to  
the conversion time of conventional TDC's the information on the position can be 
obtained only off-line and can not be included in fast trigger processing. 

Therefore, we developed a new TDC in real time technique.based on a 2.5 GHz clock 
start-stop counter [2]. Fig.1 shows a simple schematic layout of the TDC. We used 
electronic circuits of a new ultra high speed ECL-family (Motorola) to operate at this 
relatively high frequency. These became commercially available and inexpensive some 
months ago. 

RTDC Linearity 
3% 

Fig.1 Schematic layout of the Fig.2 Measured linearity of the RTDC 
GEz-start-stop counter 

Fast impulse shaping steps are necessary to  process the input signals coming from 
discriminators. By means of a fast %p flop a gate signal is produced with the length 
of the start to stop time difference. The spikes of the 2.5 GHz clock are counted 
in a binary counter cascade during the gate time interval1 (LSB=4OOps) which is 
asynchronous ta the acquisition clock. Digital outputs are enabled from the stop 
signai, and the gate length is limited by giving a reset to the flip Aop with the start, 
signal trailing egde. To prevent ground problems and feedback effects the layout of the 



circuitry has to meet all demands of equipments operating in the GHz region, which 
could be realized in the present case. Fig.2 shows the measured linearity of the TDC. 
The differential non-linearity was determined to be f 50ps. The input (stop signal)- 
output delay of the module as a result of signal propagation in electronic elements and 
strips amounts to less than 500 ps. 

To test the module we measured the time resolution (sigma) of the delay time dis- 
tribution which can be calculated precisely by probability theory using the fact of 
asynchronity of the clock generator. The theoretical sigma ranges quadratically from 
0 to 0.5 LSB: 5 = m, where X is the fractional portion of the time in excess 
of an integer number of LSB. Fig.3 shows a plot of the standard deviation for each 
of the mean values plotted in Fig.2 together with the theoretical curve due to the 
asynchronous clock. 

Since the measured points are in a good agreement with this curve, it can be assumed 
that the RTDC does not cause an additional intrinsic time dispersion at 2.5 GHz. 
Therefore, the maximum uncertainty for the measurement of time intervalls is 0.5 
LSB and corresponds to a U of 200 ps. 

For test purposes we implemented 
a single channel RTDC in a passive 

Time Resolution of RTDC 

CAMAC module. To apply the fast "I, 

TDC concept for the TOF trigger 0.5- 

processing we are now developing a 
-0.4 - 

RTDC CAMAC module containing 3 . 
16 start stop channels and combin- ~ 0 . 3 -  

ing the RTDC function with addi- 
$O,z' 

tional logic operations. 
01- 

The module will provide a 16 bit 
output word composed of timing in- 0.0 : , ! I ! 1 ! ! 1 ! , ,  , e m  z u  a 2 1 3 0  IZ 

formation, binary encoded channel D E U Y ~ M E  Y( w 3  
I writ= 0A ns number and fixed bits reflecting sys- 

tem parameters. 
Fig.3 Measured time resolution of the RTDC 
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Software Development for FOBOS B 

C.-M. HERBACE, V.V. TROPIMOV~, V.E. SRUCHKO~, L. DIETTERLE~, D.V. VAKATOV~ 

In 1993 the development and implementation of the data acquisition / l /  m d  analysis 
system for the first FOBOS experiments /2/ have been finished. The system includes the 
modifled HOOPSY /3/ data acquisition system, the modified OLYMP /4/ data analysis 
system, the ATHENE /5/ on-line/off-line data analysis program and several newly developed 
software components providing the data commnnications between the front-end and back- 
end electronics. 
The experimental data are received via the VSB bus from the read-out system (CAMAC 
controllers) driven by a VME front-end system (ELTEC operating with the OS9 system). 
The commands are generated from the HOOPSY system running on a pVAX under VMS 
and loaded to the VME system via Ethernet. The data storage system is based on a 2 Gbyte 
disk of a SPARC station running under SUN.OS. The SPARC disk system is included in the 
logical disk space for the HOOPSY by using the MULTINET package on the VAX computer. 
All experimental data are stored as raw-data files. 
On-line data monitoring and analysis are provided by the ATHENE system running on a 
PC AT. The on-line access to the experimental data on the SPARC station is realized by 
NFS and user written routines working with open shared files. These files are accessable for 
write request from HOOPSY and read request from ATHENE, simultaneously. 
Off-line data analysis is available by using ATHENE on the PC's and/or OLYMP on the 
VAX computer. 
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The FOBOS Data Acquisition System in 1993 

O.V. STREKALOVSKIJ~, S.1. IVANOVSKIJ~, H.-G. ORTLEPP~, G. PAUSCII', G. RENZ', 
V.V. TROFIMOV~, W. WAGNER~, V.E. SHUCHKO~ 

The data acquisition system as has been used in the first experiments with FOBOS 
/l/ is shown in fig. 1. Seven CAMAC aates containing the hont-end electronics and 
STR 61O/CBV CAMAC-to-VSB interfaces have been connected via VSB Dierential Bus 
Extension (VDB) to a VME workstation (ELTEC EUROCOM 6, 25 MHz) serving as an 
event builder. Addressed read-out based on recognized event patterns has been performed. 

U m Re" 1' m em, 
I -ULO~E SYIO EIP.nE SZW 

Fig. 1 The FOBOS control and data acquisition system 

The ELTEC is connected to a special Ethernet segrnent and flvther by a fiber-op%ic fink to a 
pVAX in the compnter cater. The HOOPSY data acqaisii2on control software j2j residm* 
at the pVAX has been modified for VME and snecessfi&ly appged k a FOBDS-ARGUS 
experiment at HMI Berlin /3 i .  
The data collected on the disk of the Sparcstation 2 are stored on Exabyte tape, Quasi-on- 
line monitoring of collected data is performed by several PC's with the help ofthe theymm 
data analysis software 1.11 having access via &AN to data just writem on disk 



A DEC bridge-90 has been installed to connect with a SUN SCL computer, which controls 
the gas-vacuum system of FOBOS based on SIEMENS-SX- Multibus-II /5/. 
The upgrade of the FOBOS data acquisition system by a FASTBUS minicrate containing 
STR33O/CPU CERN Host Interface (Cm) is presently in progress. A STR33O/VSB 110- 
Port, a STR33OlLAN Ethernet module, six 96-channel charge-integrating ADCs (C.A.E.N. 
F683C) and one 96-channel TDC handle the information of the 210 CsI(T1) detectors of the 
FOBOS scintillator shell /6/ and the 92 phoswich detectors of the ARGUS forward array 
171. The STR33O/VSB module allowes any VME bus processor to directly access the data 
memory of STR330/CPU. 
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Status of the Software Development for the FOBOS Gas Vacuum System 

C. UMLAVE~, D. MAY', G. &NZ' 

Last year the existing control software /l/ was extended by several additional features 
and the graphic visualization of the status of the gas vacuum system on X-terminals was 
improved. The visualization software worked successfully during the experiments in 1993. 
The periodic output of the actual pressure d u e s  on the screen was extremly speeded up. 
The repetition period takes now about 200 ms, what became possible by replacing routines 
with functions of the move-Toollcit by our own routines mitten using Xlib. Nevertheless, 
it became obviously that the performance of the SX- multiprocessor system is not efficient 
enough to run more tasks with extensive graphical output. That's why we decided to develop 
and run the software for on-line analysis of the pressure-time behaviour separately on a SUN 
station. The necessary cydic data transfer to the SUN station is realized via special TCP/IP 
socket programming. 
The use of this workstation offers additionally the possibility for a more comfortable graphic 
visualization and an effective software design using the GERN PAW package. The pressure- 
time behaviour of any of the 64 measwing points can now be displayed. Each on-line diagram 
shows the pressure trend at one of the measuring points during the past 30 minutes (see 
fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 Pressme-time behaviour Wing emcu&ion of FOBOS BIG'S 



Simultaneously, the data can be written on hard disk for further analysis. Programs for 
subsequent off-line graphic display and for conversion to PC spread sheet format have been 
written. Hardcopies are also possible. 
On the SX system, first routines and programs for error handling have been implemented 
In case of an error, a message window with expl- text for error handling is opened and 
an acoustic signal warns the user. If the pressure values exceed the permitted range, high 
voltage is switched off automatically, or switching on is locked by sending kill-signals to the 
C.A.E.N. high voltage systems. 
First utility programs with user-friendly graphic interface for creating and editing the 
necessary configuration files for the control software have been developed. 

Institut jiir Kem- und Eadmenphysik, FZR und Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 
Dubna 
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Development of Data Acquisition Electronics for FOBOS 

Constant-Fraction-Discriminator CFT 5386 
The development of data acquisition electronics for FOBOS [l] has been continued by buil- 
ding up the Constant-Fraction-Discriminator (GFT) 5386 as CAMAC 1M module. The 
CFT was designed for the processing of signals provided by a specific preamplilier for the 
large avalanche counters. Each module contains 3 CFT for the processing of fast timing 
sign&. In the subnanosecond timing region the device has much better properties than a 
conventional CFT. If the rise and fall times of the detector signals are smailer than ins a 
time resolution of 200ps has been achieved in the large dynamical range of l00 : 1. 
The CFT was developed using high performance ECL technology. The input pulse i s  fed 
to a dual comparator (Analog Devices 96687). The control of the working wnditions is 
performed via the CAMAC dataway. 
The lay-out is manufactured from klayer bord designed by PCAD and produced in mixed 
technology. 

! 

Technical data 

! F(171A(1,2,31 l write control renister GFT1,2,3 1 
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Depth Distributions of Positron-emitting Nuclei 
Generated by Ion Beams in Thick TargetsB 

In ref. [l] we reported on in-beam positron emission tomography (PET) measurements which 
revealed that the spatial distribution of positron-emitting nuclei generated by a beam of ZoNe 
with an energy of 406 MeV/u has a prominent peak near to the range of these particles. 
We assume that this behaviour provides the unique opportunity of an on-line and in-situ 
control of the tumour therapy with light ion beams by means of PET. A simple calculation 
[I] predicted that also beams of "C and "0, which are of special interest for the therapy, 
should produce a ?+-emitter distribution with a pronounced maximum. 

In order to measure the spatial distribution of the pi-emitters along the beam direction, 
experiments with beams of ''C (E  = 85..  .330 MeV/u), 160 ( E  = 200.. .400 MeV/u) and 
=ONe ( E  = 300 MeV/u) have been carried out at the beam of the heavy ion synchrotron SIS 
at GSI. The beam of stable ions has been stopped in phantoms of polymethylmethacrylate 
(PMMA) or graphite mounted between two position sensitive block detectors of 8x8 BGO 
crystals [2]. These detectors operate in coincidence and form a very small limited angle 
positron camera having a field of view (FOV) with a cross section of 5.4x5.4 cm2. In order 
to obtain information on the whole depth distributions of the induced positron emitters, the 
target has been moved beam up and down through the FOV in steps of 3.125 mm by means 
of a step motor driven linear table [3]. 

Annihiiation events have been registered in list mode in the pauses between the synchrotron 
pulses. The list mode data comprise information on the position where the block detectors 
have been fired, the energy of the detected y-rays, the coincidence time, the singles and 
coincidence rates as well as the current phantom position. From these we reconstructed 
the range distributions (fig. 1) by calculating the intersection points of the event lines with 
the plane, which is parallel to the detector surfaces and comprises the beam axis, and by 
projecting these 2D distributions onto the beam axis. The results of figs. la,b,c show that 
the therapeutically relevant beams generate a ?+-emitter distribution with a maximum in 
the vicinity of the range of the primaries due to projectile fragmentation. It is interesting to 
note that a clear maximum can be even identified after irradiating a phantom with only one 
synchrotron pulse of 3 X 107 160 particles (fig. le). 

To develop an algorithm for extracting the primary particle range from the positron emitter 
distributions we refined the simulation program of ref. [l]. The code includes the longi- 
tudinal and transverse momentum transfer in the projectile fragmentation, the range and 
angular straggling during the stopping process. furthermore, all generations of fragments as 
well as the positron ranges are taken into account, whereas the absorption, scattering and the 
angular correlation of the annihilation radiation, the time dependence of the beam intensity 
as well as the efficiency and the spatial resolution of the detector have been neglected during 
the calculation of fig. If. Nevertheless, the shape and the position of the peak is rather well 
predicted giving rise to the hope to be able to extract the prirnary beam range from the 
positron enjGter distributions. 



E = 300 MeVlu 
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Fig. 1 Range distributions of p+-emitters induced by beams of light ions in a PMMA phan- 
tom. The arrows indicate the calculated ranges of the primary particles. 
a) Distribution obtained during 2 hours of irradiation with about 3x10" 12C 

particles. 
b) Distribution obtained during l hour of irradiation with about 2~10~' l60 

particles. 
c )  Distribution obtained during 2 hours of irradiation with about 4x101° 20Ne 

particles. 
d) Distribution obtaiaed during 2 hours of irradiation with about 3x10" "0 par- 

ticles of four different energies that were cyclically changed every 2 s from s>%- 
chrotron pulse to pulse. 

e) Distribution obtained from only one beam pulse of 3x10~ 160 paftirles and a 
subsequent decay measurement of 10 min. 

f) Simulation result obtained from 105 histories assuming an infinitely short 160 
beam pulse and the decay of all produced positron emitters. 
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On the Monte-Carlo Simulated Spatial Distribution of 
Positron-emitting Nuclei Generated by Relativistic Light 

Ion Beams in Organic MatterB 

For particles heavier than beryllium, fragmentation of swift projectiles penetrating a thick 
target leads to a spatial distribution of positron-emitting nuclei peaked in the immediate 
vicinity of the ion beam range. The spatial distribution of the annihilation points of the 
positrons which are emitted from the p+-active isotopes created in this fragmentation pro- 
cess can be measured by the techniques of in-beam positron emission tomography (PET) 
with a BGO positron camera. In order to make use of this distribution measurement for the 
in-situ control of the tumour therapy with light ions it has to be shown that it is possible 
to  extract precisely the range of the ion beam from the spatial distribution of the positron 
emitters. Therefore, we have refined the Monte-Carlo simulation of ref. [l] to study this 
relationship. 

The simulation is organized as a chain of three steps. In the first step the spatial distribution 
of the annihilation points of the positrons emitted from the p+-active isotopes produced by 
fragmentation of the projectiles and the target atoms is created. The code for this first step 
includes the stopping process with straggling of energy loss and angular scattering and the 
nuclear projectile and target fragmentation with a semiempirical treatment of the reaction 
kinematics. Furthermore, the range distribution of the positrons depending on the emitting 
isotopes is taken into account. All caluclations are done in three dimensions considerating all 
generations of fragments. In addition, this step returns the accompanying three dimensional 
dose distribution. This dose distribution is shown in fig. lc as the projection onto the beam 
axis. In the second step the time dependence of the beam intensity and the fact that only 
in the pauses between the synchrotron pulses the data accquisition is enabled is taken into 
consideration. The deviation from culinearity of the two photons emitted in the annihi- 
lation process, the movement of the phantom between the two detector heads of the BGO 
positron camera, the spatial resolution of the detectors and the scattering and attenuation 
of the photons are addressed in the third step. Comparing the measured distribution in fig. 
la and the simulated distribution in fig. l b  some differences are obviously. The position of 
the peaks of figs. la,b differ because the stopping process is modelled by using the modified 
relativistic Bethe-Bloch formula in a simple parametrisation which overestimates the specific 
energy loss and therefore leads to smaller ranges. The shape depends on the ratio of the 
partial fragmentation cross section. In considering that the parametrisation [2] of the partial 
nuclear fragmentation cross sections we are using is developed for the nuclear fragmentation 
of heavy nuclei with a atomic mass A > 40 at very high energies and therefore, the difference 
between the dculated partial cross sections and the available experimental ones is partly 
rather large, the peak shapes of the simulated and of the experimental distribution are in 
quite good agreement. Furthermore, the flat part at low and high ranges caused by target 
fragmentation is obviously smaller in the simulation than in the experiment. Uncertainties in 
the partial fragmentation cross sections and a description of the fragmentation process which 
restricts to only one fragment neglecting all secondary fragments could cause this difference. 

All important processes are now implemented in the MC simulation code and we are focussing 
on% further ~ o r k  on the resolving oi the referred problems to create a model as the basis for 
the developement of a rdiable a3gorithm to extract the range of the primary projectiles from 
the spatial distribntion of the positron-emitting isotopes. 



Range / mm 

Fig. 1: Comparison between the experiment and the simulation. The arrows indicate the 
calculated range of the primary projectiles. 
a) Range distribution of p+-emitters induced by a beam of 

l60 in a PMMA phantom obtained during 1 hour of ina- 
diation with about 2x10~' 160 particles. 

b) Range distribution of @+-emitters simulated by the de- 
scribed MC code. 

c) Bragg curve corresponding to the simulated range 
distribution. 
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FASA - A 4s detectorsetup for the investigation of target multifragmentation in nucleus-nucleus collisions 
(Nucl. Instr. Meth. A332 (1993) 149) 

Avdeyev, S.P., V.A. Karnaukhov, W.D. Kuznetsov, L.A. Petrov, R. Barth, V. Lips, H. Oeschler, O.V. 
Bochkarev, L.V. Chulkov, E.A. Kuzmin, I.G. Mukha, V.A. Olkin, G.B. Yankov, W. Karcz, Y.T. V i d a j a  

and E. Norbeck 

Abstract: The FASA setup, installed at the JINR synchrophasotron providing light ion beams with energies 
up to 3.65 GeV/uucleou, is a fragment multiplicity detector, consisting of 55 scintillation counters made of 
thin Csl(T1) films, five time-of-flight telescopes and a large-area position-sensitive parallel-plate avalanche 
chamber. The basic aim of the device is to determine with high precision the energy, mass, and velocity of 
the fragments detected in the time-of-flight telescopes (TOR while for the other fragments global 
multiplicity information is obtained. Therefore, the TOF telescopes serve as a trigger. In addition, angular 
correlations and distributions and relative velocity correlations for coincident fragments can be measured 
with the FASA setup, 

A Dedicated O0 Facility for Threshold Particle Pmductiou Studies at COSY 
(Physica Scripta 48 (1993) 50) 

Biischer, M., K. Sistemich, V. Abaev, U. Bechstedt, P. Birien, W. Borgs, W. Cassing, S. Dienel, H. 
Dombrowski. S.V. Dshemuchadse, J. Emst, R. EBer, A. Framen, D. Gotta, D. Grzonha, A. Hardt, F. 
Hinterberger, M. Ivanov, L. Jarczyk, B. Kamys, St. Kistryu, H.R. Koch, V.I. Komarov, V. Koptev, S. 
K ~ P Y ~ o ,  A. Kozela, A. Wkin,  K.W. Leege, H.e& W. Oehme, W. Oelert, H. Ohm, R. Santo, 

O.W.B. Schult, H. S e y f d ,  V. Shelkov, J. Smyrski, A. St~zalkowski, K.-H. Watzlawik, B.Zh. 
Zalyhanov, N.I. Zburavlev and P. Zolnierczuk 

Abstract: A universal facility is in preparation for the study of particle production in proton-nucleus 
reactions below the nucleon-nucleon threshold. The device will be located at the internal target position TP2 
at COSY-Jiilich and will consist of three dipole magnets. This 0" Facility will separate ejectiles from the 
circulating proton beam and allow momentum and angle analysis both for positively and negatively charged 
particles. A major goal of the experimental program is the investigation of the K+-meson production at 
projectile energies below the NN threshold. The detector concept for these studies is described and also an 
overview over further planned experiments is given. 



A highly-segmented AE-time-of-flight well as forward detector of the 4a-system for charged particles at the 
SIS/ESR accelerator 
(Nucl. Instr. Meth. A324 (1993) 156) 

Gobbi, A., J.P. Alard, G. Augustinski, 2. Basrak, N. Bastid, I.M. Belayev, Th. Blaich, P. Boccaccio, R. 
Bock, S. Boussange, A. Bnta, R. Caplar, C. Cermti, R.J. Chanty, N. Cindro, J.P. Coffin, M. Crouau, F. 
Daudon, J.F. Devin, P. Dupieux, J. Erij, Z.G. Fan, C. Fayard, P. Fintz, Z. Fodor, L. Fraysse, R. Freifelder, 
S. Frolov, E. Gimenez, Y. Grigorian, G. Guillaume, N. Hemann, K.D. Hildenbrand, S. Holbling, F. 
Hornecker, A. Houari, S.C. Jeong, M. Jorio, F. Juudt, J. Kecskembti, P. Koncz, Y. Korchagin, R. Kotte, M. 
Krwer, C. Kuhn, A. Lebedev, I. Legrand, C.F. Maguire, V. Manko, M. Marquardt, T. Matulewicz, S. 
Mayade, G. Mgebrishvili, I. Mijsner, D. Moisa, G. Montarou, I. Montbel, P. Morel, W. Neubert, R. 
Neunlist, G. Ortlepp, D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, F. Rami, W. Reisdorf, M.A. Saettel, E. Sahuc, G. Savinel, 2. 
Seres, D. Schiill, B. Sikora, V. Simion, S. Smolyankin, U. Sodan, M.H. Tanaka, K.M. Teh, R. Tezkratt, B. 
Tischler, M. Tnaska, M.A. Vasiliev, D. Vincent, P. Wagner, J. Weinert, J.P. Wessels, T. Wienold, Z. 
Wilhelmi, D, W o h l f d  and A.V. Zhilin 

Abstract: At the SIS/ESR accelerator facility at GSI in Darmstadt the &-detector system FOP1 is under 
construction at present. It is designed for the investigation of central collisions of heavy ions in the energy 
range up to 2 A GeV. As phase I of this detector a forward wall has been built and used in various 
experiments. It comprizes a total number of 764 scintillators with an additional shell of 188 thin hE- 
detectors in front of it and covers the full azimuth of the polar angles from 1' to 30'. The velocity and the 
nuclear charge of the fragments are determined by a combined time-of-flight and AE measurement. 
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Seidel, W. et al.: 
A new TPC with enlarged dynamic range for tracking in high-energy heavy ion experiments: 
Poster auf der Third London Conference on Position-Sensitive Detectors, London, Sep. 1993 

Sistemicb, K., M. Biischer, W. Cassing, B. Kamys, V. Komarov, V. Koptev, H. Miifler and A. Sibirtsev: 
H a d m ~ c  Processes at Small Angles in Storage Rings; 
Proc. of the 105th International m-Hemens-seminar on Hadronic Processes at Small Angles in Storage 
Rings, edited by E. Riissle, O.W.B. Schnlt, Bad Honnef, Feb. 1993 

Sobeslavsky, E., R. Begmann, M. Kretzschmar, U. Wenzel: 
Application of an image processing software for quantitative autoradiography; 
m 93-12, Institute of bioanorganic and radiopharmaceutical chemistry, Annual Report 1993, p. 30 



Traumanu, W. et al., W. Seidef: 
Spectmmetric Results from ALADIN, 
31. International Winter Meeting, Bormio, Italy, Jan. 1993, 
GSI-Nachrichten 07-93 

Traumann, W. et al., W. Seidel: 
Multifragmentation in Peripheral Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions; 
Preprint GSI 93-76 

Waguer, W., A.S. Fomichev, H.-G. Ortlepp, C.-M. Herbach, A. Matthies, G. Pausch, O.V. Strekalowskij, 
M.A. Milovidov, V.A. Vitenko: 
A Large Area CsI(T1) Detector for the Scintillator Shell of FOBOS; 
JINR Rapid Commu~cations 4[61]-93, Dubna, Russia, 1993 

Wiinsch, R: 
Self-Consistent Solutions of the Semibosonized Nambu & Jona-Lasinio Model; 
Preprint FZR-93-18 



3. Lectures and Semiaars 



Andmssy, M., G.G. Chubarian, M. Danziger, P. Gippner, L. Dietterle, A.S. Fomichev, H. Fuchs, K. Heidel, 
C.-M. Herbach, D. Hilscher, H. Homeyer, LA. Ivanenko, I.V. Kolesov, A. Matthies, D. May, Yu.Ts. 
Oganessian, W. v. Oertzeu, H.-G. Ortlepp, G. Pausch, Yu.E. Penionzhkevich, G. Renz, K.D. Schilling, H. 
Sodan, O.V. Strekalovskij, V.V. Trofimov, V.M. Vasko, W. Wagnet, P. Ziem: 
FOBOS - ein 4z-Detektor mit niedriger Energieschwelle fiir Schwerionenreaktionsprodubte; 
Spring Meeting of the Geman Physical Society (Nuclear Physics), Mainz, Mar. 1993 

Ban, H.-W.: 
Flavour Kinetic Model for Particle Production in Ultrarelativistic Heavy Ion Collisions; 
Interdisciplinary Workshop on Statistical Description of Transport in Plasma, Astro- and Nuclear Physics, 
Les Honche, France, Feb. 1993 

Baa, H.-W.: 
Kinetic Theory of an Expanding Pion Gas; 
Nordic Workshop on High Energy Reaction Theory, Bergen, Norway, Jun. 1993 

Ban,  H.-W.: 
Transport treatment of an Expanding Pion Gas; 
NATO Advanced Study Institute on "Hot and Dense Nuclear Matter", Bodrum, Turkey, Sep./Oct. 1993 

Ban, H.-W. and R. Schmidt: 
Modeme Probleme der Kem- und Clusterphysik; 
Lecture, TU Dresden, Winter semester 1992193, Summer semester 1993 

Dittes, F.M.: 
Statistical properties of regular and chaotic open quantum systems; 
Seminar, UNAM Mexico-City, Feb. 1993 

Dittes, F.M.: 
New results on strongly coupled quantum systems; 
Seminar, UNAM - Filiale Guernavaca, Mexico, Mar. 1993 

Dittes, F.M.: 
Long-time behaviour of the semiclassical baker's map; 
Seminar, The Weizman Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel, Apr. 1993 

Dittes, F.M.: 
Transfer operator approach to the semiclassical baker's map; 
Workshop on classical mechanical methods in quantum mechanics, University Milano, Filiale Como, Italy, 
Jun. 1993 

Dittes, F.M.: 
Long time accuracy of the semiclassical approximation for the baker's map; 
Quantum Chaos Day at the Tecbnion Haifa, Israel, Jul. 1993 

Dittes. F.M.: 
Semiklassiscbe Behandlung einfacher chaotischer Systeme; 
Seminar, FZ Rossendorf, Nov. 1993 

Domu, F.: 
Quasiclassische Orbitale in Rotiereuden Kemeu; 
Institut fik Theoretische Physik, Universitat zu Koln, Feb. 1993 



Enghardt, W.: 
Positron emission tomography for dose localization and beam monitoring in light ion tumour therapy; 
Int. Workshop of the EORTC Heavy Particle Therapy Group, Bmssels, Belgium, Mar. 1993 

Enghardt, W.: 
PET fiir die Dosislokalisation nnd Bestrahlungskontrolle bei der Leichtionen-Tumortherapie; 
Seminar, Forschungszentrum Jiilich, Sep. 1993 

Enghardt, W.: 
PET fiir die Dosislokalisation und Bestrahlungskontrolle bei der Leichtionen-Tumortherapie; 
Seminar, Inst. fiir Strahlenschutzphysik, TU Dresden, Nov. 1993 

Fmendorf, S.: 
Cluster binding energies calculated with the Stmtinsky method; 
Clusterworkshop, NB1 Copenhagen, Denmark, Jan. 1993 

Frauendorf, S.: 
Orientation of the angular momentum at high spin; 
Seminar, FZ Rossendorf, Jan. 1993 

Fwuendorf, S.: 
Orientiemng des Drehimpulses in schnell rotierenden Atomkernen; 
Seminar, F2 Rossendorf, Jan. 1993 

Frauendorf, S.: 
AI = 1 band in the light Pb nuclei; 
Seminar, Institut of Nuclear and Radiation Physics, University Bonn, Feb. 1993 

Fmuendo& S.: 
Stmtinsky claculations of the shapes and binding energies of alkali clusters; 
Seminar, Institute for Theoretical Physics, University Regenshurg, Feb. 1993 

Fmuendorf, S.: 
M1-Bands in Light Pb-Isotopes; 
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society (Nuclear Physics), Mainz, Mar. 1993 

Frauendorf, S.: 
The Shape of Quantal Droplets: Alkali Atom Clusters Compared with Nuclei; 
Nuclear Physics Seminar, University of Tennessee, USA, Apr. 1993 

Frauendorf, S.: 
Rotation about a Nonprincipal Axis; 
Theoretical Physics Seminar, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, Apr. 29, 1993 

F'rauendo6, S.: 
The Onset of Chaos in Rotating Nuclei; 
Nuclear Physics Division Seminar, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, Apr. 1993 

Fcauendorf, S.: 
RotationsdCmpfung - ein Signal fiir den iibergang zn chaotischern Verhalten von warmen rotierenden 
Kemen; 
Seminar, FZ Rossendorf, May 1993 



Fmueudolf, S.: 
The Decline of K-Forhiddeness; 
Workshop on Nuclear Spectroscopy at the New Arrays, U~versity of Lund, Sweden, Jun. 1993 

Fmuendolf, S.: 
The Decline of K-Forhiddeness; 
International Conference on the Future of Nuclear Spectroscopy, Crete, Jun./Jul. 1993 

Fmuendotf, S.: 
The Spin Orientation Degree of Freedom; 
3 Lectures Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, USA, Jul./Aug. 1993 

Fmuendolf, S.: 
Thermodynamic Properties of the Electron System in Alkali Clusters; 
ICW-93, International Workshop on Clusters as a Local Probe of Bulk Phenomena, Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, USA, Aug. 1993 

Fmuendolf, S.: 
The Decline of K-Forhiddeness; 
Nuclear Physics Division Seminar, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, Sep. 1993 

Heide, B.: 
Mittelenergetische SchwerionenstiiBe im Rabmeu eiues Botzmann-Ohling-Uhlenheck-Kopenhagen 
Hybridmode&, 
Theorie-Treffen SIS, Rauischholzhausen, Jun. 1993 

Heide, B.: 
SchwerionenstijOe im Hybridmodell; 
Seminar, Institut fur Theoretische Physik der TU Dresden, Jul. 1993 

Kampfer, B.: 
Probing non-equilibrated parton matter by dileptons: 
XXI Int. Workshop, Hirschegg, Austria, Jan. 1993 

Kimpfer, B.: 
Kosmische Phasenuhergbge; 
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society (Nuclear Physics), Maiuz, Mar. 1993 

Kiirnpfer, B.: 
Dileptonen von Nichtgleichgewichtspartonenmaterie; 
Spring Meeting of tbe German Physical Society (Nuclear Physics), Mainz, Mar. 1993 

Kiimpfer, B.: 
Dilepton yields of of-equilibrium parton matter; 
International Workshop, Bergen, Norway, Jun. 1993 

Kiirnpfer, B.: 
Probing parton matter by dileptons, photons and charm; 
Quark Matter '93, BorlSinge, Sweden, Jun. 1993 



Kthnpfer, B.: 
Theorie des Atomkerns; 
Lecture, TU Dresden, Summer semester 1993; 
Quantenelektrodynamik; 
Lecture, TU Dresden, Winter semester 1993194 

Kotte, R., B. Khpfer,  J. Mosner, W. Neubert, D. Wohlfaab: 
Flow Effects in Cluster Correlations; 
International Meeting on FOPI-Activities, LPC Clermont-Femd, France, May 1993 

Lauckner, K.: 
Entwicklung eines Verfahrens zur Verbessemng der Schwachungskorrektur von PET-Bildern; 
Seminar, FZ Rossendorf, Jun. 1993 

Meng, L.: 
Berry phase and diabolic pair transfer; 
Seminar, FZ Rossendorf, Oct. 1993 

Michel, P.: 
Konzept einer schnellen TDC zur Online-Datenerfassung am COSY-TOF-Spektrometer; 
Seminar, Universitat Bochnm, Jun. 1993 

Michel, P-: 
Detektorkonzeption fiir Ringelemente des COSY-TOF-Spektrometers; 
TOF-Meeting, KfA Jiilich, Nov. 1993 

Maller, K.: 
Kernreaktionen I; 
Lectures TU Dresden, 
Winter semester 1993194 

Miiller, H.: 
Subthreshold Production of K Mesons in Proton-Induced Reactions at Light Nuclei; 
105th International WE-Heraeus-Seminar on Hadronic Processes at Small Angles in Storage Rings, Bad 
Honnef, Feb. 1993 

Miiller, M.: 
SeIbstorganisation in Atomkernen; 
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society (Nuclear Physics), M&, Mar. 1993 

Miilier, M.: 
Hierarchische Bildung von lokaler Resonanzstruktur; 
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society (Nuclear Physics), Mainz, Mar. 1993 

Mater, M.: 
Selbstorganisation in Atomkernen; 
Seminar, Tech~sche Universiat Dresden, Institut fiir Theoretische Physik, Apr. 1993 

Miillec M.; 
Selforganization in the nuclear system; 
Intern. Workshop on Time Reversal Invariance and Parity Violation in Neutron Reactions, Dnbna, Russia, 
May 1993 



Miiller, M.: 
Selforganization in an open quantum system; 
XXIII Mazurian Lakes Summer Schooi: Frontier Topics in Nuclear, Astronuclear and Astroparticle Physics, 
Piaski, Poland, Aug. 1993 

Miiller, M.: 
SeIhstorganisation am Beispiel eines offenen Qnantensystems; 
Seminar, WE-Heraeus-Ferienkurs "Ordnung und Quantenchaos", Dresden, Sep. 1993 

Miiller, M.: 
Selbstorganisation in Atomkemen; 
Chaos nnd Stmkturbildung, Munchen, Nov. 1993 

Naumann, B.: 
Vergleicb von Simulationsrechnungen fiir das COSY-TOF-Spektrometer mit einem Barrel bzw. einem 
dreilagigen Konsus; 
TOF-Meeting, KfA Jiilich, NOV. 1993 

Naumam, L.: 
Untersuchung der NN-Bremsstrahlung unter Beriicksichtigung von Polarisationsvariahlen; 
Seminar, FZ Rossendorf, Jun. 1993 

Naumann, L.: 
Die Untersuchung des Einflusses der Restgaskomponenten des ~tartdetekto~olnmens auf das Fliissig- 
Wasserstoff-Target des COSY-TOF-Spektrometers; 
TOF-Meeting, KfA Jiilich, Nov. 1993 

Oitlepp, H.-G,: 
The 4n-Fragment Spectrometer FOBOS - Status and First Preliminary Results; 
School-Seminar on Heavy-Ion Physics, Dubna, Russia, May 1993 

Oitlepp, H.-G.: 
FOBOS - First Experiments and Program for 1994; 
FLNR-Conference about the Program of Fundamental and Application Research at the FLNR in 1994 
Ratrniuo, Russia, Dec. 1993 

Pawelke, J.: 
Positronen Emissions Tornographie in der Leichtionen-Tumortherapie; 
Seminar, TU Dresden, Institut fur Strahlenschunphysik, Jun. 1993 

Rotter, H.: 
Zwischen Gunst und Gewalt, Physikerschicksale in der Sowjetunion; 
Koiloquium Physik, Universitat Marburg, Jul. 1993 

Rotter, L: 
Resonanzzustitnde in angeregten Systemen; 
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society (Nuclear Physics), Mainz, Mar, 1993 

Rotter, I.: 
Quantum chaos and neutron resonances; 
Scientific Council on Physics at Low and Intermediate Energies, JTM. Dubna, Russia, Apr. 1993 



Rotter, L: 
Selborganization in nuclei and irreversibility; 
1993 Yukawa International Seminar, Quantum and Chaos: How Incompatible?, Kyoto, Japan, Aug. 1993 

Rotter, I.: 
Selbstorganisation im nuklearen System; 
Lecture, WE-Heraeus-Ferienkurs "Oninung und Quantenchaos", Dresden, Scp. 1993 

Rotter, L: 
Synergetik; 
Lecture, TU Dresden, Summer semester 1993 

Schiilke, A.: 
Test des Rossendorfer COSY-TOF-Startdetcktors am Zyklotron mit 13 MeV Protonen; 
TOF-Meeting, Helmsdorf/Dresden, May 1993 

Schiilke, A.: 
Das Bremsstrahlungscxperiment am COSY/TOF-Spektrometer; 
FHG-Doktorandenseminar, TU Dresden, Jun. 1993 

Schiilke, A.: 
Vorstellung des COSY-TOF-Startdetektors; 
FHG-Doktorandenseminar, TU Dresden, Jun. 1993 

Schiilke, A.: 
Mcthodische Untersuchungen zur zweiseitigen Auslese 2,50 m langcr Szintillatorstreifen; 
CANU-Meeting, Bad Honnef, Dec. 1993 

Sehwengner, R.: 
High-Spin States built on the 17/2+ Isomer in 
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society (Nuclear Physics ), Mainz, Mar. 1993 

Seidel, W.: 
Si-CsI detectors for target rapidity fragments; 
ALADIN Collaboration Meeting, Gargnano, Italy, Nov. 1993 

Wagner, W.: 
First experiments with the FOBOS-detector; 
Advisory Committee for Low and Intermediate Energy Physics of JINR Dnbna, Russia, Nov. 1993 

Winter, G.: 
Hahsp inzuede  in "Kr nnd '6Kr; 
Seminar, Institut Br Seaenphysik, Universitiit Stuttgart, May 1993 

WWch, R.: 
Untasuchungen zu Form und Ticfe des mittleren Potentials und zur Scbwerpnntksbewegung der Quarks im 
Nukleon irn Rahmen des Nambu & Jona-Lasinio-Modells; 
Seminar, FZ Rosscndorf, May 1993 

WWch, R.: 
Zero-Mode Correcttions of the average meson fields in the Nambu & Jona-Lasinio Model; 
lot Worbhop on the Quark Strzlcture of Baryms, Trento, Italien, Oct. 1993 



Wiinsch, R.: 
Zero-mode corrections to the NJL soliton; 
Seminar, UniversiGtt Tiibingen, Dec. 1993 

Wiinsch, R.: 
Stmktur der Hadronen; 
Lecture, TU Dresden, Summer semester 1993 



4. Talks of Visitors 



Yu Ts. Oganessian, Dubna: 
Statusbericht und Perspelctiven der Forschungsaufgaben im FL,NR; 
Jan. 19, 1993 

MS. Chavleishvili, Miinchen: 
Spinph&omeue in Hochenergiehadronemeaktioneu; 
Feb. 1, 1993 

P. Geltenbolt, Grenoble: 
Neueste Ergebnisse mit Mikmstreifen-Proportiondziihlern; 
Feb. 3, 1993 

W.I. Forman, Dubna: 
Neutronenresonanzen; 
Feb. 8, 1993 

V.V. Pashkevich, Dubna: 
Interpretation of A-attachment probabilities in hyperonic fission; 
Feb. 15, 1993 

H.J. Kmppe, Berlin: 
SpdNng heiBer Kerne in Konkurrenz zur Verdampfung leichter Fragmente; 
Mar. 1, 1993 

S. Kolomeizev, Moskau: 
Zur Pionenerzeugung in mittelenergetischen Schwerionenst6Ben; 
Mar. 29, 1993 

O.P. Pavlenko, Kiev: 
Kinetics of parton matter in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions; 
Apr. 13, 1993 

W. Lautb, Mainz: 
Optische Spektroskopie an Spaltisome~n: 
Apr. 19, 1993 

M. Biischer, Jiilich: 
Die 0"-Facility - ein universelles Spektrometer fiir Experimente der Mitteienergiephysik am COSY, 
Apr. 26, 1993 

J. Rasmussen, Berkeley: 
Large-matrix diagonalization studies of '*.'"'58Gd and neutron pair transfer; 
May 3, 1993 

T. Seligman/Mexico-City: 
Statistische Kemphysk, 
Jun. 14, 1993 

H. Pfentll, Florida: 
Ladungsaustauschexperirnente am L A M B  mit gestoppten negativen Pionen; 
Jun. 28, 1993 



M. Kirchbach-Amnhoevei, Darmstadt: 
Kurizeichweitige Mesonenaustauschstriime; 
Jul. 5, 1993 

W. Cassing, Giessen: 
Neue theoretische Entwicklungen in der Schwerionenphysik, 
Aug. 16, 1993 

A. Peter, Giessen: 
Mikroskopische Analyse der 2-Teilchen-Komlationen in leichten Atomkernen; 
Aug. 20, 1993 

K, Holinde, Julich: 
Die Nukleon-Nukleon-Wechseiwi~kung im Mesonen-Austauschmodell; 
Aug. 30, 1993 

H. Blrner, Grenoble: 
Hochauflijsende Gammaspektroskopie: Ein Werkzeug zur Erforschung von Atomkemen und Festkiirpem; 
Aug. 30, 1993 

L.L. Jenkovszky, Kiev: 
Das Pomeron-Mode11 der NuMeon-Nukleon-Streuung; 
Sep. 28, 1993 

H. R e i W f  Tubingen: 
QCD-motivierte effektive Hadronedelle;  
Oct. 4, 1993 

L. Kaptad, Dubna: 
Electron scattering off nuclei (an introduction); 
Oct. 11, 1993 

K. Nee~gani, Copenhagen: 
Spin-polarisation in rotierender Kernmaterie; 
Oct. 18, 1993 

A.I. Titov, Dubna: 
Di-electron production in pp and pd reactions at 1 - 2 GeV, 
Nov. 8, 1993 

S. Le=, Erlangen: 
Projektileinfang an festen Strenzentreu; 
Nov. 10, 1993 

A. Umnikov, Vancouver: 
Deep-inelastic scattering on the deuteron within the Bethe-Salpeter f0Imalism; 
Nov. 12, 1993 

K.R. ScbnbeH, Dresden: 
Experirnente mit B-Mesonen - ein perspektivreiches Programm; 
Nov, 22,1993 

A. Pelster, St~ttgarP: 
Theorie und Anwendun~n nicht-inte~bler Raum-Bit-Transfomationen; 
Nov. 29, 1993 



W. Reisdozf, Darmstadt: 
Schwerionenreaktionen: Zentrale Sti* von Goldkemen bei SIS-Energien (Fragmentbildung und RUB); 
Dec. 6, 1993 

Bao Li, Berlin: 
Dynamical and statistical aspects of nuclear multifragmentation; 
Dec. 13. 1995 

S. Fmiendolf: 
Orientiemng des Drehimpulses in schneil rotierenden Atomkemen; 
Seminar, Rossendorf, Jan. 25,1993 

R. Wiinsch: 
Untersuchnngen zu Form und Tiefe des mittleren Potentials nnd zur Schwerpunktsbewegung der Quarks im 
Nnkleon im Rahmen des Nambn - Jona-Lasinio - Modells; 
Seminar, Rossendorf, May 3, 1993 

S. FtauendoIf: 
Rotationsd&mpfung - ein Signal fiir den &rgang zn chaotischem Verhalten von w m e n  rotierenden 
Kemen; 
Seminar, Rossendorf, May 24,1993 

L. Naumann: 
Untersuchung der NN-Bremsstrahlung unter Beriicksichtigung von Polarisationsobsewab1en; 
Seminar, Rossendorf, Jun. 7. 1993 

T. Meng: 
Berry phase and diabolic pair transfer; 
Seminar, Rossendorf, Oct. 25,1993 

F.M. Dittes: 
Semiklassische Behandlung einfacher chaotischer Systeme; 
Seminar, Rossendorf, Nov. 15. 1993 



m. Personnel 



Scientific Staff 

Dr. Barz, H.W. l) 

Dietterle, L. 
Dr. Dittes, F.M. 
Dr. Donau, F. 
Dr. Dshemuchadse, S. 
Dr. Enghardt, W. " 
Dr. Frauendorf, S. 
Dr. Gippner, P. 4, 

Dr. Herbach, C.-M. 
Dr. Kiimpfer, B. l) 

Dr. Ktiubler, L. ') 

Dr. Kleinwiichter, P. 
Dr. Kotte, R. 
Dr. ManfraB, P. 
Dr. Matthies, A. " 
May, D. 
Dr. Meng, J. 
Dr. Michel, P. 
Dr. Moller, K l) 

Dr. Mosner, J. 
Dr. Miiller, H. 
Dr. Naumann, B. '' 
Dr. Naumann, L. 
Dr. Neubert, W. 
Dr. Ortlepp, H.-G. 
Dr. Pfianer, A. 
Dr. Pmde, H. 
Dr. Reif, J. 
Renz, G. 
Richter, H. 3, 

Dr. Rotter, H. 3' 

Prof. Rotter, I. " 
Schdot t ,  A. " 
Dr. Scbilling, K.D. 
Dr. Schlett, M. 
Dr. Schwengner, R. 
Dr. Seidel, W. 
Dr. Skoda, S. 
Dr. Sobesiavsky, E, 
Dr. Wagner, W. '" 
Dr. Winter, G. 
WoMaah, D. 
Dr. Wiinsch. R. 

Technical Staff 

Ahs,  M. 
A n g e m ,  H. 
Baumanu, U. 
Berlin, J.U. 
Boeck, M. 
Bose, M. 
Fiedler, J. 
Forster, R. 
Freitag, M. 
Giibel, L. 
Heidel, K 
Hemnann, K.H. 
Hutsch, J. 
Kerber, J. 
Kluge, E. 
Koslowsky, M. 
Langer, M. 
Lauckner, K. 
Meier, B. 
Prietzschk, B. 
Probst, I. 
Rimarzig, B. 
RLimer, H. 
Scheinpflug, M. 
Schneidereit, Chr. 
Schulze, W. 
Sobiella, M. 
Uhlmalln, A. 
Umlauf, C. 4, 

Postgraduate Students 

Biegansky, J. 
Hasch, B.-G. 
Heide, B. 
Kolomeizew, J. 
Kriiger, J. 
Mohlenkamp, T. 
MUer, M. 
Pawelke, J. 
Schleif, M. 
Schneider, Chr. 
Schiilke, A. 
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